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KEY TO PHONETIC SYMBOLS

Because of the restriction of certain symbols on the typewriter 

the following have been chosen. The consonants mainly follow Pike 

(1947; 5f 7) and the vowels the IPA System (Pike 1947; 232).

Consonants.

Bilabials: p, m

Dentals; t, n, 1n

Alveolars: t, n, 1, and flap £

Retroflexes: t, n, 1, r
• • • •

L a m i n a l s : t * , n ^ , 1 * ,  y

V e l a r s :  k ,  g

G l o t t a l :  ?

Rounded consonants: pw , mw, kw , gw, w

Vowels

nearest Pike equivalent 

Front: i i

z I

Central a 9

a  a / A

Back: u  u

in ' i

The hyphen preceding a vowel indicates the root or affix begins with a  

vowel; the hyphen preceding a consonant indicates an initial consonant.
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0. INTRODUCTION

0.1 The language and its background

Anindilyakwa is the name of the language spoken by the 

Warnindilyakwa Aborigines of Groote Eylandt, Gulf of Carpentaria, 

Northern Territory. In the classification of Australian Aboriginal 

languages, Anindilyakwa is placed in the Groote Eylandtan Family 

(Oates 1970: 15) or Andilyaugwan Family (Wurm 1972: 117). The 

Nunggubuyu Aborigines refer to the language as Yingura/Ingura (Hughes 

1971: 312 [yinygura]). It is a multiple-classifying language with 

a richly-developed prefixation, as well as a suffixation, system.

Today, the Warnindilyakwa people live primarily in two 

communities on Groote Eylandt, viz., Umbakumba (approx. 400) and 

Angurugu (approx. 700) . A few live at Numbulwar, on the mainland 

to the west, either permanently or temporarily. In 1922, Norman 

Tindale liberally estimated the population of the Groote Eylandt 

Archipelago to be a little more than three hundred. Eleven out of 

the twelve local groups (Turner 1974: 8) are represented at 

Umbakumba but the three main local groups are Mamarika, Barra and 

Yantarrnga. The speech of the Umbakumba community differs from 

that of Angurugu in only a few minor sound shifts. The Umbakumba 

Aborigines, however, hear the difference between the two 

communilects as one of voice quality, theirs being the more strident 
of the two.

Contact with other nations has occurred for at least two or 

three centuries. The Macassans probably visited Groote Eylandt as 

traders in trepang and tortoise-shell as early as the eighteenth 

century. The traders came from Macassar, a port in southern Celebes
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which is now part of the Republic of Indonesia (MacKnight 1972: 283) 

and were probably of the Bugi people of that area (Cole 1971: 7).

The Aborigines identify about thirty-five of the nouns recorded to 

date as Macassan. These words have been incorporated into the noun

classification system and have been adapted to the Anindilyakwa 

sound system.
Regular contact with Europeans began when Mr. Fred Gray 

settled at Umbakumba in the late 1930's. He acted as liaison between 

the Aborigines and the officials at the Port Langdon Flying Base, 

established in 1938 on the shore of the Umbakumba Lagoon. After 

World War II, the Australian government asked Mr. Gray to stay and 

supervise the welfare of the Aborigines. He and Mrs. Marjorie Gray 

began a school, dispensary, farming and shell craftwork. From 

1958-66, the administration of the community was in the hands of 

the Church Missionary Society (Church of England). Since 1967, 

Umbakumba has been administered by the Department of Aboriginal 

Affairs. A local Aboriginal Council now supervises local affairs 

in the township. (For more detailed information, see Reference 

Works.)

0.2 Data collection and processing

The data used in this paper was collected over a period of 

2% years from May, 1975 to November, 1977, whilst employed as a 

linguist in the Bilingual Section, Department of Education, Northern 

Territory Division. Data collection at Umbakumba was commenced 

using the word list issued by the Australian Institute of Aboriginal 

Studies, Canberra (approximately 2,200 words). Vocabulary items 

were added, after checking, from the Anindilyakwa Primers Series by 

Judith Stokes and Gula Lalara, and from transcribed stories told by
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the Umbakumba Aborigines. For the purpose of this analysis a 

dictionary of 2,400 citation forms of words in phonetic script, six 

taped stories, and two double-sided 5" tapes of vowels recorded in 

constant frames, have been used. During the last six months at 

Umbakumba, a lot of time was spent checking data and in "structured 

listening", i.e., listening to conversations but focussing on 

certain sounds.

In 1972, I spent two months at Angurugu with Miss Judith 

Stokes, linguist, Church Missionary Society, working on the problems 

in the Anindilyakwa phonology. This data has also been considered.

During my residence at Umbakumba, I taught literacy in the 

vernacular to nineteen Aboriginal adults, all of whom were literate 

or semi-literate in English. Twelve of them finished the literacy 

course, nine of whom could both read and write with a good degree 

of fluency.

Approximately 220 spectrographs have been processed in the 

acoustics laboratory of the Macquarie University, using a Voice 

Print Laboratory Spectrograph.

Data for the spectrographs was recorded by Mrs. Tapinkuta 

(Katie) Yantarrnga intermittently over a period of six months.

Three utterances of each word were recorded each time and contro

versial words were recorded on several different occasions.

0.3 Aim and outline of the contents

The aim of this paper is to present the phonemes of the Umbakumba 

communilect of Anindilyakwa, with some comparisons made regarding 

the Angurugu communilect. The phonological word and the syllable 

have been described in the paper to show how the phonemes function 

within the larger units. Word stress is only briefly mentioned. As
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native reaction (Pike) or native intuition (Chomsky) is considered 

relevant to linguistic analysis, details of the reactions of the 

Umbakumba literates have been included throughout the paper.

The characteristics of Anindilyakwa are: long words, fluid

vowels, very few minimal pairs for either consonants or vowels, and 

an extensive morphophonemic system. The distinguishing of six points 

of articulation for the consonants is typical of the system throughout 

Australia. Anindilyakwa, however, has a dichotomy between unrounded 

and rounded consonants which is not typical in Australian languages but 

is found in some languages of Papua New Guinea (see Lithgow 1977: 4;

Pike 1964: 129; Lloyd and Healey 1970: 36; Laycock 1965: 34). The 

three-vowel system (high versus mid versus low) is also atypical for 

Australian languages but is found in Papua New Guinea languages (see 

Staalsen 1966: 69; Bruce 1977: 1 re "typical Sepik vowel system";

Laycock 1965: 32; Pike 1964: 131). Though the Barua vowel phonemes 

are different from those in Anindilyakwa the allophones of /a/ and 

/a / which parallel /i/ and /a/ are very similar (Lloyd and Healey 

1970: 36, 39).

Only a few adverbs and exclamations are monomorphemic. The 

complex affixation linked with the noun classification system results 

in numerous morpheme boundaries within each word. The morphophonemic 

and allophonic changes at the morpheme boundaries have been listed 

separately in each section for clarity. It was essential to conduct 

morphological research simultaneously with the phonemic analysis.

This fact is highlighted in "Grammatical Prerequisites to Phonemic 

Analysis" (Brend 1972: 32) in which Pike states: "when phonological

and grammatical facts are mutually dependent, the treatment of phonology 

without reference to grammar is a concealment of part of a most 

important set of structural facts pertinent to phonology."
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Pike (1947: 116 - 7) states that: "Sound systems have a tendency

toward phonetic symmetry... It should be emphasized, however, that a 

language does not have to be symmetrical. Very frequently a sound 

system is not symmetrical and there are defective series of sounds, 

or what might be called in this instance 'holes in the pattern'."

The lack of symmetry in Anindilyakwa is seen in the difference in the 

functional load of the dental series (see Section 4) where dental /g/ 

is now rare and alveolar /n/ common in prefixes and suffixes. With 

the loss of /pw/ and /mw/ preceding /a/, and the development of the 

alveolar series, the vowel allophones of the high vowel are seen to 

be unsymmetrical (see Section 8, Chart 9). The lack of symmetry, 

therefore, is accounted for in terms of language change through inter

action with Nunggubuyu, Macassan and English. It would seem possible 

that Anindilyakwa was originally a language from the northeast. The 

older Aboriginal men at Angurugu have told Mr. Lance Tremlett (Town 

Administrator, church Missionary Society) that their ancestors came 

from the northeast (personal communication).

The present analysis is an attempt to resolve continuing phono

logical problems evident in the failure of Aboriginal literates to 

spell the vowels consistently. The main problem in the early recording 

of the phonetic data arose because the feature of rounding was not 

identified correctly in the bilabial consonants, or where rounding was 

simultaneous, not sequential. Lithgow (1977: 3) faced the same type 

of problem and says: "a series of labialised velar and/or bilabial

consonants is found throughout the Austronesian languages of Milne 

Bay... The kw and gw sounds can be heard quite well by Europeans, but 

we often have difficulty in hearing the labialisation of pw, bw and 

mw...". Once the rounded consonants were identified as phonemic, 

the allophones of the high and low vowels were seen to pattern in
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accordance with the rounded or unrounded consonants. Previous analyses 

(Moody 1954; Stokes 1972) divided the high vowel into two phonemes,

/i/ and /u/, with phonemic variation. This analysis adds two rounded 

consonants to the consonant inventory, and reduces the high vowel 

allophones to one phoneme /i/, with allophonic variation.

The tagmemics model (Pike 1967) is used in this paper in order 

to make the analysis available to local linguists, literacy workers 

and non-aboriginal teachers who are either familiar only with the 

tagmemics model or who have only an elementary knowledge of linguistics. 

As Aboriginal teachers are also currently being trained in linguistics 

during teacher-training, it is hoped that the presentation will be 

understood by some of the local Aboriginal teachers. A larger number 

of examples than is usually found in a paper of this type has been 

included for local interest. Some of the morphophonemic and allophonic 

rules are written in transformational-generative formulae but an 

explanation is given below each one.



1. THE PHONOLOGICAL WORD

The phonological word has been identified by its isolability and 

a word-final feature /-a/.

1.1 Word-final /a/.

The vowel /a/ occurs word-finally in almost every word in the 

language. It is regarded as the juncture feature at the closure of a 

word. The basic form of the root can be observed when the word is 

suffixed. The root-final vowel elides when the word-final /a/ occurs.

/malamwkwimanytya/

/malamwikwa/

’in the canoe*

/amatimanytya/ 

/amata/

'on the grass' 

'grass'

/agaiyita/

/aqaiya/

'home! (emphatic)' 

'home'

/mamwirikwilaqwiya/ [mamwurukwulaijwiya]^ 'along the road' 

/mamwirikwa/ ’road'

The non-final form of a root can also be observed in the first 

root of a reduplicated compound stem.

/ayafmiyafma/

/mankimanka/

/alyikariparipara/ 

/mwikwimwikwa [mwukwumwukwa]

'thin' (Nung) 

'sorcerer's tool'

'light and spongy' 

'deep sea'

All root-final vowels are allophones of the high vowel. The
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rounded allophone always follows a labialised consonant. No real 

evidence has been found for positing a root-final [a] though the vowel 

/a/ freely varies with /i/ preceding the suffixes /-wiya/ (plural), 

and /-kiya/ (dual). In Nunggubuyu cognates, a correlation with the 

root-final vowel in Anandilyakwa can be seen.

Anindilyakwa Nunggubuyu

/yimawira/ [yimawuri+a] /yimawuru/

/yakafa/ [yakafi+a] /yakati/

/napipa/ [napipi+a] /napipi/

/lipatja/ [lipaqi+a] /lipagi/

/a?ifa/ [afifi+a] /ariri/• •
/tigaya/ [tiqayi+a] /qayi/

/yampifkwa/ [yamprfkwu+a] /yampirku/

/mwikwimwikwa/ [mwukwumwukwu+a] /mukumuku/ 

/mwilkwa/ [mwulkwu+a] /mulku/

/migawa/ [munjawu+a] /miqawu/

/tyafagwa/ [tyafagwu+a] /tyaragu/

/mai3'wimai3wa/ [magwumagwu+a] /maqumaqu/

/agwira/ [agwuri+a] /qura/

/amata/ [amati+a] /mata/

/qaya/ [gayi+a] /qaya/

'Red Emperor fish' 

'fish (sp.)’

'mother's brother' 

'bait*

'wind'

'widow'

'parrot fish'

'deep sea'

'stomach'

'shell: top'

'horse*

'illicit love affair' 

'fire'

'grass'

•I*

Words which do not end with the vowel /a/ fall into three cate
gories , viz.,

(a) Shortened forms of words

Personal Aboriginal names can be shortened and thus end in a 

vowel other than /a/. English names can end in /i/ but some which are 

one syllable optionally take the word final /a/.
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/tali/ for /talipiyinytya/ (personal name)• rs r*

/pili/ 'Billy'

[su:~suwa] 'Sue*

(b) Exclamations
In addition to words ending in a vowel other than /a/, there are 

two words that have a final consonant. One of the two is a Nunggubuyu

cognate.

/yinti/ 'oh. I'm wrong'

/kati/ 'watch outI*«
/gwe/ 'stop staring at me*

/tyity/~/tyiwity/ 'go away!' (Nung)

/ga¥/ 'atchoo!'

(c) Glide used when calling out

Aboriginal languages, in general, have a word-final vowel glide 

used when calling to someone away at a distance. The glide is usually 

accompanied by a sharp change to high pitch and extreme lengthening of 

the glide itself.

/tilyapwintayi/ [tiiyapwantaI;: ] ' Dilyapumta!'• • • •
/naratyawi/ [naratyawu::] 'Naraja!'

Utterance finally, words can end in the root-final high vowel
2but this is regarded as a stylistic device used mainly in narratives. 

The following words end the same way as does the suffix for showing 

continuation or repetition of an action over a long period of time, 

e*9-» /yifilikena/ 'we went' ; /yirilikeniwa/ fyiralvukenu: :wa] 'we 

kept going on and on'. The suffix /-iwa/ (continuation) has a variant 

/-iwi/ [u::], e.g., /yi^ilikeniwi/ [yif aluikenu:The following words 

probably mean that the actors kept on getting kurrajong, etc.
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[mitya£awu::] for /mityafawa/ 'kurrajong'

[mamwvatagkwu :: ] for /mamwitai]kwa/ 'meat'

[arawi;:] for /arawuwa/ 'to the inside’

In narratives, the root-final and word-final vowel can be 

deleted, leaving a word-final consonant. This usually occurs 

utterance-final or pause-final.
3[naniyam] for /naniyama/ 'to say'

[galaty] for /galat^a/ 'she'

[arak] for /arakpa/ 'now*

[pi:£] for /piya/ 'and then ...'

Utterance medially, word boundaries coalesce, maintaining the 

normal stress/rhythm contours.

(i) When the second word begins with a consonant, the root-final 

high vowel occurs.

[aenipmqawa] 'still alive'
/anipa gawa/

[ymuimaluikiyaratya] 'the goanna's tracks'
/yinimalika yaratya/

[yimantakwuwapiyakrna] 'that blue-tongue lizard'

/yimantakwiwapa yakina/

Occasionally, a root-final vowel is elided preceding a word 

beginning with a consonant and the nasal is lengthened.

[memunuluiqatyara] 'this (beach) is long'
/mema miliqatyira/
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(ii) When the second word begins with a vowel, the root-final high 

vowel elides.

[kampagaiymmanytya] 'and then at home
/kampa agaiyimanyt^a/

[kmlrakatya arakperiperipawa] 'and then go to the bush ...'

/kilikatya arakpa e?ipe?ipawa/

One exception has been noted in a common phrase which closes a 

narrative discourse. The root-final vowel has been retained and the 

word-initial vowel elided. This appears to be extremely rare.

[akwuqawupinuita] 'and that's all'

/akwa gawa epini-ta/

1.2 Assignment of the vowel to root or affix

All words except a few adverbs and exclamations are multi- 

morphemic. The roots/stems are obligatorily prefixed by one to four 

prefixes and optionally suffixed by one to three suffixes. The vowel 

at the boundary of the prefix and root, or prefix and prefix, requires 

assignment to either the prefix or root. The vowel between the root 

and suffix is already assigned to the root (see Section 1.1). Suffixes 

begin with either a vowel or a consonant, e.g. /-awa— iwa/ [awa~uwa]

'to'; /-ina/ (present tense); /-iyi/ (verbal plural); /-manytya/ 'on, 

in'; /-laqwiya/ 'through*.

The roots are considered as beginning with the vowels /a/ or 

/e/, or a consonant. All prefixes end in a vowel. Vowels are 

regarded as being prefix-final because;

(a) this means a consistent final vowel whether the morphemic unit
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is a word, a root or a prefix.

(b) roots and prefixes (and, therefore, words) can all be said to 

start with the same phonemic units, viz., /a/, /e/ or a consonant.

apapwina = a+apapwini+a 'many: A class'

ena = eni+a 'this: A class'

meti¥a = mi+etifi+a 'cave: M class'
/>* n

niyikwityiya = ni+yikwityiyi+a 'small: N class'

(c) the prefixes then combine into one formula which has a final

obligatory vowel. The combined formula for one or two syllable prefixes
4is (C)(V)(C)V, in which two vowels cannot co-occur.

/awiiyapa/ = a+wil^api+a 'one: A class'

/tiwil^apa/ = ti+wil^api+a 'one: D class'

/aniqapa/ = ani+qapi+a 'good: A class nom.'

/niqwiwiiyapa/ = niqi+wiiyapi+a 'one: 1 st. sing.'

(d) only one rule then applies at the morpheme boundaries with a 

consonant-initial root, viz., Rule 2: vowel assimilation (see Section

1.3).

ti+wiiyapa > [tuwiiyapa] 'one: D class'

Consideration was previously given to positing an overt or 

underlying high vowel as root-initial, thus making all roots begin 

with a vowel. This was rejected because, if the prefix ends with a 

vowel and the root begins with a vowel, one extra rule must apply.

If an underlying root-initial high vowel is posited, the morpho- 

phonemic rule for vowel deletion and the allophonic rule both must 

apply with the order optional. For example:
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Morphophonemic Rule 1: vowel deletion

ti+iwilyapa > tiwilyapa

Allophonic Rule 3: vowel assimilation

tiwilyapa > [tuwilyapa] 'one: D class'

An analysis in which only one rule applies seems to me to be simpler 

and, therefore, preferable to positing an underlying unit which then 

requires two rules to obtain the phonetic realization.

If a consonant were posited as prefix-final and a vowel as root- 

initial, only the allophonic rule No.3 would apply, e.g., t+Vwilyapa > 

t+uwilyapa [tuwilyapaj 'one: D class'. Class A nouns and adjectives, 

however, would have V as the prefix and all other classes would have C 

or CVC. This pattern is less symmetrical and the formula would require 

all optional units, viz., (C)(V)(C)(V). A consonant alone does not 

occur as a suffix morpheme. My choice of prefix-final vowel rests on 

the criteria of symmetry with the root-final vowel, and the pressure of 

CV as the most common syllable type, expressed in the combined prefix 

formula (C) (V) (C)V.

Another possibility is to regard the prefix as having a final 

consonant and the root having an initial consonant, e.g. t+pina. An 

insertion rule would then be posited to insert a vowel between two 

consonants not normally in a cluster. This was rejected for a similar 

reason to the one above: two rules (an insertion rule applied first

and then the allophonic rules) would be needed rather than one.
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1 . 3  Morphophonemic rules

Rule 1: vowel deletion
This rule is widely applied at morphophonemic boundaries between 

prefix and root, root and suffix, and between affixes.

+ tv]
/

[V] + -*■ jz5

i.e., the morpheme-final vowel /a/ or /i/ is deleted preceding a 

morpheme-initial vowel.

a+apata > /apata/« •
a+epina > /epina/ 

mi+etira > /metira/ 

ni+apata > /napata/ 

nigi+apatit^ena > nigipatityena/ 

aqaiyi+iwa > /agaiyiwa/ [agaiyuwa] 

/ti+ati+yiwagkwa > /tatiyiwagkwa/ 

[tatiyuwagkwa] 

a+pwikwi+alakena > /apwikwalakena/ 

tapwukwalakena] 

ni+ani+figka > /nanirigka/ [naneruigka]

'agile: A class' 

'that: A class'

'cave'

'agile: N class' 

'jealous: 1 st sing.' 

'(to) home'

'old woman'

'these three'

'to see'

There are three exceptions to the above rule which are simply 

irregular, when a CV prefix is affixed to a root-initial /e/, the 

second vowel elides.

ni+epina > nipina 

mi+epa > mipa 

ti+eminigka > timinigka

'that: N class’ 

'any?'

'strange: D class'

Rule 2: vowel assimilation

The following rule is the normal allophonic rule (see Section 8)
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for the rounded allophone of the high vowel. It is listed here because 

it occurs very commonly at the morpheme boundaries and must apply 

preceding Rule 3.

v i  /  r v i+ high | + [+round] /   + I + round I

i.e. , the morpheme-final vowel /i/ is rounded preceding a morpheme- 

initial rounded consonant (see Section 4, Chart 4).

ti+wil^apa > [tuwilyapa] 'one: D class'

gaSi+witena > [gaSruwutena] 'to climb'

wani+gwi+anti+ma > [wanugwantima] 'motherless children'• 0 0 « • •

When the prefix /yi/ (Y noun class marker) precedes a root

beginning with /pw, mw/ Rule 2 optionally applies. When /yi/ precedes

a root-initial /kw, gw/, the assimilation rule is applied. There is

also one example, to date, where the variation occurs preceding /gw/«

yi+pwirata > [y(x/u)pwarata] 'kangaroo'I A ^
yi+pwikwi+ali+akina > [y(i/u)pwukwalakina] 'those three there'

yi+mwinta > [y(i/u)mwanta] 'louse'• • • •
yi+gwa > [y(i/u)gwa] 'crow'

Rule 3: consonant assimilation

Rule 3 applies within the root or prefix and is the usual allo

phonic rule for the co-occurrence of a rounded consonant and rounded 

vowel within a syllable. In the following examples, the assimilation 

of the consonant causes allomorphs of the root or prefix.

Rules 2 and 3 are ordered and cyclical.

c / . V
+ grave -*■ [+round] / + ’round

/ _+ high

i.e., a labial or velar consonant, /p, m, k, g/ is rounded when it 

precedes a high, back rounded vowel /u/.
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nigi+witena > /nigwiwitena/ [nugwuwutena] 'to climb'

nigi+Qwanytyina > /niqwii3wanytyina/ 'to stop'

[nuqwuqwanytyina]

mi+waraka > /mwiwa?aka/ [mwuwaraka] 'casuarina tree'

magiyiwaqi+iwa > /mai]iyiwai3wiwa/ [maqiyuwai3wuwa] 'to the shark'

Rule 4: vowel dissimilation

The sequence /mimV/ has not been recorded to date in word-initial 

position. In the potential sequence caused by the prefix /mi/ 

preceding a root-initial /m/, the vowel dissimilates from /i/ to /a/.

"v / tnasal tnasal
+high -*■ [+low] / +ant . +ant
wm •— / -cor -cor

i.e. , the vowel /i/ becomes /a/ between /itv/ and /to/. 

ni+maqpala > /nimagpala/ 'five: N class'

cf.

mi+maopala > /mamaqpala/ 

ti+miiyiqa?a > /timiiyiga?a/ 
cf.

mi+miiyiqara > /mamiiyiqaifa/ 

ti+memperkwa > /timemperkwa/
cf.

mi+mempe?kwa > /mamempe¥kwa/

’five: M class’ 

'remaining: D class'

'remaining: M class' 

'ten: D class'

'ten: M class'

1.4 Word length and syllable distribution

Words vary in length from primarily two syllables to thirteen 

syllables.

/a.wa/ 'liver'

/ma.ma.Ea/ 'paperbark tree'

/a.wi.lya.pa/ 'one'
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/yi.na.la.ki.na/

/yi.ma.ki.ma.ki.na/

/a.mwin.ta.kwi.pwi.kwa.ya/

/a.mwi q.kwi.?i.mwi.ra.ta.ta/

/13a.ri. qi.na.ki.taf.pwi.kwi.na/

/13a. ¥i. mwin. ta. mwi?.kwi. li.tya. yi.na/• • ^
/yi. ri.pwi. kwi. mwii3. kwi. mwii3. ka.ta.yi.na/

'those there'

'mud wasp'

'those coming'

'having holes'

'to sit with legs 

crossed'

'to lie down together' 

'we three kept on 

digging'

/yi.iri.mwin.ti.mwin.ti.ka.la.li.ke.ni.wa/ 'they kept on going'

/yi.3?i.pwi.kwi.mwii3.kwi.mwii3.ka.ta.yi.ni.pa.pa/ 'because we three kept

on digging'

Only four words of one syllable have been found to date, all 

of which are extrasystematic. Three are exclamations: /gwe/ 'stop

staring at me!'; /tyar/ 'atchoo!'; /tyity/ 'go away* (Nunggubuyu 

cognate); and one is an onomatopoeic word for the call of the crow, 

viz., /gwa/.

Using the dictionary corpus of 2,400 citation forms with from 

1 to 10 syllables, the following estimates have been made:

two-syllable words:

three-syllable words: 

four-six syllable words: 

seven-ten syllable words:

3% of the data, about one-third of which

are loan words

14%

68%
15%

Using two short texts, estimates showed that approximately 90% of 

the words had between two and six syllables. Percentages could vary 

greatly in texts depending upon when pronouns and demonstratives were 

of two or three syllables or six or more as in the trials and plurals.
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Anindilyakwa speech is often very rapid. From the following 

spectrographs it can be seen that the three to five syllable words 

have approximately the same timing; and the six syllable word has the 

same timing as the eight syllable.

'wind'

'ignorant'

'blunt'

'careful'

'smooth'

800 msecs 

800 msecs 

800 msecs 

1300 msecs 

1200 msecs

Spectrograph 

No.1 /arira/

2 /aiyaqpwina/

3 /arakpwilira/

4 /amwintamwintira/i i • •
5 /aminytyiHkwi?imaiya/

1. 5 Word stress
A full description of the stress patterns is beyond the scope of 

this paper. A few comments, however, are necessary because stress has 

been mentioned in connection with the vowel allophones, syllable 

reduction, etc.

Stress (in the sense of a complex of features such as loudness 

and length contributing to an impression of stress) is not phonemic. 

The timing of syllables, mainly in groups of two or three within each 

rhythm group in a word or utterance, seems to be more important than 

the feature of stress itself.

The following observations have been made;

(a) Each word has one primary stress which occurs on the penultimate 

syllable, except as indicated below. The vowel is always lengthened 
in a primary-stressed syllable.

/mema/ «this; M class'
/akwala/ ’some'

/mamarxka/ (clan name)
/aq^xnta/ 'ankle'
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(b) The stress can optionally change to the antepenultimate syllable 

if a strong vowel [a, e] occurs in that syllable and a weak vowel, 

e.g. [ta, a] occurs in the penultimate syllable. It is probable that 

each vowel has 'strong' and 'weak' allophones but evidence is not 

conclusive, e.g., [ae] is the weak allophone of both /a/ and /e/;

[tu, a] are the weak allophones of /i/. While such a system predominates, 

reduplication of the root, timing and rhythm, and closed syllables

cause exceptions to the basic system. A detailed analysis has not yet

been done. In the following examples, the first variant is the most 

commonly used.

/alika/ [almka~alaka] 'foot'

/emepa/ [aemepa-emepa] 'song'

/mwigarikwa/ [mwragarukwa~mwuigarukwa] 'fishing line'

/aginta/ [aganta-aggnta] 'chin'

/atyiwat^iwa/ [atyuwatyuwa-atyuwatyuwa] 'fern (sp.)'

(c) Where a closed syllable occurs in the ante-penultimate position 

and an open syllable in the penultimate position, the closed syllable 

can take the primary stress. Where the closed syllable occurs in a 

penultimate syllable with a weak vowel, the closed syllable takes the 
stress.

/agp i ta/ [$gp 3ta] 's trong'

/agpwirta/ [agpwmrta] 'waterlily root'

/timpala/ [tmmpala-tvumpala] 'cloth'

(<3) Stress and timing appears to be inherent within each morpheme, 

dependent upon the number of syllables. To date, this has been noted 

in the suffixes.
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/agalya/ [agalya]

/a^al^i-ta/ [agal^sta]

/alikwira/ [aluikmra]

/alikwirawa/ [almkuirawa]t  t

/mamwirikwa/ [mamwirikwa]t •
/marnwirikwi-lagwiya/ [mamwuirukwulagwiya]

'home’

'home (emphatic)' 

'house'

'to the house'

'road'

'along the road'
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2. THE SYLLABLE

Gimson (1962: 53) states that "if, at the linguistic, 

structural level, a unit consisting of groups of phonemes is found 

to be useful, then the term 'syllable' may well be applied to such 

a unit". For the purposes of this paper, this description has been 

used in order to posit convenient units larger than the phoneme.

The syllable boundaries do merge and the divisions are quite 

arbitrary until further analysis. Where the Aborigines syllabify 

certain words in alternate ways, they only vary within the suggested 

syllable types.

The basic syllable patterns can be incorporated into one 

formula, (C)V(C)(C), where the vowel nucleus is obligatory and the 

onset may be optionally filled with one consonant and the coda by 

one or two consonants.

V a.ra 'forehead*

VC ak.pa * buttocks'
VCC a?g.ka 'hip*
CV wi.ya 'here you are'

CVC men.pa ’eye*

CVCC a.larg.ka.wa.ri.ya 'old and tatty'

2.1 Distribution of syllables in a word

The syllables, V, VC and VCC, only occur word-initially. The 

syllable, CV, is the only one to occur in word-final position.

The most frequent syllable used is the CV.
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2.2 Distribution of consonants and vowels in the syllable

2.2.1 Word-initial syllables

In the word initial syllables, V, VC and VCC, the following 

vowels and consonants occur:

V a, e

VC, VCC a

VC m, n, ny, g, 1, 1, r, r, k

VCC rg, rg

In word-initial syllables where a consonant is the onset, not 

all consonants occur in the indigenous vocabulary. The inventory 

of initial consonants, however, has been increased by the intro

duction of loanwords from Macassar, Nunggubuyu and English. The 

following consonants occur word-initially:

indigenous only in loanwords

Stops: t, k p, t, ty, t

Nasals: m, n, g

Rounded
consonants Pw, mw, kw, gw, w

Laterals: 1 1, ly, 1A «
Flap: ?

Approximantsi y ro

The consonants, /I/, /r/ and those in loanwords, are very rare 

in initial position. The nasals, /n/, /n/ and /ny/, do not occur 
initially.

2.2.2 Word-medial syllables

In the CV syllable, all consonants and vowels occur but some
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consonant/vowel combinations have not been recorded, viz., la, pwe, 

mwe, ne, ne, te and le.
In the CVC syllable, all consonants but /n/ and /t/ occur as 

the initial consonant. Chart 1 shows the consonants which can occur 

in the coda, together with the vowels which may precede them. The 

vowel /e/ is restricted in its distribution.

Chart 1

Final VC combinations in a CVC

In a CVCC syllable, the onset consonant has been observed as 

the stops, /p, t, k/, the nasals, /m, n, $/, the laterals /l, 1 ?/ 

and the semiconsonants /w, y/. In Chart 2, vowel and final CC 

patterns can be seen. Only the vowel /a/ occurs with any frequency 
in a CVCC.

Chart 2

Final VCC combinations in a CVCC
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Chart 3 shows the distribution of CC and CCC consonant clusters 

across syllable boundaries. A syllable-final consonant is a sonorant, 

except for /k/, and the syllable-initial consonant is most commonly 

a stop, and less commonly a nasal.

CHART 3

Consonants across syllable boundaries
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The following examples are ordered as per the vertical 

columns:

/akpa/ 'buttocks'
/ampaka/ 'later on'
/menpa/ 'eye'

/agpilyiwa/ 'sickness'
/mapalpa/ 'peanut tree'
/yilerpa/ 'palm tree'

/apiyarpwiwa/ * four'

/timagkarkpa/ 'wild plum'

/akwilarmpityina/ 'beside'

/garilamargpityina/ 'to sleep well'
/armpilira/ 'jellyfish'

/tilanta/A A OA 'rock wallaby'

/timantagwa/ 'stingray'

/garapaltata/ 'carry on a belt'

/mawirtara/ 'woolly butt tree'

/eminta/ 'nose'
/anta/ • • 'elbow'

/yintyifa/ 'fish'

/yirariganytya/ 'paperbark tree'

/ti gi gtyapena/ 'dolphin'

/diwaltya/ 'water snake'

/artya/ 'cooking stick*

/y iwankity a/ 'baby wallaby'

/mankimanka/ 'sorcerer's tool'

/yiragka/ 'March fly'

/apalkaiya/ 'wet ground'
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/yinikarka/

/arqka/

,/ a r 13 k ay i way a/

/yiqmwii3manta/

/yimpalma/

/ayarmiyarma/

/airtarmara/

/ aqkigny ii]wira/

/timarqa/

/akpwilkwirariya/

/ampwima/

/alyaqpwina/

/apiyarpwiwa/

/alarkpwilala/ 

/marmparmpwira/ 

/yilyai3mwira/ 

/pankwitya/

/tityiniqkwa/

/alkwa/

/malkwirarikatya/
• • •

/tiqarkwa/

/ alar gkwilari3kwala/ 

/ar qk wi wi 1 y ap a/ 

/aiyarqwaiyiiya/

'hawk'

'hip'

'tamarind tree'

'tortoise'

'shell: bivalve'

'thin'

'a sore'

'complete'

'cricket'

'plains'

'not sweet'

'ignorant'

'four'

'very thin'

'black berry' 

'cockle shells'

'shark'

'echidna'

'crabs for bait'

'tangled*

'spikes'

'attacking'

'for a long time' 

'night'

2.3 Syllable reduction

The elision of a CV syllable or the vowel and final consonant 

of a CVC is a regular feature within the language, occurring in 

approximately 1% of dictionary entries. The syllable seems to be
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sacrificed in order to maintain the stress rhythm contours. In 

the following data, the Aborigines have accepted both forms of 

the word as correct in precise speech.^

2.3.1 Elision of the CV syllable

(i) Where two identical consonants or two consonants with the same 

manner of articulation occur with an intervening vowel, the first 

syllable may elide. The vowel is usually the high vowel /i/ but can 

be /a/ or /e/.

between stops

/maka(ti)tamwira/ 

/ta(ka)ka/ 

/akwa(tyi)tyara/

'string necklace' 

'this: D class' 

'cleaned with soap'

between nasals

/mamiri(nyi) nya/

/wa(na)na/• •
/e(ne)na/ 

/me(me)ma/

'paper berry' 

'this: W class' 

'this: A class' 

'this: M class'

between laterals

/aqa(li)lagwa/

/ aka (li) le?i]kwi?a/ 

/aiyafi3wa(iyi)iya/

between pk/

/nikwi (ri) 3?itena/ 

/akwiwa(?i)?a/ 

/yikwi(?i)?itagwa/

'its (sing.)' 

'orange sandstone' 

'night'

'to scratch' 

'torn'

'swordfish'
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/aliqatyi (3?i)?a/ 'long'

/qaifampi (?i) ?arina/ 'to wait for'

/takatya(ra)fa/ 'nut (sp.)'

/mamwike(re)re/ 'spreading roots'

between approximants

/aqwityi (ri) ra/ 'hollow'

/ari(yi)wa/ 'edible root'

/ti(yi)wa/ 'jellyfish (sp.)'

/wifili(yi)wa/ 'bird (sp.)'

/magi(yi)waqa/ 'shark'

(ii) A syllable can elide with a change in stress pattern, with 

both forms acceptable.

/akwititi(ka)tyiqwa/ 'gate, door *

[^cwutltikatyuqwa~akwutitityugwa]

/amwintal(ki) tyika/ 'small things'• •

[amwantakityxka~amwantatyika]• • • •
/amwigkwala(ri)wa/ 'few and small'

[amwugkwala?uwa~amwugkwalawa]'
/a(wi)riqkwa?kwa/ 'barracuda*

[awurugkwafkwa~arugkwafkwa]

/a(wi)rinyt^a/ 'orange'

[awurinytya~arinytya]• •

(iii) in word-final position, /-ma/ may be optionally added,or /-ma/ 

and /-mwifa/ vary freely. These are usually verb suffixes which vary 

with no apparent meaning change. Either one seems to be chosen in 

accordance with the rhythm pattern.
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/yikaiyaqama~yikalyarjmwi?a/ 'fish (sp.)'

/yitya?akama~yityafakamwifa/ 'Olive Ridley turtle'

/makaparama~makaparamwi£a/ 'shovel-nosed shark'

/manilari]kaqwira~manilarkai3wiraina/ 'wild rosella'

2.3.2 Elision of reduplicated root

There are two examples, to date, where the reduplication of the 

root is optional. (Some Aborigines will only accept the shorter form.)

/timafqimafga-timafga/ 'cricket'

/alyaQmwiiyai3mwi?a~aiyagmwifa/ 'shell: Angel wings'

2.3.3 Elision of VC within a CVC syllable

When two nasals co-occur in a closed CVC syllable with an 

intervening high vowel, the vowel and second consonant elide. The 

resultant alveolar nasal preceding a dental stop assimilates.

/timan(in)tatagwa/ 'stingray (sp.)'

/alarq(in)tafqena/ 'shell: Triton'

/an(in)tiiyakwa/ (language name)

2.3.4 Elision of CV to C

There are two examples where the CV sequence is reduced to C 

with a change of consonantal phoneme from /r/ to /r/.

/a^ityifa/ [afityi?a~artyi?a] 'sunny'

/afitya/ [a?itya~artya] 'green tree frog'

2.3.5 Baby talk

The unstressed second syllable in a four-syllable word elides
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in the "baby talk" form of the language. 6

[wuwata] for /wiriwata/ 'dog'

[yikampa]., for /yilikanmpa/ 'pearl oyster'

2.4 The epenthetic vowel

An epenthetic high vowel occurs between two consonants, usually 

following /r/ or /r/. The vowel frequently becomes a full vowel when 

it occurs in a stressed position in a rhythm unit. Most of the 

epenthetic vowels precede a sonorant but they also occur preceding an 

obstruent. The problem as to whether the epenthetic vowel is a full 

vowel or merely transitional is compounded by the occurrence of con

trastive pairs.

/amargka/ 'to laugh'

/amarigka/ 'edible roots (gen.)'

/argkMitarpa/ (diminisher)

/arugkwa?ikwa/ 'barracuda"

In almost all cases where the epenthetic vowel is recorded, the 

vowel is emically a full vowel. Aboriginal literates almost always 

insert the vowel, even to the point of writing a vowel where an 

epenthetic has not been recorded. Their preference for a CV, rather 

than consonantal closure of the previous syllable,is very obvious in 

their "creative" writing of short stories.

Three criteria have been used to determine the emic status of 

the vowel and most instances recorded to date have been resolved.

(a) Spectrographic evidence

The spectrographs, in many cases, show a formant structure and 

a duration which indicates the epenthetic vowel is the equivalent of
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other vowels in the language.

Spectrograph

No. 6 /amemperikwa/ [aemempe? (u) kwa]

7 /ati?ipwira/ [atuir (ui)pwara]

8 /aiyeriqanta/ [al̂ ae?(a) ganta]

' ten'

'straight

'searing hot'

The occurrence of vowels could be ascertained by processing 

other controversial data,but in a field situation, this is not possible.

(b) Root- and prefix-final vowel

Roots and prefixes have been analysed as having a final vowel.

Where the epenthetic vowel occurs at the morpheme boundary, this 

analysis can be implemented to posit a vowel.

/ari-pwata/ [ar(a)pwata] 'strong'

/alarimwirta/ [alaer (a)mwerta] 'darkness'^ i a * a
/takwe?i-kwera/ [takwer(i)kwe?a] 'bird: shining flycatcher'

(c) Rhythm/timing/stress

The stress/rhythm patterns often indicate that a syllable is 

necessary to maintain the timing or to separate two stressed syllables 

(see Section 1.4).

In the examples immediately below, the first of each pair shows 

a stress/rhythm pattern where all full vowels occur. The second one 

of the pair shows a corresponding epenthetic vowel analysed as phonemic. 

The final examples illustrate the analysis where contiguous stressed 

syllables occur.

/yilarikira/ [yilarikira] 

/yila?ipenta/ [yilaer(a)penta]

'fern (sp.)'

'venomous snake (sp.)'
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'slippery'

'inedible'

/mamaleripira/ [mamallrpira] 'barbed spear'

/iriemirikwira/ [maeinirkwu?a] 'white yam'

/yikwi?itagwa/ [yukwurtagwa] 'swordfish'

There are some words where the insertion or reduction of a 

vowel co-occurs with changes in the stress patterns. The decision to

analyse the optional vowel as emic is somewhat arbitrary, but based

on the principle of consistency of analysis for all epenthetic vowels. 

There are also other words in which the variation has not been

perceived in similar CC clusters.

/a^igka/ [afqka]
/niqariqka/ [nuiqarqka-nuiqarsqka]

/aka?iqa/ [aka^qa-akaSmga]

/aka^igala/ [aka^aqala]

/marimpa/ [marmpa-marmmpa]

/yarima/ [yarma -yaihama]

/mariqa/ [mafga-ma&nqa]

/me?iqwa/ [m£? J3wa~me?ugwa]

/mwilikwa/ [rnwulkwa~mwulukwa]

/anyarigwa/ [anyarqwa~anya?uqwa]

2.5 The syllable as a close-knit unit

Sommerstein (1977: 200) comments: "Very many phonological

processes can be expressed with greater generality if the syllable

'hips'

'hips: 1st sing.'

'teeth'

'sting, bite'

'teeth: molars'

'fish: yellowtail kingfish' 

'night'

'ochre: yellow'

'stomach (internal) 8 

'quiet, tame'

/aiyika?piiyi?a/ [alyikaSpiiyx̂ a] 
/aiyika?ipwita/ [alyika?(a)pwata]
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and its boundaries are allowed to be mentioned in their statement."

In Sections 6-8, the vowel allophones are described in terms of the 

syllable because it is regarded as a closely-knit unit in this language.

Vowel allophones are inherent within each syllable, with 

variation predictable according to the initial consonant within each 

syllable. Other vowel allophones may optionally occur when conditioned 

by the initial consonant or the vowel in the following syllable.

The CV patterns showing the inherent vowel allophones are as 

follows:

/i/ /e/ /a/
Bilabial Pi pe pa

mi me ma

Dental tra te~ae £a~ae
ran
a

— na-ae
lm — la~as

Alveolar ti - ta
ni ne na
li - la
V Vri re ra

Retroflex tin te ta• • •ran ~ na
irn - ia•nn« - ra•

Laminal tyi tye~ae tya~as
nyi nye~as nya~ae
1*1 lye~ae lya~ae
yi ye~se ya~ae

Velar ki ke ka
qi ge Oa

Rounded pwU — Pwa
mwu - mwa
kwu kwe kwa
qwu Qwe Qwa
wu we wa

The consonants (see Section 4: Chart 4) fall into three categories: 

rounded, palatal (lamino-palatal and possibly velar) and neutral 

consonants. A vowel is conditioned most strongly by a rounded or a
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palatal consonant. If either of these consonants occur in the

following syllable, the inherent vowel allophone usually changes,

e.g., tm+lya > tilya; wu+lya > wilya; lyi+wa > lyuwa; /ya~aetkwa >

ly (a/aU)kwa; ma+tya > maItya. An unrolanded consonant in the following

syllable can optionally cause an unrounded allophone of a vowel, e.g.,

pwu+na > pwana; kwu+lya > kw (i/u)lya.

The vowel allop'nones (see Sections 6 , 7, 8) fall into two

categories: front vowels and non-front vowels. Regressive vowel

harmony occurs within each category (see Sections 6.6; 7.2; 8.6). A

syllable consisting of a neutral consonant and front vowe1 can

condition the low vowel in the preceding syllable, e.g., ga+ri >

g(a/ae)ri (see Section 6.1.3) or the high vowel, e.g., tui+ri > tirx^ « »
(see Section 8.5).
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3. INTERPRETATION

The interpretation of vowels and consonants is based on the 

non-suspect syllable patterns in Section 2.

3.1 Consonants

3.1.1 Rounded consonants

The rounded consonants /pw, mw , kw, qw/ occur only as the 

onset of a syllable in word-initial and word-medial positions. As 

no CC clusters occur in these positions the rounded consonants have 

been interpreted as a single complex unit.

/pwiqkawa/

/apapwina/

/mwapwapiiya/
/amwara/•
A wa/

/kwiyarita/

/akwaiy,a/
/qwe/

/aqwinta/

'boss'

'many'

'boat

'fishing spear'

'come here 1 '

'cyclone'

'fish (generic)' 

'stop staring!'

'ankle'

3.1.2 Homorganic nasal plus stop

The homorganic nasals plus stops /mp, mpw, nt, nt, n^ty, nt, 

qk, qkw,/ are analysed as a sequence of two consonants on the basis 

of the occurrence of a large number of heterorganic nasals plus 

stops. The nasal can be seen to contrast in the initial position in 

the clusters, /np, qp, nt, nty, gty, nk, nk/.
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/amwiqkwa/ 'Sweetlip Emperor fish'

/amwiqpa/ 'windbreak'

There are some factors which may suggest that homorganic 

clusters should be regarded as single complex units. It is felt, 

however, that these factors are not sufficiently conclusive to 

warrant the setting up of another series of phonemes.

The major factors are:

(a) The sequences such as /rq, lp, lkw/ can optionally be separated 

by a vowel when there is a change in stress pattern, e.g.,

[marqa-maraqa] 'night'

[ axy i lpi.y i lpa~aIyx luipiy i luipa] ' bush'

[mwulkwa~mwulukwa] 'stomach'

The homorganic clusters do not tolerate a change of stress pattern

involving the insertion of a vowel. They do function as a much

more closely-knit sequence than the above CC clusters.
The same, however, can be said about the heterorganic clusters 

of nasal plus stop, viz., /np, qp, nty, qt^, nk, nk/. No intervening 

vowels occur in this set either. It certainly does not seem feasible 

to posit that, because the homorganic and heterorganic clusters, are 

close-knit units, they should all be considered as single units. It 

would add a possible fifteen more phonemic units.

(b) The high vowel /i/ is conditioned by the homorganic cluster 

functioning as a unit, i.e., the cluster /qkw/ is the environmental 

factor that causes the occurrence of the allophone [u].

/aniqkwaya/ [anuqkwaya/ 'tomorrow'
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This is the strongest evidence for positing the clusters as a unit 

but it is counteracted by the occurrence of the allophone [ae] for 

/a/ where the closure of a syllable by [g] is a factor in the 

conditioning of the allophone [as], e.g., /aiyiqarkiraqkwira/
[alyiqaerkapsqkwura] 'inflamed'. (See Section 6.1.3.)

Another non-linguistic factor based on native intuition has

occurred in adult literacy classes. Some of the men have syllabified

words leaving the cluster as a unit, e.g., /amwiqkwa/ as [a.mMu.gkwa] 

'Sweetlip Emperor fish'. They have had no problem in pronouncing 

the cluster initially in the syllable although they do tend to begin 

with a syllabic nasal, as in [m:pa] the shortened form of /yimpa/

'but'. Others, however, are much more likely to omit the homorganic 

nasal altogether in accordance with the word-final vowel pattern.

3.2 Vowels

3.2.1 Vowel clusters

The vowel clusters [ia] and [ua] alternate with [iya] and [uwa], 

respectively, and are interpreted at VCV. The semiconsonants, /y/ 

or /w/ are usually realised at the onset of a stressed syllable.

/wiya/ [wia~wiya] 'here you are'

/kayiwa/ [kaIyua~kaIyuwa] 'dillybag'

The vowel clusters are interpreted as VCV on the following

bases:

(a) Within the morpheme, the nonsuspect pattern for /a/ and /e/ 

always has an intervening semivowel /y/, e.g. /yayera/ [yaIyefa] 'vein'.

(b) At the morpheme boundaries, the high vowel can be seen to elide 

Preceding /a/. A consonant, therefore, is posited in these sequences
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where no elision occurs. (See Section 1.3.)

(c) Each vowel has a syllable peak and, therefore, is the nucleus 

of a syllable.

The vowel clusters [auu~aUwu], [aIi~aIyi], [aIu~aIyu] and
I X[a a~a ya) have been interpreted as VCV for reasons given above.

/awirikwa/ (aU (w)urukwa] 'swamp'« •
/wirawiminya/ [wuraU (w)uminya] 'duck'

/ayikwityiya/ [a1 (y)ukwutyiya] 'small (sing.)'

/agkayiwaya/ [agka1 (y)uwa1 (y)a] 'tamarind'

3.2.2 Glides [a1:] and [aU ;]

The glides [a1:] and [aU :] are interpreted as /ayi/ and /awi/.^ 

The allophone [aeX :] also occurs in free variation with [a1:] in 

this word-final environment.

Length is the feature that distinguishes the glides [a1] 

analysed as /a/ (see Section 6. ) from [a1:] as /ayi/.

(i) Word-final glides

/yakayi/ [yaka1:] 'ouch!'

/tyayi/ [ty®1:] 'scram! (rebuke)' (Nung.)

/yawl/ [ya11:] 'yes'
The reasons are:

(a) Non-suspect word patterns do not end in a consonant.

(b) Some exclamations have a variant form where the word-final 

/a/ occurs. These pairs of words then show only a difference in 

the final vowel.

/yawi~ yawa/ [yaU :~yaUwa] 'yes'

/tyayi ~ tyaya/ [tyae1 :~tyaIya] 'scram (rebuke)'
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(c) The reverse sequence /iya/ also occurs in variation with [a1:]

without change of meaning.

/tyayi-tyiya/ [tya1 :~tyiya] 'scram!'

The interpretation provides a similar counterpart for other words,

e.g.,

(d) The offglide is heard by some Aborigines who immediately said 

the word /yakayi/ had three syllables. Others showed the same 

intuition in writing /yakai/ before seeing it in print. Others, 

however, have discriminated only two syllables, and usually write 
/yakay/.

I u(ii) Word medially, the glides [a :] and [a :] have been interpreted 

as /ayi/ and /awi/ respectively. The glide is sometimes lengthened.

The vowel /a/ usually varies allophonically between [a] and 

[ai] preceding the laminal /ny/. In the following words, no 

variation occurs and the glide [a1:] is interpreted as /ayi/ on the 

basis of the morphemes involved, and the length of the glide. (See 

Section 1.3 for morphophonemic rule No.l.)

/qayinyagwa/ [gaXnyagwa] 'my'

gayi+lagwa

/qayinytya/ [gaT;nytya] 'I (dative)'

gayi+atya

/gayinytyikwapa/ [ga1 :nytyukwnpa] 'I, also'

gayi+atyi+kwapa

The vowel /a/ usually varies between [al and [aU] preceding a 

labialised consonant. In the following words, no variation occurs,

/wayi/ [wa1:] 'oh! (surprise)'
/wiya/ [wia] 'here you are'
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and the vowel glide is lengthened.

/kawikwinata/ [kaU :kwunata] 'coconut'

/tyawikwa/ [tyaUkwa] 'chalk'

(Note: The Aboriginal literates first brought these words to my

attention by reacting against the spelling of /ganyai]wa/ and 

/kakwinata/.)

3.2.3 Word-initial [i] and [u]

(i) Word-initially, [i~?i] or [u~?u] occurs preceding a laminal

or labialised consonant, respectively; [yi~?i] or [wu] occur

preceding other consonants. Even though there is a non-suspect

pattern for word-initial /a/ and /e/ these have all been interpreted 
7as /yi/ and /wi/.

/yitya?a/ [?itya?a~ityafa~yityafa] 'seagull'

/yilata/ [?ilata~yilata] 'shellfish'

/yikarpa/ [yikarpa] 'woomera'

/wipwira/ [upwe£a~ ?upwsfarwupwara.] 'like'

/wiriwata/ [wuruwata] 'dog.• •

The reasons are:

(a) The variation between [yi] and [i] is predictable and 

therefore non-phonemic. As there is no contrast, the variants are 

interpreted as a whole.

(b) When /a/ or /e/ occurs word-initially, the final vowel of 

the previous word may elide in fast speech in a discourse. When 

the vowel [i] occurs as word-initial, no instances of vowel 

elision have been found to date. The combined words comply with the 

rules for a consonant-initial word. (See Section 1.)
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/yiniriqka yiiyakwa/ 'she saw honey’

tyinoruiqka yiiyakwa/

(Note: /yiiyakMa/ in isolation is [iiyakwa].)

(c) The word-initial and the word-medial occurrences of [i] and 

[u] occurring as the phonetic realisation of the syllable are both 

interpreted in the same way (see Section 3.2.2).

/yiiyara/ [iiyara] !sailfish'

cf „

/ayirpiyirpa/ [a*irpiyirpa] 'continuous'

(ii) In three words, there is variation between [yi~?a-0] preceding 

a homorganic nasal plus stop, the nasal of which is syllabic when 

it occurs initially. These have been interpreted as /yi/ because 

no other homorganic clusters occur word-initially.

/yinytya/ [inytya~ny:tya] 'it's my turn!'

/yinta/ [yinta~n:ta] 'show me!'

/yimpa/ [?3mpa~m:pa] 'but'

3.2.4 Vowel length

The lengthened high vowels [i:] or [u:] vary with the
7sequences /iyi/ and /iwi/, respectively. Vowels are always 

lengthened in the primary-stressed syllables, and, to date, no 

contrast between short and long vowels has been established. The 

above sequences differ from the stressed vowel length because two 

syllable peaks can be heard in some utterances. Long vowels have 

been interpreted as VCV. All the following examples occur within 

the morpheme.
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/wiyita/ [wi :ta~wiyita]

/atyiwira/ [atyura-atyuwura]• • •
/ayiwira/ [ayu:ra~ayuwura] 

/mamatyiyiga/ [mcunatyiga-mamatyiyiqa] 

/marpiyinta/ [marpi tnta-marpiyx’nta] 

/aminytyirkwiwirimaiya/ 'smooth'

'tree (sp.)'

'sorcery’

'water'

'straight'

'youngest sibling'

[ an x ny ty x r k wu : ruimal y a~ 

ami ny ty i/ rk Wuwuruimal y a ]

The Macassan word for 'book' is /tyiwira/ [tyu:ra~tyuwura] 

which correlates with the Gupapwingu (Northeastern Arnhem Land) 

loanword /tyu:ra/ [tyo:ra]. The variant [tyira] has also been heard 

at Umbakumba and this would conform to the allophonic patterning for 

a high vowel and phonemicize as /tyira/.

Long vowels [i:] and [u:] are interpreted as VCV, rather than 

being analysed as contrastive with a short vowel, because:

(a) There is no contrast between a short and long vowel /a/ and 

/e/ and the positing of /i:/ would create an unsymmetrical vowel 
system.

(b) The sequences /iyi/ and /iwi/ already exist where reduction
7to a lengthened vowel does not seem to occur. A morpheme boundary 

occurs between the V and CV, e.g.,

/ayilpiyilpa/ 'bush'
/wifiwifakaqapa/ [wu¥uwu?akaqapa] 'those: 1 st excl. pi.'

There is also a plural suffix /-iyi/ which precedes the tense 

suffix on verbs. This has been recorded as [i:~iyi]. The long vowel 

could be simply the non-phonemic lengthened vowel in a stressed 

Penultimate syllable varying with the plural suffix. (Prefixes
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are marked obligatorily for plural.) The variant forms have also 

been recorded in the plural form of one of the verbal adjectives.

/j3arikwiiya?iyina/ 'to shine'

[ga?ukwiiyariyina~i3a£ukwiiyairi:na]

/ala?qkwiyigma/ 'putrid (plural)'

[alaf gkwiyii3ma~alari3kwi: gma]

3.2.4 The vowel [u]

The allophone [d ] of the phoneme /a/ varies freely with [a] 

following a rounded consonant, /w/, /kw/ and /qw/. In the following 

words [t>] occurs but does not vary with [a] . The consonant is 

simultaneously rounded in some instances. The sequences [mu] and 

[pt>] are interpreted as /mwa/ and /pwa/, respectively, in accordance 

with the other occurrences of [t>].

/mapwakwa/ [mapukwa] 'legless lizard'

/yanpwakwa/ [yaenpukwa] (place name)

/tampwakwa/ [tampwukwa] 'tobacco'

/mwawiiya/ [m(u/a)wiiya] 'pubic tassel'

/mwampata/ [mumpata] (personal name)

/wiramwakwa/ [wuramrikwa] 'double barred finch'

(Note: For similar analyses where [mu] is analysed as /mwa/ see

Godfrey and Leeding (1974) or Yallop (1977: 26: /apmwara/ [apmura].)

Alternatively, the occurrence of [u] following /m/ or /p/ 

could be said to extend the environment in which [u] as an allophone 

of /a/ occurs. This seems implausible because other instances 

with the sequence [mVw] or [pVw] show that the free variation in 

this environment is [a]~[aU] (see Section 6.5).
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The English loanword, 'pawpaw' is pronounced [pw(t>/a/o)pwuwa] 
/pwapwiwa/.

In the following example, the vowel [n] occurs with syllable 
reduction to [gwV].

/akinipwi-gawi-ta/ 'that's all (emphatic)'

[akinupwugwota]
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CONSONANTS

4.1 Consonantal contrasts

There are twenty-four contrastive consonants, consisting of 

eight stops, eight nasals, four laterals, one flap, and three central 

approximants, as shown on Chart 4.

The consonants divide into two major groups according to whether 

they are rounded or unrounded. The unrounded consonants contrast 

at six points of articulation, the rounded at three points of 

articulation, as shown on Chart No.4. At any one point of articulation, 

the consonants are distinguished by a maximum of four differences in 

the manner of articulation.

The rounded consonants function as a set in their conditioning 

of the vowels, with the rounding being the crucial feature. Lamino- 

palatals are placed next to velars because these are alike in some 

cases in conditioning vowels.

The examples in this paper (including repetitions of the same 

word) have been used as the basis of a consonantal frequency count.

There are approximately 3,850 consonants. The consonants listed 

below are ordered according to a decreasing frequency of occurrence.

It should be noted that /r/ is very frequently used, occurring 3% more 

often than the following consonants. Alveolars(except /n/) and 

retroflexed consonants (except /r/) are infrequent.

11.22% ?
8.1%-7.9% y, q, p

6.2%-5% t, k, m, n, w, kw

4.7%-2.7% ty, ly, 1, r, mw

2.1%-.05% qw, ny, pw, n, n, 1, t, t, 1



CHART 4

Consonantal phonemes

UNROUNDED ROUNDED**

Bi
labial

Apico-
dental

Apico-
alveolar

Apico-
retro-
flex

Lamino-
palatal

Dorso-
velar

Labio-
velar

Labialised 
Bilabial Velar

stops P t
rs

t t• ty k pw kw

nasals m n n n• ny mw qw

laterals i 1 1• iy

flap Vr

*central
approximants r• y w

* i.e., central approximants other than laterals.

** "Rounded" is a convenient cover term for the set, /pw, kw , mw, gw, w). ^  terminology used here
(including recognition of labio-velar as a point of articulation) is put forward by Ladefoged 
1971: Ch.7.
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Consonantal Frequency

Group 1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5

The consonants are divided into five groups on the above 

graph. Groups 1, 2 and 3 divide naturally because of a sharp 

drop in the frequency of occurrence.
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The consonantal contrasts are best seen in word-medial position 

because not all occur initially. Very few minimal pairs exist in 

the language but contrasts are clearly evidenced in analogous 

environments. Each rounded consonant is placed next to its unrounded 

counterpart to show the contrast clearly.

Between a-a 

P
pw

/awil^apa/ 

/mwapwapily a/ 'boat (archaic) 1

to
t

t
•

ty

k

kw

/agwata/

/tifapata/

/amata/
•

/yaratya/

yiraka/

/yiiyakwa/

'tears'

'pronged spear' 

'grass1 

'goanna' 

'didjeridu' 

'wild honey'

m

mw

n

n

n

ny

Q

qw
1

1

1

ly

/atyikama/

/amwara/

/yinana/

/yinitena/

/amakana/

/awankanyera/

/yinaga/

/agwa/

/akwala/

/yimagala/

akwaiya/

'a sore'

'fishing spear'

'fingernail'

'coral'
'straight-stemmed' 

'always teasing' 

'witchetty grub'

'border along the beach' 

'some'

'fish (gen.)'
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£ /a£a/ 'forehead*

r /nara/ 'no'
• •

y /gaya/ 'I'

w /awa/ 'liver'

Between a-i

p /awapiiya/ 'warm'

pw /apapwina/ 'many'

t /atatipina/ 'this side'

t /tititya/ 'metal'

t /apatityena/ 'cruel'• •
ty /atyigwa/ 'sickness'

k /taiyakiiya/ 'fish: groper'

kw /amakwiiya/ 'big'

m /maminya/ 'firefly'

mw /mamwila/ 'fish grills'

n /aniqa/ 'food'

n /anitya/ 'alcoholic liquor*

n /amanina/ 'charcoal'

ny /anyi?a/ 'mucus'

g /aginta/ 'chin'
• •

gw /agwinta/ 'ankle'

i /alika/ 'foot'

1 /wi?apalitya/ 'owners'

1 /maliwiya/ 'emu'

/yalyiiya/ 'flying fox'
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r

y
w

initially
P

Pw
t
A

t

t
•

ty

k
kw

m

mw

n
A

n

ny

n•
>3

qw

1
A

1

1

ly

/arira/

/agariya/

/kalayilfa/

/awitya/

'wind'

'baby'

'fish: sea perch' 

'fog'

/pa£a/

/pwapwiwa/

/taya/

/tampa/

/takitaki/ • •
/tya?agwa/

/kapa/
/kwa/

'N.W. wind' (Mac.) 

'papaw' (Eng.) 

'green tree snake' 

'damper' (Eng.) 

'duck' (Eng.) 

'horse'

'be quiet!'

'come here1 '

/mama3?a/

/mwawiiya/

'paperbark tree' 

'pubic tassel'

/nara/

/qawa/ 'that's enough'

/gwa/ (call of the crow)

/laka/ 'is it ready?'

/lipaga/ 'bait' (Mac.)

/lama~lama/ 'shovelnosed spear' (Nung.)

/lyalyiga/ 'knife' (Mac.)
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r /ratya/ 'rice' (Eng.)

y /yakara/ 'fish: trevally'
w /waranytya/ '(go) quickly'

(Note: Loanwords from Macassan, English and Nunggubuyu have been

used in this list because no indigenous words begin with the phonemes 

listed.)

4.2^ Allophonic variation

In this section, the phonetic quality of the consonants will 

be discussed as well as any variation.

4.2.1 Stops

All stops are voiceless and unaspirated. Occasionally, some of 

the more fluent speakers of English will aspirate a stop in a stressed 

syllable but this is probably only when the audience is non-aboriginal.

The spectrographs show that some degree of voicing occasionally 

occurs word medially following a vowel or a nasal. Spectrograph No. 9 

/timira/ [timira] 'Torres Strait pigeon' provides an illustration of 

the voicelessness of word-initial stops. Word-medially following a 

vowel or a homorganic nasal, the stops are usually voiceless (see 

spectrographs Nos. 10 and 11 /aliqatyi^a/ [aln3atya?a] 'long';

/tintirka/ [tantafka] 'my mother') but can be voiced up to approximately• • a • «
20% of the closure phase in precise speech (see spectrographs Nos. 12 

and 13 /mitgkiiira/ [marqkara] 'sinker'; /nipantina/ [nip$ntana] 'to be 

wounded by a spear'). In spectrograph No.14 /tintinta/ [tantanta]

'tree (sp.)', where [t] has been pronounced very rapidly and is 

Phonetically voiced, the glottal pulse continues but the overall energy
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of emission is very greatly reduced during occlusion.

Stops following a heterorganic nasal are often voiceless but can 

be voiced up to approximately 40% of the closure phase (see spectro

graphs Nos. 15 and 16 /kwinkwina/ [kwunkwuna] 'fish: lowly trevally'; 
/aqpwirta/ [agpwurta] 'waterlily root').

A double stop or a lengthened stop with a delayed release occurs 

in variation with its single counterpart, usually in the penultimate 

or anti-penultimate syllable. The double stop only seems to occur 

in citation forms or where the word is emphatic, as in exclamations. 

The first stop closes the syllable and is unreleased and lengthened.

No contrast has been found to date with the single series of stops, 

though the patterning of geminate clusters would correlate with the 

consonant cluster /kp/, the only CC cluster involving two stops. The 

geminate clusters, [pp], [kk] and [tt] freely vary with their single 

counterpart intervocalically.

/apa/ [apa~appa] 'that, over there'

/yinipa/ [yinipa-yinippa] 'red ochre'

/yakayi/ [yakaI~yakkaI] 'ouch!'

/mikifa/ [mikira-mikkifa] 'swamp nut*

/etifa/ [astafa-aettafa] 'hole'n a r* n

The geminate clusters [pp] and [kp] freely vary with /p/ 

following /?/. (See Section 4.3.2 for further discussion of [kp~[p].)

/akilyafpa/ [aekiiyafpa-aekilyaf (k/p)pa] 'light'

/alyikafparipara/ [Alyika?parapara~ 'inedible'* • • t
Alyikaf(k/p)parapara]

To date, there is one word, /takatyarara/ [takatytyarara] 'nut 

(SP-)', where the double stop is usually articulated.
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4.2.2 Laterals

The tongue root position for laterals /l/ and /ly/ is similar 

to that of the dark /l/ of English, as in 'bottle'. The Aborigines 

describe the tongue position as the edges of the tongue being against 

the upper molars.

4.2.3 Flap /£/

Flap /¥/ is usually articulated with the tongue tip but some 

speakers vary between an apical and a laminal articulation when /r/ 

follows a lamino-palatal.

/lyi¥ilyi£a/ 'tasselled'

/yinityifa/ 'rocky outcrop'

Previous spectrographs show that only one interrupt occurs 

for the flapped /?/ in almost every instance. A flap with two 

interrupts can occur as shown by spectrograph No.17, /mwilira/ 

[mwalvsi?a] 'reef'. A trilled [r] has only been heard utterance-final 

in a text where the vowel was elided.

4.2.4 Dentals

The tongue tip position for the interdental series is usually 

in dental position but variation occurs between the dental and inter

dental articulation. The interdental' series, /n/, /l/ have two 

variants:

(i) The alveolar allophone occurs in syllable-final position 

preceding a stop.

/mwilkwa/ [mwulkwa] 'stomach'

/menpa/ [menpa] 'eye'

The allophone [t] in syllable final position also occurs in
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the loanword, /pwitpwila/ [pwutpwula] 'ball', used mainly at 

Angurugu.

The assignment of the alveolar preceding a stop to the alveolar 

series has been rejected because, apart from /n/, all occurrences of 
the alveolars are in loanwords.

(ii) The interdental allophone occurs elsewhere, i.e., initially 

and intervocalically.

/laka/ [laka] 'is it ready?'

/aqwala/ [aqwala] 'mud crab'

4.2.5 Laminals

The lamino-palatal consonants are articulated with the tongue 

blade on the alveo-palatal ridge and with the tongue tip usually 

behind the lower teeth. The tongue tip is occasionally between the 

teeth.

The lamino-palatal consonants usually have an offglide as shown 

in the following spectrographs. The offglide is sometimes so pronounced 

that it has been recorded as a transitional [i].

No. 18 / t V  /niwitityiwa/ [nuwutityuwa] 'to put onto'

No. 19 /ny/ /any if a/ [anyuira] 'mucus'

No.20 /ly/ /tiiyapwinta/ [tiiyapwsnta] 'frog (gen.)'

4.2.6 Rounded consonants
The feature of labialization is considered to be a secondary 

feature in Ladefoged (1971: 59ff.). He suggests that, in cases of 

double articulators with two equal degrees of stricture, the action 

°f the lips be regarded as secondary articulation. He adds that 

"these points can be handled by having two additional places of
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articulation and another feature" (1971: 65), as shown on Chart No.4.

The rounding of the labialised consonants, /pw, mw , kw, qw/» 

fits into the two categories noted by Ladefoged (1971: 62): "... it

may be necessary to consider two different kinds of lip rounding. It 

is possible to form a small lip aperture by bringing the lips together 

vertically, so that the side portions are in contact, but there is a 

gap in the center". The consonants, [kw, gw] are usually rounded 

according to the first kind (lip rounding or protrusion). The 

consonants, [pw, mw], are rounded according to the first kind if the 

initial consonant of the following syllable is also a rounded consonant 

Variation between both kinds (lip protrusion and compression) occurs 

when the following syllable begins with a consonant other than a 

rounded consonant. (See Section 8 for further details of the inter

action of rounded consonants and vowels.) Lip protrusion co-occurs 

with a following rounded vowel allophone [u, o, u] and lip compression 

co-occurs with unrounded vowel allophones [in, a). (See Sections 6-8.)

/amwigkwifa/ [amwuqkw (u/o)£a] 'cheek'

/wirakwakwa/ [wu?akwnkwa] (clan name)

/aqwira/ [anwura] 'fire'

/mwikwimwikwa/ [mwukwumwukwa] 'deep sea'

/amwiqmwi?a/ [amwuqmwuira] 'crayfish'

/alapwira/ [alapwaral 'bark'A • a * «

Lip rounding, whether protrusion or compression, may be sequential
8or simultaneous. It always co-occurs with the vowel [u]. The difference 

between sequential and simultaneous rounding was, at first, transcribed 

phonetically as free variation of [k] and [kw] and [13] and [gw] 

preceding [u]. This was incorrect. What was phonetically transcribed 

as [ku] is [kwu] with simultaneous rounding. This discovery reduced
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extensive free variation between the phonemes /k/ and /kw/, and /q/ 

and /qw/ to a few words (preceding [a]) and led to the positing of 

extensive allophonic variation for the phonemes /kw/ and /qw/ viz., 

free variation between sequential or simultaneous lip rounding. The 

simultaneous rounding is apparent when actually watching the native 

speaker. In listening to recorded data, the simultaneous rounding is 

perceived, not by listening for the sequential offglide, but by the 

rounded quality of the following vowel. Lip rounding is usually 

sequential preceding the clear vowels, [a, e, i].

/akwaiya/ [akwaiya] 'fish (gen.)'

/mwikwena/ [mwukwena] 'sweat'

/amwiqwinya/ [amwuqwinya] 'soft'

The spectrographs attest the rounding of the bilabial rounded 

consonants, /pw, mw/ as well as /w, kw , qw/. English-speaking non

aboriginals have great difficulty in recognising the rounding of 

bilabials (Lithgow 1977: 3 ). In the following spectrographs, it

should be noted that the native speaker has deliberately slowed down 

the articulation of rounded consonants in the penultimate syllable 

in order to draw my attention to their phonetic quality. The con

trastive patterns of the spectrographs depend on the rise in the 

second formant which correlates with a reduction in lip rounding.

F2

P2 t F2

Fi --------------- F   F1 --------
1

/w/ /Cwi/ /Ci/

The following spectrographs illustrate the contrasts between the 

bounded consonants, /pw, mw, kw , qw/ and their unrounded counterparts.
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An example of [w] is included to show the similarity between the 

approximant and the sequential release of the other rounded consonants. 

The consonants are in initial and medial word positions.

No.

21 A / /akina/ [akina] 'that*
22 A / /alikwanytya/ [alukwaxnytya] 1 dance'
23 A V /memirikwira/ [memirukwura] • • 'white yam'
24 A w/ A wimpamwi?a/ [kwumpamwmra] 'fish (sp.)'
25 A V A witya/ [kwitya] 'hey, look!'
26 /q/ /aninta/ [ananta] • • • • 'chin'
27 A T / /aqwinta/ [anwunta] • • « • 'ankle'
28 /qw/ /apwiqwira/ [apwuqwura] 'stupid'

29 /qw/ /agwinya/ [agwinya] 'pus'
30 /P/ /araqpira/ [araegpiira] 'fish (sp.)'
31 /P/ /gariyakweripika/ [qariyakweripika] 'to remember'
32 /Pw/ /yinigpwina/ [yinii3pwana] 'sea snake*
33 /Pw/ /ai]kapwira/ [aqkapwara] 'who?'

34 /Pw/ /yipwirata/ [yipwurata]• ^ t ^ 'kangaroo'
35 /m/ /yiniqkwe£imi?a/ [yinuqkwe?imii?a] 'sea snake'
36 /mw/ /timwikwimwira/ [tumwukwumwara] 'beetle (gen.)'

37 /w/ /tiwetira/ [tuwaeta?a] 'cockatoo*
38 /mw/ /amwityi?a/ [amwitya?a] 'money'
39 /m«/ Airamwintakakina/ [kiramwantakakxna/ • • • • 'those there*

(Note: In the initial syllable of spectrograph No.21, the rounding of

A w/ is simultaneous and does not show on the spectrograph.)
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4.3 Phonemic variation

Consonantal variation between phonemes falls into two main 

groupings:

(a) between single phonemes

(b) in consonant clusters

The variation can be regarded as free variation and as being mainly 

due to factors of assimilation, elision, simplification and 

metathesis.
Phonemic variation between consonants occurs most commonly 

when a nasal or a lateral is one of the variants (manner of 

articulation) or when a laminal or a retroflex is one of the 

variants (point of articulation). Sonorants vary more than 

obstruents, and usually with each other. The variation occurs in 

approximately 5% of the dictionary entries, causing variant phonemic 

transcriptions.

Regular sounds shifts occur between the two communilects but, 

with so much intermarriage and travel, both forms could probably 

be found in each community. The older people, however, still 

attribute specific usage to one or other of the communities.

4.3.1 Variation between single phonemes

In Chart 5, variation has been recorded between phonemes where 

X has been entered. The contrast between two iaminals or two 

retroflexes could be said to neutralise to /y/ and /r/, respectively.
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CHART 5

Phonemic variation between consonants

ny ly t n 1 t 1
Vr n

•
1• w

ty X

y X X X X

l X X

1 X X X

£ X

r• X X X X

Uw X

(i) Fall variation (including regular sound shifts)

There are three regular sound shifts between the communilects. 

(See last paragraph Section 4.3.) The change, however, only occurs 

in some specific words.

The most common shift is between /ly/ at Umbakumba and /!/

at Angurugu.

/aiyii]atyiiri3:a/ (Umb)

/aligatyirii?a/ (Ang)

/alyaratata/ (Umb)

/alaratata/ (Ang)

/tilyapwinta/ (Umb)

/tilapwinta/ (Ang)

'long'

'dusk'

'frog (generic)'

There is another sound shift between /n/ at Umbakumba and 

/n/ at Angurugu. It seems to occur mainly in the pronouns and in 

one verbal suffix. At Umbakumba, the common form for 'they (dual)' 

is now /epiniwa/ and not /apwiniwa/ as at Angurugu. This means 

that homophonous forms occur for 'to that ...' and 'they (dual)'
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at Umbakumba whereas Angurugu has retained a phonemic contrast.

/Qiqkwinatya/

/qii3kwinatya/

/niqilikena/

/nigilikana/

/panampwila/

/panampwila/

(Umb)

(Ang)

(Umb)

(Ang)

(Umb)

(Ang)

'you (dual)'

'to go'

'headband' (Mac.)

The third regular sound shift is of a minor nature. In 

English loanwords, Umbakumba uses /r/ and Angurugu /t/ or /%/. 

The Angurugu pronunciation is closer to that of English.

/mirityina/

/mitityina/

/pwiripwila/

/pwitpwila/

(Umb) ) 
)

(Ang) )

(Umb) ) 
)

(Ang) )

'medicine'

'ball'

The following phonemes vary unsystematically in individual 

words. Where the word is regarded as belonging to the Angurugu 

communilect, it is marked (Ang). All known examples are listed.

Laminal ~ laminal/dental/alveolar

/timapi(ly/y)antaqwa/

/maki(ly/y)agparka/

/(ly/y) aiyiija/

/yaiya(iy/y)a/

/maiyirmiiya~mayirmiiya (Ang)/

/garapiragpa(ly/y)ina/

/awi(ny/y)empa/

/minyanawa~miyanawa (Ang)/
• •

/mitiyaiya~mityiyalya (Ang)/

/bird (sp.)'

'broom'

'knife'

'flying fox' 

'red-collared lorikeet* 

'to trick'

'fighting'

'stone-headed spear' 

'beach'
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/mamikiyali(y/1)a/ 

/tiliqena-yiligena (Ang)/ 

/yalyikwa~talyikwa (Ang)/

/ (ly/l)ipa(ly/l)ipa/

retroflex ~ retroflex/alveolar

/wa(r/n)anyty a/• •
/pa(r/1)iwi?a/

• •

/alyagi(r/r)iyata/

/kwiya(r/r)irta/
• •  «

/garityi(r/r)apina/

/mana(r/1)ampa/

/lama~rama~lama/• •
/pi(1/1)agkita/

/atitara~atitafa (Ang)/• • •
/(t/t)itila/

/(t/t)iya/

dental ~ dental/alveolar 

/a(l/n)ima/

/alpilyira~alyikarpilyira/ 

/akpi(1/r)kwirariya/

/mikpi(1/r)kiya(1/r)kwa/

/qarikwinimwi (1/r)kwilina/

/ tikwililiwawa~tikwililiwawa/
o a a

1 crab (sp.)'

' s a l t '

'rain'

'canoe' (Mac. lepalepa)

'quickly'

'plant (sp.)'

'sulky'

'cyclone'

'to fill, pour'

'coolamon'
'shovelnosed spear' (Nung) 

'blanket' (Eng.)

'hot'

'bell'

'tea' (Eng.)

9 mangrove'

9 slippery'

'plains'

'receding tide'

'to be lying down' 

'frill-necked lizard'

Rounded cons ~ rounded cons.

/aqwanta~awanta/ 9 sandstone'• • • •

The phonemes /k/ and /kw/ vary in /yirimwii] (k/kw) atina/ 'to
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dig' and at the morpheme boundary in such words as /apwi(k/kw)alakena/ 

'those there'. This data needs checking before a definite decision 

can be made in view of the fact that simultaneous rounding was 

recorded as [-laga] for [-lagwa] but later corrected.

(ii) Assimilation

In a sequence of three consonants in open syllables across 

syllable boundaries, the middle consonant can assimilate to either 

the first or last consonant of the sequence. This variation occurs

when the first and last consonants are both stops, or a velar stop

and a laminal or alveolar. The variation usually occurs in three 

contiguous syllables but it can occur with an intervening syllable 

as well.

/tataka-takaka/ 'this: D class'

/akwipipayika~akikipayika/ 'drinkable fluid'

/akwititityii3wa~akwitity ityiijwa/ ' gate'

/wi?ilikwikwiiya~wi?ilikwilyilya/ 'white ants'A A
/yakaka~yayaka/ 'this: Y class'

/nakaka~nanaka/ 'this: N class'

/akwiri(kw/p)iripika/ 'cannibalistic'

(iii) Elision

The semiconsonant /y/ in the word-initial sequence /ya/ may 

elide. The variation has only been recorded on adverbs, usually 

locatives.

/(y)atikina/ 'from there'

/ (y)akwityina/ 'there'

/ (y)aokwiraqwa/ 'to here'
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/ (y)anytyerikina/ 'in the opposite direction'

/ (y) agmai3minytyilai3wa/ 'purposelessly'

(iv) Metathesis

When metathesis occurs, it is being regarded as variation in 

the order of the consonants rather than free variation of the phonemes. 

It is not common.

(v) Variation by choice of a suffix

Variation occurs in what seems to be a choice between two 

similar suffixes.

(now + dual) (now + plural)

In the demonstratives, there is an alternate form for the 

suffixes for third person plural. It is possible that this 

variation has a change in meaning but, to date, the forms seem to be 

used interchangeably. The suffixes, /-enena/ 'this here' and 

/-akina/ 'that there', vary with /-ayena/ and /-ayina/, respectively. 

The suffixes, /-ayena/ and /-ayina/, indicate plural reciprocity 

(plus tense) on the verbs.

/timwintakakina~timwintakayina/ 'those women (pi.)'t • r\ t i
/timwintakenena~timwintakayena/ 'these women (pi.)' ̂ • ft

/yiniyariwana-yiniyawirana/

/13 ar i 13 ap wir iwaka~ g ar i 13 ap Wiwir aka/ 

/awilimara~awiramala/

'native cat'

'to undress'

'boomerang'

/arakpakiya-arakpawiya/ 'a long time ago'

(vi) Baby talk

The following forms are regarded as "baby talk" but are 

sometimes used by young adults.
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[ayikwityila] for /ayikwityiya/ 'small (sing.)'

[yit^aya] for /yityara/ 'seagull'

[talamaqkatata] for /taramaqkatata/ 'lizard (sp.)'

4.3.2 Variation in consonant clusters

(i) Assimilation

One of the commonest types of variation is assimilation of the 

first consonant (i.e. a nasal) to the point of articulation of the 

second. Some people at Umbakumba regard the assimilated form as 

incorrect, whereas the assimilated cluster seems to be the most 

common form at Angurugu.

/qara(q/m)piratyina/ 'to keep'

/alaqa(q/m)pa/ 'where are those?'

/aiy i(q/m)piiyi(q/m)parqa/ 'lungs1

/aqa(q/m)piiya/ 'armpit'

/a(q/m)piiyiwa/ 'sickness'

/ami(n/m)perkwa/ ' ten'

/kwi(n/n)tira/ 'python'

Preceding /p/, the velar nasal is optionally replaced by a 

velar stop.

/a(k/q)piriqka/ 'dry*

/amiti(k/q)palya/ 'dew'

(ii) In the following example, the whole homorganic cluster varies. 

/qa?iyaqminytyatina~qa?iyaqmintatina/ 'to be quiet'

(iii) Elision

Variation is caused by the elision of the first consonant of
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the cluster. It commonly occurs in a homorganic cluster of nasal 

plus stop.

/a(m)pwirimpa/ 'sunburn'

/amiya(m)pena/ 'what?'

/yikwiri(n)tagwa/ 'swordfish'

/mami(ny)t^awityawa/ 'bird: Striated pardalote'

/a(g)kapwi?a/ 'whose?'

Free variation can occur between [p] and [kp], and [m] and 

[gm] . In other instances, the CC cluster always occurs. The examples 

could be analysed as the same type of non-phonemic variation as in 

the geminate stops. They are, however, being analysed as a CC cluster 

with optional elision of the first consonant for two reasons: (a)

the CC cluster is already established as emic; and (b) it is possible 

that, when the velar and labial are articulated simultaneously, they 

have not been heard and recorded. Almost all the examples of 

variation follow a front vowel and all the examples without variation 

follow /a/.

/a(k)palkaiya/ 'wet ground'

/qari(k)pwikwina/ 'to winnow'
/arakpi(k)pila/ 'pointed'

/aripiripe?(k)pa/ 'bush down further'

/alyaiyi(k)pa/ 'lips'

/aniqkwaiyi(q)pa/ 'harpoon'

/yi(qjm^iqmanta/ 'tortoise'

/qafinyir(g)ma/ 'to sneeze*

A velar nasal is elided preceding the laminal nasal in the

following word:

/aqki (g)nyii3wira/ 'unbroken, complete'



(iv) Simplification
Retroflexed /r/ preceding one or two consonants in a cluster

elides, thus simplifying the cluster. The simplified form is becoming

the most common, especially for those under thirty years of age.

/a(r)marma?a/ 'a sore'• •
/a(r)gkawira/ 'for always'

/i]ara(r)tirena/ 'to spear'

/qa?imwii3kwa(r) tena/ 'to scavenge'

/yari(r)ta/ 'swollen glands'
•

The consonant cluster /rq/ is simplified to /n/ preceding /k/. 

The Urnbakumba people tend to prefer the more complex form.

/argka/ (Umb) /anka/ (Ang) 'hip'

/awarqkanyera~awankanye?a/ 'always fighting'

/tiwargkakwifariya-tiwankakwirariya/ 'bird: osprey'

In the following examples a consonant cluster is simplified by 

being reduced to a single consonant which is not a member of the 

cluster but at or near the same point of articulation.

/alyii]pilyii3pari3a~alyikpiiyikpari3a/ ' lungs'

/matyikirinta~matyiki?ita/ 'mosquito net'

87
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5. THE VOWELS

There are three phonemic vowels: high /i/, mid /e/, and low

/a/ with the basic allophones being [ui], [e] and [a] respectively.

The allophones of each vowel are described in detail in Sections 6-8.

The values of Formants 1 and 2 for most of the vowel allophones 

have been plotted on the following graph No.l. The graph shows the 

vowel targets of one female speaker. The corresponding frequencies 

for a male speaker would be approximately 20% less on both parameters. 

Using the figures estimated for a male speaker, the following com

parisons can be made with the Australian English targets as shown in 

Bernard (1967: 40).

Anindilyakwa 

i, i, o, u

in

Australian English

as in 'heed, hid, horde, hood'

same tongue height as in 'who'd' 

but further back.

higher and further back than in 

'heard'

higher and further forward than 

in 'hard'

higher and further back than in 

'had'

higher than in 'head'

On Graph No.l, the circles indicate the phonetic area for each 

of the three phonemes. The overlapping allophone [as] of the phonemes 

/a/ and /e/ is indicated by the overlapping circles. The allophone 

[ae] between 1800-2000Hz for F2 is contiguous to laminals. The
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allophone /e/ occurring with a frequency of 350Hz for Fp occurs in 

the words /enena/ 'this'; /memema/ 'this'; /eminta/ 'nose'.

The vowel phonemes contrast in the following words:

/i/ /mikira/ 'swamp nuts'

/e/ /kera/ 'hey, lookI'

/a/ /kara/ 'do you agree?'

/i/ /aripa/ 'dry ground'

/e/ /epa/ 'any? *

/a/ /aqapa/ 'that: A class'

/i/ /qarayikpatyena/ 'to strip bark off'

/a/ /narayikpityena/ 'to throw'

There is a further contrast between the vowel /a/ and the glide 

[s1] preceding a velar stop or nasal. The contrast occurs in both 

initial and medial positions. The glide also contrasts with the 

phoneme /i/. Graph No.2 shows the glide preceding a velar stop and 

Graph No.3 preceding a velar nasal. As can be seen by the number of 

entries on the graphs the glide preceding the stop is quite common 

while that preceding the nasal is rare. The starting point of the 

glide varies from [ae] which is an allophone of /a/ with an F2 frequency 

between 1500-2200HZ. and [ae] as an allophone of /e/ with an F2 frequency 

between 2100-2500Hz. The frequency of F^ parallels both /a/ and /e/ 

but the average range of 550-700Hz is that of /a/.

The following spectrographs have been included in plotting the 

graph No.2:

Spectrograph

No.40 /ayika/ [ae1 :ka] 'tree (gen.)'
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No. 41 /ayikpwita/ [aeIkpwata] 'right'
42 /ayikpafa/ [asIkpara] 'headache'
43 /ayikawiiyama/ (aerkawiiyama] 'left*
44 /ayikiiyara/ [aeXkiiyara] 'left'
45 /ayikira/ [aeXkira] 'name'
46 /timayikaiya/ [tuim^kaiya] 'bird: Jabiru'
47 /tipitayikpwita/ [tipuitaeIkpw9ta]

A  ̂ A /A A A
'bird: Oyster Catcher'

48 /arayikpa/ [aeraeXkpa] 'inside'
49 /amayikpa/ [aemsIkpa] 'generous'
50 /alaqayikpa/ [alaqae^pa] 'those over there'
51 /yimayikpi?a/ [y xmaeIkpifa] 'bird: Royal Spoonbill'

In the above examples, the root-initial phoneme is a vowel, 

with the glide, therefore being retained in other morphological forms. 

See Section 1.3 for the morphophonemic Rule No.l for vowel deletion.

/t-ayikpara/ [taeIkpa¥a] 'headache'

The following spectrographs have been used to plot Graph No.3:

Spectrograph

No.52 /ayiqkwiwa/ [se qkwuwa] 

53 /ayigpwita/ [sIqpw9ta]

'a long way' 

'strong*

The vowels /a/, /i/ and [$ ] contrast in the following words:

/akpa/

/yikpa/

/ayikpa¥a/ [a3Xkpa?a]

'buttocks' 

'pheasant' 

'headache'

/alakpa/

/alyalyikpa/

/alayikpina/ [alffiIkpina]

' leg'

'lips'

'these/those (not here)'
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/ampaka/ 'later on'

/wiripikipika/

/akwipipayika/ [akwupipaeIka]
'pigs*

'fluid'

/niqakpwiraga/ 'to find'

/nigikpirigka/

/niqayikpwiraka/ [mgaeIkpw3raka]

'dry'

'to make'

The glide [ae1] cannot be shown to contrast with /e/ because of

the limited distribution of the phoneme /e/ (see Section 7). The two 

vowels could be said to be allophones of the one phoneme, thus 

extending the environment of the phoneme /e/. The glide, however, 

is being analysed as the sequence /ayi/ for the following reasons.

(i) The Aborigines who began literacy lessons reacted very strongly

against the initial vowel in /era/ [e:?a] 'vomit' as being the same
I 9as the initial vowel in /ayika/ [ae ka] . They insisted the two vowels 

were different just as much as native English speakers will not accept 

/h/ and /g/ as the one emic sound even though they occur in mutually 

exclusive environments. The attitude of the Aborigines led to further 

investigation as to the emic status of the two sounds.

(ii) There is a marked discrepancy between the occurrence of /ayi/ 

and /awi/ within the morpheme. There are only four occurrences of 

/ayi/ recorded to date, over against approximately twenty occurrences 

of /awi/. The sequence /ayi/ [aXi] can optionally reduce to the glide 

[a1] if the stress pattern permits. The analysis of the glide [ae1]

as /ayi/ increases the number of occurrences in the already-existing 

pattern.
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/garalkwiwayityina/ [Qaralkwuwayityina~ 'to skin, peel'

nuwalkwuwaityatyuQwa]
/gafiqayintena/ [ga&uqayintena] 'to want'

/takwimayipaya?ka/ [takwum(ayi/aI)pa;Iyarka] 'spider'

/mariwayitya/ [maruw(ayi/a1)tya] 'fern (sp.)'

When the sequence [ayi] occurs across a morpheme boundary, the 

reduction to a glide does not occur, e.g.:

/a+yilpi+yilpa/ > 'bush'

/qa?iwiiyakatya+yina/ 'to teach'

(iii) The allophonic glides [a1] and [ae1] are non-contrastive and 

short (see Section 6.3). The reduced sequence /ayi/ is usually long 

but can be shortened in rapidly spoken unstressed syllables. The 

glide [ae1] varies with the non-reduced [as1/] in the following examples.

/ayika/ [aeIka~aeIyx,ka] 'tree (gen.)'

/aripilayina/ [aaf ipilaeIna~$? ipilaeIy/na] 'aeroplane'

/mayila/ [maeIla~maeIyila] 'mail'

/akwipipayika/ [akwupipaeIka~akwupipaeIyika] 'drinkable fluid'

The last exanple is supported by spectrograph No.54 where the sequence 

of [a°] plus [i] is two vowels, not a glide.

(iv) The allophone [e-as] has been perceived in variation with [aa1] 

in a closed syllable but the above spectrographs do not give evidence 

of this. It is possible that the glide is sometimes so short in 

duration that the non-native speaker does not react to it as a glide, 

e.g. [e1] is heard as [e] as in American English. If the allophones 

[ae1] and [e] are said to vary allophonically in a closed syllable, the 

allophone [e] will then overlap between the two emic units, viz., /e/ 

and /ayi/.
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(v) If the glide [as1] is said to be an allophone of /e/, it is 

difficult to justify the movement of a phonetically-simple allophone 

towards the more complex glide. The reduction of the sequence /ayi/, 

however, is not uncommon to language in general.

There is a possibility that, instead of analysing [as1] as /ayi/, 

the contrastive unit is the consonant, not the vowel. The velar 

stop and nasal may be palato-velars. There are two basic reasons 
for this assumption:

(a) The allophone [as1] occurs preceding a lamino-palatal (see Section

6.3). If the velars /k, q/ contrast with palatalised velars /ky, qy/, 

the allophonic rule would apply to the second set.

A vowel glide occurs in the initial syllable of the following

words:

Spectrograph

No. 55 [asrkilyarkpa] 'light'

56 [asIkilyxqperera] 'forked stick'

57 [aeIkpalkwarakaIyiga] 'treeless sand dune'

The vowel glide could be analysed as /ayi/, or possibly as a 

glide [as1] of the phoneme /a/ preceding the syllable /ki/. Such an 

allophonic rule would, however, be an isolated case rather than part 

of the total system (see Section 6).

In the following spectrographs of alternate forms of the same 

word, the glide [as1] occurs preceding /k/ but the allophone [as] occurs 

preceding /g/.

Spectrograph

No. 58 [asIkpwaraqka] 'dry'

59 [asqpwsragka] 'dry'
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The vowel glide does not occur in the initial syllable of the 

following spectrographs. (The nasalization of the vowel can be seen 

where the nasal formant begins during the articulation of the vowel.)

Spectrograph

No. 60 [aqkalya] 'wet'

61 [aei3pw9lafa] 'blunt'

62 [aqma] 'putrid'

It seems to me that there is a strong possibility that palato- 

velars /ky/ and A)y/ occur and that the allophones [ae1] and [a] of 

the phoneme /a/ vary freely in this environment. The same palato- 

velar phonemes occur in Yanyula the southern-most multiple-classifying 

language in the area (J.F. Kirton: personal communication) and in 

Garawa (Furby 1972: 29).

/ai3ypwilara/ [ai]ypw9lera] 'blunt'

/akpwirii]ka/ [aeIkpwaraqka] 'dry'

(b) Where the glide [a1] occurs in the A noun class, the high 

allophone [i] occurs in other noun classes with a CV prefix. The 

occurrence of [i] as an allophone of the high vowel frequently occurs 

preceding a lamino-palatal consonant. The allophone [ui] that normally 

occurs between [t] and [k, g] (see Section 8 : Chart 9) does not occur

in these words, e.g.,

/ti-gykalya/ [tii3kalya] 'wet'

/ti-kypwirii3ka/ [tikpw9r9Qka] 'dry'

/ti-qyma/ [tlqma] 'putrid'

/ti-kyilyarkpa/ [tikilya?kpa] 'light'

In the light of the above hypotheses, all occurrences of
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[ffi-ae1 ] preceding a velar stop or nasal need to be checked to ascertain 

the point of articulation of the velar consonant and homorganic 

velar nasal/stop cluster.
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6. THE LOW VOWEL /a/

The low vowel /a/ has seven allophones, viz., [a], [as], [a1], 

[ae1], [a11], [aeU] and [t>] . The phonetic values are:

[a] low, central, unrounded vowel which can be open or closed.

[ae] low, front, unrounded vowel. The articulation [ae''>] is higher

and more central than the English [ae] in 'cat'. This allophone 

could alternatively be symbolised as [ev>].

[d ] low, back, unrounded vowel.

[i] high, front, open, unrounded vowel.

[u] high, front, open rounded vowel.

The allophone [a] is the most widely distributed and occurs 

in variation with the other allophones in almost every environment.

Chart 6 shows the distribution of all the allophones of /a/.

A rounded vowel or offglide only occurs contiguous to a rounded 

consonant marked off by the double lines. The laminal series do not 

function as a set and have been separated on the chart. Rare 

exceptions, listed in Sections 6.1.3 and 6.1.4, are not entered so

that the overall system can be seen more clearly. For restrictions

on the distribution of the allophone [ae] in open versus closed

syllables see Chart 7, Section 6.1.

6.1 The Allophones [a] and [ae]

The allophone [ae] varies with [a] as either free variation or 

in a mutually exclusive environment. In at least 75% of the data, 

the variation is in an unstressed or secondary-stressed syllable.

The allophone [a] is usually the variant in the primary-stressed 

penultimate syllable.



CHART 6

Allophones of /a/

^ ^ \ f o l  lowing
c C
preceding

Labial Dental AlV. Retro,
Laminal 

ty, ny y ly
Velar Rounded

labial a/a a/ae a a a/a1 1 / 1 a /a a/a a au

dental a/as a/ae a/a a - 1 / 1 a /a a/a a/a a/au

alveolar a/as a/ae a/a a a/a1 a1/a1 a/a a/a a/aU

retroflex a/as a a a a/a1 a1/®1 a/a a a/aU

laminal a/ae a/a a/a a/a a/a/a1 a1/®1 a/a a/a u , u a /a

velar a/ae a/a a/a a a/a1 1 / 1 a /a a/a a/a a/aU

rounded a/x> a/a a a/n a/a1 1 / 1 a /a a a/n a/o
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The variation occurs under four conditions. Approximately 85% 

of the data showing such variation occurs because of the first 

conditioning environment, i.e., following a laminal or dental. Often 

two of the following environmental factors co-occur.

(a) in an open or closed syllable where the initial consonant is 

a laminal or dental. The conditioning by the laminal or dental can 

be seen in the following examples:

[ampiiymma akwaiya] 'two fish'

(b) when the following syllable has an initial laminal or dental.

This rule could be united with (a), stating the variation occurs 

contiguous to a laminal or dental, but has been kept separate because 

restrictions on the specific laminals are easier to state and because 

this analysis correlates better with the conditioning of the high 

vowel. (See Section 8 .)

(c) when a syllable is closed with a labial, dental, /r/, laminal 

or velar.

Chart 7 shows the distribution of the allophone [as] in variation 

with [a] in open and closed syllables. The x indicates that the 

variation occurs irrespective of the phonetic quality of the vowel 

in the following syllable; the asterisk indicates that the variation 

only occurs when the following vowel is a front vowel.

Variation preceding a labial or a velar most commonly occurs 

when the syllable is closed. As stated previously, the preceding

cf.
[y (a/ae)mpiiyuima y (a/as) ratya] 1 two goannas'

[alakina akwalya] 'those two fish*

cf.
[t (a/aa) lakina t (a/se) tiyara] 'those two girls'
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laminal can be seen to be the strongest conditioning factor for the 

allophone [ae] .

CHART 7

Distribution of [ae] in open and closed syllables

following
c  c
preceding

Labial 
open cl.

Dental 
open cl.

Alv.
open cl.

Retro, 
open cl.

Laminal 
open cl.

Velar 
open cl.

labial X X  X * *  X

dental X X X X X  X

alveolar X X  X X X  X X

retroflex X * X X

laminal X  X X  X X  X X X X  X

velar X X  X X X *  X

rounded C X *

The variation due to syllable closure can be seen in the following 

examples:

/miyampena/ [miyapena-miyaempena] 'what?'

/aniqkwamiyantaqwa/ [senuqkwamiyataqwa~ 'shell (sp.)'

aenuqkwamiya2ntaqwa]

The velar nasal closing a syllable is much more likely to 

cause the variant [ae] to occur than is the labial. The allophone [ae] 

is sometimes the only variant between two velar nasals. The same 

root occurs in the following pair of examples but with alternation 

between /m/ and /p/.

/-aqampa/ [aqampa] 'where is ...?': A

Class
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/yalagagpa/ [yalasgaegpa-yalag (a/ae)mpa] 'where is 1 st

incl. dual

(d) when the vowel in the following syllable is a front vowel.

The variant [as] occurs when the vowel in the following syllable 

is the front vowel [i] , [e] or [ae] . It has been observed in sub- 

minimal pairs or in variant forms of the same word where [a] precedes 

[kwu] and [as] precedes [lei] - In examples in Section 6.1.4, other 

consonants precede the high vowel.

/wagkwiratya/ [wagkwuratya] 'to run away'

cf.
/wagkii:atya/ [wasgki?atya] 'to listen*

/agkwilyimwita/ [agkwulyumwuita] 'all'

cf.
/agkilyimwita/ [asgkilyumwuita] 'not to be opened'

/napiliwentiga~napwiliwentiga/ 'to bend with the head

[naepiluwentiga~napwuluwentiga] tucked in'

In the following set of words, there is a root where [ae] occurs 

preceding /Ci/ and [a] preceding /m^/ or /p^/.

/a-.gamwila/ [agamwala] 'behind the breasts'

/a-.gamina/ [ (a/ae) gasmina] 'breast'

/a-Qagkwiwa/ [agagkwuwa] 'front of the chest'

/a-gagpilya/ [ (a/as) gaegpilya] 'armpit'

In another pair of words where there is a semantic area similar 

to the one above, the conditioning of [ae] preceding /gi/ seems to be 

perpetuated when the second part of the stem changes to give a 

sequence /gkwi/, thus making an exception to the general rule stated 

earlier in this section.
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/na-qagilena/ [naqaqilena] 'to pant'

/na-qai3kwiwaQina/ [naQaei]kwuwai3ina] 'to breathe or have a

heartbeat'

6.1.1 Within a syllable with an initial laminal or dental

When the syllable consists of a laminal or dental and a low 

vowel, the allophones [a] and [a] vary freely, except when the 

initial consonant of the following syllable is a rounded consonant 

or the laminal /y/.

Where the two contiguous consonants are both laminal or both 

dental, the allophone [ae] is the most common variant.

(i) within the morpheme

laminal---labial

/ty ampa/ [ ty (a/as) mpa]

/yampiya/ [y (a/as)mpiya]

/ayapityapa/ [a*y (a/as)pityapa]

/niyaminiyata/ [niy (a/as)miniyata]

/tiginytyapena/ [tiiainyty (a/as)pena]

/ijariyakwityamina/ [qariyakwuty (a/ae)mxna]

laminal---dental

/yatata/ [y(a/a)t(a/a)ta]

/yalakwa/ [y(a/a)lakwa]

/takwilyantata/ [takwily (a/a)ntata]

/niyaminiyata/ [niy(a/a)miniy(a/a)ta]

/garayantapena/ [i3araIy (a/a)ntapena]

/mwii3aniyanta/ [mmganiy (a/a)nta]

/ayama/ [aVfa/aJma]

/niyama/ [niy (a/as) ma]

'tamarind’

'throat' (Nung)

'separate'

'do (it) like this' 

'dolphin'

'to get jealous'

'from here'

'here'

'ceremonial feathers* 

'do (it) like this' 

'to ask about'

'conch shell'

'hair'

'to say'
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/kampilyama/ [kampily (a/ae) ma] 

/nigiyakwityamina/ [nigiyakwutyaemina]

laminal alveolar

/tya£aqwa/ [ty (a/ae) fai]wa]

/yaSiqkwa/ [y (a/ae) ruqkwa]

/yaSimiiya/ [y (a/ae) Sami ly a]
/miyarawa/ [miy(a/s)rawa]

/yiniyariwana/ [yiniy (a/ae) ruwana) 

/ayarimwira/ [ay (a/ae) rsmwara]

/mayala/ [maTy (a/ae) la]

/anyaSii3wa/ [anyaSuQwa]

/gaSipiiyaSikayina/ [gaSipiiy (a/as) SikaXyina] 

/miyalkwa/ [miy (a/ae) lkwa]

/wiiyaSa/ [wily(a/s)Sa]

/yityaSa/ [ity(a/s)Sa]

/yiniyaSma/ [yiniy (a/ae) Sma]

laminal laminal

/valyikwa/ [y(a/s)iyukwa]

/lyaiyiqa/ [ly(a/s)iyiga]

/gaSilyalyiwagina/ [qarily(a/s)lyuwagina] 

/aliQkwaiyaiyiSa/ [aluqkwaiy(a/s)lygra] 

/Qarikpiiyatyai3wima/ [qarikpiiy (a/s) tya!3wuma] 

/miyatya/ [miy (a/ae) ty a]

/mityiyalya/ [mityiy (a/ae) iya] 

A)aniqwanytyatya/ [ganui3wanytyaetya]

'to stay'

'I'm jealous'

'horse'

'yesterday'

'coral'
'burrawong'

'native cat'

'upper arm'

'aware of being 

deceived'

'quiet'

'to lie face down' 

'low tide'

'in the centre' 

'seagull'

'S.E. wind'

'rain'

'knife'

'to chew'

'plant (sp.)'

' to toss about'

'paddle'

'beach 

'to stop'
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laminal--- retroflex

/tityariwa/ [tit* (a/ae) ruwa]0 « *

(Note: The [ae] allophone preceding a retroflex

laminal--- velar

/taiyakilya/ [taly(a/s)kilya]

/anyakpwita/ [any(a/a)kpwata]

/qariyaqpityina/ [gariy(a/s) gpityina] 

/gafiyagkilawifatina/ [gariy(a/s) gkalawuratina] 

/gariiyagmena/ [gariiy(a/s)gmena] 

/niiyakiiyakwirtina/ [niiy(a/s)kiiyakwurtina]i a 0 rs

/anityiyagma/ [snityiysgma]

dental---dental

/yatata/ [yat(a/s)ta]

/yinana/ [yin(a/s)na]

/mapwilala/ [mapwul(a/s)la]

dental alveolar

/yilafipenta/ [yil(a/s)?openta]

dental---laminal

/ataiyima/ [at (a/s) lyuima]

dental---velar

/malagayikpa/ [mal(a/s)gs*kpa]

/winataqmanytya/ [wunatsgmanytya]^^

'silver crowned friar 

bird' 

is very rare.)

'fish: groper'

'brave'

'to call by name'

'to echo'

'to lead'

'to have a lot of spears' 

'weak, slow'

'from here'

'fingernail'

'shallow salt water'

'snake (sp.).

'river'

'those two there'

'two cousins'
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(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section

1.3) applies first and then the rule for allophonic variation is 

applied to the resultant syllable.

with root-initial vowel

/y-a?imilya/ [y (a/a) ruimilya] 

/y-aratya/ [y (a/ae) ratya]

/y-ampirkwa/ [y (a/ae) mp i ?kwa] 

/y-alki?aqkwi?a/ [y(a/ae) lkiraegkwura] 

/y-alyilya/ [y (a/ae) lyxlya] 

/t-atirapa/ [t(a/ae) tuirapa]

(cf. /m-atirapa/ [matmrapa] 

/tit-ariqka/ [tuit (a/ae) ruigka] 

/yiniy-ariqka/ [yiniya&nijka]

'coral'

'goanna'

'parrot fish' (Nung.) 

'fish (sp.)'

'flying fox'

'few: D class'

'few: M class'

'woman: D class'

'old goanna: Y class'

6.1.2 When the following syllable begins with a laminal or dental

In a V (C) syllable or a CV(C) syllable where the initial C is 

any consonant except a laminal or dental, the allophone [ae] varies 

freely with [a] when the following syllable begins with a laminal or 

dental. The laminal is usually /ly/ or the sequence /nyty/. (For 

further discussion, see Section 6.2(ii).)

labial dental

/amwii3alpalpifa/ [amuiq (a/ae) lp(a/ae) lpiira] 'plant (sp.)'

alveolar dental

/wirantinta/ [wuraentinta] 

/arirata/ [arar (a/ae) ta]

'mouse'

'fish (sp.)'
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/al^a^atata/ [al^(a/s)r(a/s)tata] 

/wiraminanta/ [wuramin(a/s)ntiya]
'dusk'

'to look'

alveolar laminal

/yimwi?aiya/ (yimwur(a/s)l^a] 'green ant'

retroflex----laminal

/wananyt^a/ [wan(a/s)n^t^a]• •
/aran^tyafa/ [ar(a/s)nyty(a/s)?a]

'quickly' 

'dangerous sea 

creatures'

velar- -dental

/arayik(a/s)liwa/ [ars k (a/s)luwa] 
/aqalpwii]alpira/ [aq (a/s) lpwiuqslpi?a]

'string-like' 

'plant (sp.)'

velar- -laminal

/timayikaiya/ [tnimsIk (a/s) iya] 

/atakaiyikpa/ [atak(a/s)lyikpa]

'bird: stork' 

'lily (sp.)'

rounded cons.- -dental

/awanpityiqwa/ [aw(a/s)npityuqwa] 

/tiwantira/ [tuw(a/s)ntara]

'rather tired'

'bird: rufus fantail'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

Morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

applies to all roots that begin with a vowel, marked -V in the 

following data. The order in which the morphophonemic rule and 

assimilation rule applies is optional. For the sake of consistency 

in rule ordering with Section 6.1.1(ii), the morphophonemic rule can 

be said to apply first.
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In about 40% of the data, regressive vowel harmony occurs in 

the first syllable (see Section 6-6)-

with root-initial vowel

/-atifapa/ [ (a/as) tuifapa] 

/-atiyefiwa/ [(a/a)tiye?uwa] 

/gar-antiya/ [gar (a/ae) ntiya] 

/gar-atyirakina/ [gar (a/ae) t^irakina] 

/-al^aiyikpa/ [ (a/s) 1^ (a/ae) l^ikpa] 

/-alyaratata/ [ (a/ae) ly (a/ae) ratata] 

/-aiyikwi?a/ [ (a/as) iyukwu?a]

'few'

'young'

'to look'

'to pierce smoothly' 

'lips'

'dust'

'paperbark tree'

with root-initial consonant

/a-tirigayikpwina/ [ (a/ae) t aria gas Tkpwana] 

/a-larikawariya/ [ (a/ae) larikawariya] 

/a-lpiiyi£a/ [ (a/a) lpily3ra] 

/a-iyagpwina/ [(a/a)iyagpwana] 

/na-rayikpityina/ [n(a / a )?a*kpityxna] 

/yiga-rikwila/ [yig(a/a)?ukwula] 

/a-iyagma/ [(a/a)ly(a/a)gma] 

/a-iyarimwirta/ [(a /a )ly(a/a)ramwarta] 

/a-iyariganta/ [ (a/a) lyarganta] 

/na-iyagpwifkwiwa [n(a/a)iyagpwufkwuwa]

'just right'

'untidy'

'slippery*

'ignorant *

'to spit out'

'to ache, have pity' 

'southeast*

'darkness'

'burning hot'

'to be filled*

6.1.3 In closed syllables

The allophones [a] and [a] vary freely in a closed syllable 

when the closure is a laminal, dental, /r/ (see Sections 6 .1.1/2) 

or a labial or velar. The variation occurs only in non-primary 

stressed syllables, except when two contiguous velars co-occur.
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The CC clusters following the variant [a] are both homorganic 

and heterorganic, the second consonant being labial or velar. The 

variation usually only occurs in this environment when the following 

vowel is a front (unrounded) vowel but can occur preceding the 

unrounded central vowel /a/. All known examples are listed.

(See Section 6 .6 for exceptions where vowel harmony appears to 

be causing the variant [a] in a closed syllable preceding a rounded 

vowel.)

labial/retroflex/velar labial

/mampirkwa/ [m(a/a)mpirkwa]

/apirampalpa/ [apar(a/a)mpalpa]

/garigampena/ [garag(a/a)mpena]

/garikampama/ [garik(a/a)mpama]

alveolar/retroflex----velar

/arakpilira/ [ar(a/a)kpalara]

/timwiragmi?a/ [tuimw9?agmira]

/garapiragpayina/ [garapsr(a/a)gpaXyina]

/wanika?agpitya/ [wanikar(a/a)^pit^a]

velar velar

/agkagmina/ [(a/a)gk(a/a)gmina]

/apwikwalagagpa/ [apwukwal(a/a)g(a/a) gpa]

/agagpiiya/ [(a/a)gagpil^a]

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

applies as well as the allophonic rule.

'ironwood tree'

•flat'

'to bathe'

'to put a fire out'

'blunt'

'sea snake'

'to trick'

'MB's children'

'thieving'

'where are those three?' 

'armpit'
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with root-initial vowel

/-ampatepiira/ [ (a/ae) mp (a/ae) t (e/ae)pxra] 

/t-ampirkwitarpa/ [t(a/a)mpirkwutarpa]

/-aqaqkwiwa/ [(a/a)qaqkwuwa] 

/-aqpatyaqpatya/ [ (a/ae) qpa^yaqpa^ya] 

/n-aqkiratyama/ [naqkxratyama]

'empty vessel'

'short and broad:

D class'
'front of the chest' 

'tree (sp.)'

'to listen'

with root-initial consonant

/a-kpilkiyalkwa/ [ (a/ae) kpilkiy (a/ae) lkwa] 

/a-qkinyqwira/ [(a/a)qkinyqwura] 

/na-gpatyama/ [naqpa^yama] 

/na-qkariqena/ [naqkar i qena] 

/qaf-aqpiratyina/ [qaraqpiraItyina]

'receding tide' 

'broken'

'to smell'

'to split up'

'to care for'

6.1.4 When the following syllable has a front vowel

Variation between [a] and [a] occurs when the following syllable 

has a front vowel. The intervening consonant is most likely to be a 

labial or a velar.

Only open syllables have been listed in this section. When 

variation occurs in a closed syllable, the following syllable 

frequently has a front vowel (see Section 6.1.3).

(i) Within the morpheme

The examples found to date are all listed below:

/lipalipa/ [lip(a/a)lipa] 

/yimakimakina/ [yim(a/a)kim(a/a)kina]

/mantakifiyefa/ [mant(a/a)ki3?iyei?a]

'canoe' (Mac) 

'hornet'

'yam'
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/qariqaqilena/ [q (a/ae) roqaeqi lena]

/ararikwira/ [ar (a/ae) rikwura]• • • •
/qariyararikina/ [qariysrsrikina] 

/qarikilyaqpatama/ [q(a/s)rikilyaqpatama]

'to pant'

'mangrove oyster' 

'to shake'

'to stand in line'

(Note: The variation in the prefix /qari-/ is very common.)

In the word, /takatyarara/ [takaty (a/s)r(a/s)ra] 'nut (sp.)', 

the basic form is /takatyarari+a/, thus conforming to the rule. It 

should also be noted, however, that [s] is a common allophone between 

identical consonants (see Sections 6.1.1, 3).

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

applies at the morpheme boundary, together with the allophonic rule.

with root-initial vowel

/-amiyariya/ [ (a/ae)miysriya]

/-amirera/ [(a/s)mirera] 

/-amwitikpalya/ [ (a/s)muitmkpalya] 

/qar-amiyikpinama/ [qar(a/s)mi:kpinama] 

/n-apipa/ [nspipa]

/-awarqkamiyera/ [awarqk(a/s)miyera] 

/-arirata/ [(a/s)rar(a/s)ta] 

/yiq-arikaraqa/ [yiq(a/s)rikaraqa] 

/-arikwa/ [(a/s)rikwa]

/-akiniwa/ [(a/s)kinuwa]

/-aqempa/ [(a/s)q(e/s)mpa]

'bush shelter'

'crab (sp.)'

' dew'

'to catnap'

'mother's brother' 

'rather a long time' 

'fish (sp.)'

'to write'

'raw'

'to that (place)' 

'place'

with a root-initial consonant

/a-mikpilyira/ [(a/s)mikpilyara] 'impartial'
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/a-miyampena/ [ (a/ae) miy (a/ae) mpena] 

/a-memperkwa/ [ (a/ae) m (e/ae) mperkwa] 

/a-pilkirakayiqa/ [ (a/ae)pxlkarakaIyina] 

/a-fayikaliwa/ [ (a/ae) raeIkaluwa] 

/a-kilyaqpe?e?a/ [ (a/ae) kilyaqp (e/ae) rera] 

/a-kilyarpa/ [ (a/ae) kilyarpa]

/a-qamina/ [ (a/ae) qaemi na]

’what*

'ten'

'flat and smooth' 

'string like'

' forked'

'light'

'breast'

6.2 The allophones [a] and [a ]

In a V syllable or a syllable where the initial consonant is not 

a laminal or dental, [a] varies with [a1] when the initial consonant 

of the following syllable is /ty/ or /ny/. The allophone [a1] occurs 

most frequently when the syllable is primary-stressed. (For the 

allophones preceding /ly/, see Section 6.1.2.)

(i) Within the morpheme

labial- -laminal

/patya/ [p(aX/a)tya]

/matyiwa/ [m(aI/a)tyuwa] 

/amaqpanytyira/ [amaqp(aX/a)nyty ira) 

/manyiqwinya/ [m(aX/a)nyuqwunya]

'nail'

'fern (sp.)' 

'quick manually' 

'wild fig'

alveolar- -laminal

/niwaqki?atya/ [nuwaqki?(a /a)tya] 

/qarampiratya/ [qarasmpir (aX/a) tyuwa]

'to run away' 

'to care for'

velar laminal

/niqatya/ [nuiq (aVa) tya] 'to hit'
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/QariQkatyikina/ [qarii3k(aX/a) tyikina] 'to lift out o f

rounded cons. laminal

/arikwanytyi£a/ [a?ukw (aX/a)ny tya?a]

/nigwanytya/ [nugw (aX/a)nytya]

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

When the low vowel occurs at the morpheme boundary, [a] and [aX] 

vary but the glide only occurs in about 25% of the data.

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

applies at the morpheme boundary, together with the allophonic rule.

/-atyiwatyiwa/ [(aX/a)tyuwatyuwa] 'fern (sp.)'

/-atyiriqka/ [(aX/a)tyaragka] 'ground'

/awa?gk-anye?a/ [awa?gk(aX/a)nye?a] 'always fighting'

with root-initial consonant

/a-tyiwira/ [(aX/a)tyuwura] 'youngest sibling'

/a-nyakpwita/ [(aX/a)nyakpwata] 'brave'

There are examples where the vowel at the morpheme boundary 

varies between [a] ~ [as] ~ [a1] ~ [ae1] . It occurs more frequently when the 

following laminal is /ny/ than when it is /ty/. It seems that, when 

the vowel is not bound by a preceding or a following laminal, it is 

optional as to which rule is applied. The rules applicable in the 

following examples are from Section 6.1.2 or 6.2.

between prefix and root

'quick' 

'to stop'

/-anyi?a/ [ (aX/as/a) nys?a] 

/-anytyiqira/ [ (aX/as/a) nyty xqara]

'mucus'

'shell: Natica'
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/n-anytyarigalyilya/ [n (aVas) nytyarsgaly ilya] 'boy' 

/na-tyeritinama/ [n(aX/s/a)tye£ikina] 'to be finished'

between root and suffix

/an-atya/ [ (ae/a) n (aeI/as/a) tya] 

/apwir-atya/ [apwar (a/ae1) tya] 

/gal-atya/ (gal(a/a1)tya] 

/apwin-atya/ [apwun (aVaeVa) tya]

'he'

'they (trial)' 

'she'

'they (dual)'

There are three other examples where the application of either 

rule has occurred within the morpheme.

/aganytyiganytyifa/

[ (a/ae) g(aI/ae)nytyig(aI/ae)nytyara]

/manyigwinya/ [m(a /ae/a)nyugwunya] 

/miyatya/ [miy (ae/a/ae1) tya]

'shell (sp.)

'wild fig' 

'paddle'

6.3 The allophones [a1] and [ae1]

In a V syllable or a syllable where the initial consonant is not 

/y/, the allophones [a1] and [ae1] vary when the following consonant 

begins with /y/. When the preceding consonant is a sonorant, [a1] 
and [ae1] vary freely; when the preceding consonant is an obstruent 

[a1] usually occurs, sometimes without variation.

(i) Within the morpheme

labial laminal /y/ 

/apayawa/ [apaXyawa]
I I/mayala/ [ma(a /ae )yala]

'blunt'

'aware of being 

deceived'
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dental laminal /y/

/taya/ [ta ya] 'green tree snake'

alveolar laininal /y/

/kalayira/ [kala yi3?a]

/wirayagkwira/ [wur(a /a )yagkwura]
'sea perch' 

'waterlily'

retroflex laminal /y/

/matayina/ [mat(aI/aI)yina] 

/kwiraya/ [kwur(aI/aI)ya]
'initiation'

'you're tricking me!'

laminal laminal /y/

/kin^tyaya/ [kinyty(a1/®1 )ya] (expression of empathy)

velar laminal /y/

/kayiwa/ [kaTyuwa] 

/gaya/ [gaXya]

'dillybag'

rounded cons. laminal /y/

/apwikwaya/ [apwukwarya] 

/yinipwigwaya/ [yinupwugwaIya] 

/yimatiwaya/ [yimatuw(aI/aI)ya]

'approaching' 

'loggerhead turtle' 

'stingray'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

co-occurs with the allophonic rule.

with root-initial vowel 

/-ayapwityapa/ [ (aI/aeI)yapwityapa] 'different'
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/-ayapifa/ [(aI/aeI)yapifa] 1naked'

with root-initial consonant

/a-yikwityiya/ t (a /ae )yukMutyiya] 

/a-yayiki?e?a/ [ (aI/seI)yaeI :ki£e?a] 

/ya-yaf antagwa/ [y (aI/ceI) ya?aBntaqwa] 

/na-yama/ [naeIyaema]

'small (sing.)' 
'happy'

'brown snake' 

'to say, do'

In syllables where the initial consonant is /y/, and the following 

syllable begins with /y/, the allophone [as1] occurs. This correlates 

with the common allophone between laminals being [as] (see Section 
6. 1 . 1) .

/yaya/ [ya^ya] 

/vayaifa/ [yasXya?a/

'footstep' 

'tendon'

6.4 The allophone [u]

In a syllable where the initial consonant is a rounded consonant, 

/pw, mw, kw, gw, w/, the allophone [d ] varies with [a] when the 

following consonant is a labial, flap /r/, retroflex /r/, velar or 

rounded consonant. The occurrence is rare preceding /r/ and /r/.

(See Section 3.2 for interpretation concerning /mwa/ and /pwa/.)

(i) Within the morpheme

/mwampata/ [mwumpata]

/ ijayin̂  t^ik wapa/ [ 13a1: n^ tyukwapa] 

/yinikwampa/ [yinukw(o/a)mpa] 

/yiwama/ [yuw(u/a)ma]

/atiwapa/ [atuw(u/a)pa]

(personal name)

'I, also'

'bark of paperbark trees' 

'bush fly'

'today'
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rounded cons.--- /r/ or /r/----------------------------------------

/alawitawara/ (alawutaw(u/a) 3?a] 'story'

/amwara/ [amw (u/a)ra] 'fishing spear'

/waranyfya/ [w(u/a)ranyfya] 'quickly'

rounded cons.--- velar

/yinigwiqwaqpa/ [yinuqwugwt>i3pa]

/maqiyiwaqa/ [maqiyuw(u/a)ga]

/naniyiwaqkwa/ [naeniyuwt>qkwa]
/wirakpartiwakina/ [wurakpartuw(u/a)kina]

rounded cons.--- rounded cons.

/wif amwakwa/ [wufamt>kwa]

/tampwakwa/ [tampnkwa]

/likwakwa/ [lukw (t>/a)kwa]

/yaqwaqwa/ [yaqw (v/a)qwa]

/pwapwiwa/ [pw (u/a)pwuwa]

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

co-occurs with the allophonic rule.

with root-initial vowel

/niw-ampilya/ [nuw(u/a)mpiiya]

/w-apwiwa?ka/ [w(u/a)pwuwa£ka]

/w-afayikpatyina/ [w(u/a) irae* :kpaty xna]

6.5 The allophone [aU] and [ceU]

In a V syllable or a CV syllable where the consonant is any

'to stay'

'to hide'

'to strip bark off'

'double barred finch' 

'tobacco'

'en route'

'eel'

'pawpaw.

'edible reptile' 

'shark'

'old man'

'to frighten'
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consonant other than a rounded consonant, the allophones [a] and 

[aU] vary freely when the following syllable begins with a rounded 

consonant, /kw/ and /w/. Only /a/ appears to occur preceding /pw/» 

/mw/ and /gw/- Some speakers use only the allophone [a] or an 

offglide which is barely discernible.

(i) within the morpheme

/mawirira/ [m(aU/a)wurara]

/eriperipawa/ [ae?ipe?ipaUwa]
u/alyaqkatawa/ [alyaqkata wa]

/yalakwa/ [ysl(aU/a)kwa]

/arawa/ [ar(aU/a)wa]

/minyanawa/ [minyan(aU/a)wa]

/matawa/ [mat(aU/a)wa]

/yilyakwa/ [ily (aU/a)kwa]

/yakwityina/ [y(aU/a)kwutyxna]

/apayawa/ [apaTy(aU/a)wa]

/tiqawa/ [tmi]aUwa]
/yaqkawa/ [yaqk(aU/a)wa]
(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

co-occurs with the allophonic rule.

'red seaweed'

'bush'

'obstinate'

'here'

'inside'

'stone-headed spear' 

'initiation'

'wild honey'

'there'

'blunt'

'father's sister' 
'fish (sp.)'

with root-initial vowel

u/-awitya/ [(a /a)witya]

/-awilka/ [(aU/a)wulka]

/-akwiqwa/ [(au/a)kwuqwa]

'fog'

'scar, scab* 

'water'
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with root-initial consonant

/a-wiyita/ [(aU/a)wiyita] 

/a-wilyapa/ [(aU/a)wilyapa] 

/a-kwiraka/ [(aU/a)kwuraka] ’hard'

'straight'

'one, only'

The allophone [aeU] varies freely with [a11] in the one word:

/yawi/ [yaU:~yaeU :] 'yes'

6 . 6  Vowel harmony

Vowel harmony is usually regressive, occurring in the word-initial 

and word-medial syllables. It occurs within the morpheme and at the 
morpheme boundary.

The harmony involving the phoneme /a/ is between allophones and 

is optional. The allophones, [a] and [ae] , and to a much lesser extent 

[a1] and [ae1] harmonise with each other. The harmony usually regresses 

to only the preceding syllable but a few words have been noted where 

it regresses to two preceding syllables. It can also occur between 

two non-contiguous syllables when the intervening syllable has a high 

vowel. This is particularly noticeable in reduplicated roots.

Harmony occurs most frequently when the environment for the 

harmonised vowel is one in which the allophonic variation would normally 

occur. There are, however, a few examples where the resultant 

allophone is not in an environment listed in Sections 6.1-4.

(i) Within the morpheme

In the following data, regressive harmony to one or two preceding

syllables is illustrated.

/arakpawiya/ [arakpawiya-arsekpawiya] 'a long time ago'

/takatyarara/ [takatyarara~takaty3erasfa] 'nut (sp.)
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/amanytyanytyiqi^a/ [amanytyanytyiqara- 'joint fluid’
amasny ty asny tyigsra]

/alantapifa/ [alantepiira-alaentaspifa] 'empty'

/amwiqalpalpira/ [amuigalpalpira-amaqaslpaelpiJa] 'plant (sp.)'

/qa?iya?a?ikina/ [gafiya?ae?ikina~ 'to tremble'

qaxriyaeraê ikina]

/yirantayapa/ [yirantasTyapa~yi?aentaeIycepa] 'to separate'

/aqkayiwaya/ [aqkaIyuwaIya~aqkaeIyuwaeIya] 'tamarind'

Vowel harmony can be seen to occur in the following examples 

when a syllable with a high vowel intervenes.

/yaliniyalina/ [yaliniyalina-yasliniyaelina] 'upright sides'

/aqalpiqalpira/ [aqalpuiqaslpira-aqaelpuigaelpi^a] 'plant (sp.)'

/timinytyarminytyarma/ [tuiminytyarminytyarma- 'grasshopper*
tuim m y  ty $35miny ty serma]

/yimakimakina/ [yimakimakina-yimaekiwaskina] 'hornet'

/niyaminiyata/ [niyaminiyata-niyaeminiyaeta] 'do it like this'

In the following example, vowel harmony has caused the allophone 

[as] to occur where [a1] would be expected (see Section 6.2).

/aqpatyaqpatya/ [aqpaTty (a/ae) qpatya~ 'tree (sp.) '

aeqpaetyaeqpa1 ty a]

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

at the morpheme boundary. Either the allophonic rules (see Sections 

6.1-4, 6.2, 3) or vowel harmony apply in the following examples. The 

result in either case is harmony between the allophones.

/-alyaratata/ [aslyasras£ata] 'dusk'
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/yalaqayikpa/ [y (a/as) laeqae^pa] 

/-a k a ty ir a /  [aekaetyera-akatyafa]

'those two over there'
'cleared'

For further examples see Parts (ii) of Section 6.6.

There are three examples where [ae]~[a] occurs in the closed 

syllable /rVq/ where the following syllable is [kwu]. This variation 

is not according to the rule (see Section 6.1(d)). In each one, vowel 

harmony occurs across syllables with a high vowel. The harmony, 

however, would have to be posited as progressive to account for these 

exceptions. The only other possible analysis is that the velar 

closure causes variation irrespective of the following CV, but this 

disagrees with the much stronger system where [a] and [ae] precede 

/akwi/ and /aki/ respectively. (See Section 6.1(d).)

/y a lk wifaq k wi f a /  [yalkwuraqkwura~ 

yaelk i f  aeqkwura]

'fish (sp.)'

/aiy iqar ikir aqkwif a/ [aly i gar iksraegkwuf a~ 

aiy i qaer ikar aeqkwuf a]

/y a rq k ifa q k wi f  a /  [y (a/ae) rqkifaeqkwufa]

'inflamed'

'snail*
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7. THE MID VOWEL /e/

The mid vowel has two allophones, viz., [e] and [ae] .

[e] mid, front, unrounded vowel.

[ae] low, front, unrounded vowel. The articulation is further

described in Section 5.

The basic allophone of /e/ is [e] which almost always is the 

allophone occurring in stressed syllables. The allophone [ae] occurs 

in variation with [e] mostly in unstressed syllables, e.g., /emepa/

[e’mepa-aemepa] 'song1; /nigilikena/ [n/giliukena] and /nanilikenima/
/  ̂ /[naemluikasnuima] 'to go'.

The allophone [ae] of the phoneme /e/ overlaps with [ae] of the 

phoneme /a/ (see Section 6). Both allophones have the same phonetic 

quality. The assignment of [ae] to a specific phoneme is based on 

free variation with the basic allophones of each phoneme, i.e. with 

[a] /a/ and [e] /e/. Occurrences of [ae] which do not vary have been 

assigned to the phoneme which normally is found varying in that 

particular environment.

With overlapping allophones, phonemic variation, vowel harmony 

and limited distribution, the contrast between /a/ and /e/ is open 

to question. The contrast, however, does occur.

Clear evidence of contrast between /a/ and /e/ is best illus

trated in analogous environments. There are minimal pairs but one 

member of some pairs is a loanword or a shortened form. In other 

instances, the Umbakumba communilect uses alternate synonyms.

(a) The following words contrast minimally at Angurugu but Umbakumba 

Aborigines use the synonyms /tyaya/ and /kwitya/ for /pera/ and /kera/, 

respectively.
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/paifa [paifa] 

/pe?a/ [pe?a] 

/ka?a/ [ka?a] 

/keifa/ [k(e/se)fa)

'N.W. wind' (Mac) 

1 go away!'

'do you agree?' 

'hey, look!'

(b) Shortened forms of words occur as the second member of the pair, 

/era/ and /mema/ are the shortened forms of /agkera/ and /memema/, 

respectively.

/a¥a/ [a?a]

/era/ [(e/ae)ra) 

/mama/ [mama] 

/mema/ [m (e/ae) ma ]

'forehead'

'vomit'

'it doesn't matter' 

'this: M class'

(c) Analogous pairs

The following examples show the contrast between /a/ and /e/ in 

all the environments where /e/ occurs. No contrast occurs preceding 

/n/.

/e/ /a/
/takwe?ikwe3?a/ 'shining 

flycatcher'
/alamwikwara/ 'murderer*

/ak Wiweriqmi1 y a/ 'cloudy' /mapwiwara/ 'fig'

/waniqweripi?a/ 'everyone' /aQwara/ 'smoke'

/meriwa/ 'current' /mariwayitya/ 'fern (sp.)'

/memerpa/ 'calf of leg' /marpiyinta/ ' tree (sp.)'

/perika/ 'gate' /pa£itya/ 'porridge'

/amemperkwa/ ' ten' /maparkwa/ 'fighting sticks'

/amire?a/ 'crab' /takatya?a?a/ 'nut (sp.)'

/apiiyera/ 'visible' /yiiya?a/ 'pipe'

/awargkanyera/ 'fighting' /kwinyara/ 'wild fig'

/mantakiriyera/ 'yam' /mwitiyara/ 'oyster' (Mac)
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/garikwiyerpa/ 'to miss' /akwiiyarpa/ 'light'

/yimwinterma/ • • 'snail' -

/tagintera/ 'black 
cockatoo'

/atita?a/ • • 'hot*

/yilikefa/ 'fruit (sp.)' /yakara/ 'trevally'

/akwantyirema/• 'sticky' /amwirama/ 'whispered*

/agempa/ 'place' /aqampa/® 'where?'

/amwirepa/ 'stringybark 
sheets'

/agapa/ 'that there'

/yiwepa/ 'red ant' /atiwapa/ 'today'

/pwityiketa/ 'cat' -

/mwikwena/ 'sweat' -

/mwirigwena/ 'rain forest' -

/mena/ 'why' -

/akwiiyipena/ 'bright' -

/yikwilpenta/ 'barramundi' -

/enena/ 'this' -

/yantirena/ • • • 'shell (sp.)' -

/apatityena/• 'cruel' -

/tiligena/ •salt* -

/akena/ 'but* -

/yimenta/ • • 'turtle 
(gen.)'

/timanta/ 'billed heron

/garipentina/ ' to be 
wounded *

/mapanta/ 'hibiscus'

/yinitena/ 'coral' --

Chart 8 shows the distribution of /e/ between consonants. The 

vowel occurs most frequently preceding a syllable with an initial 

/?/ or /n/.
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CHART 8 

Distribution of /e/

The allophone [ae] of the phoneme /e/ occurs in similar environ

ments to those for its occurrence as an allophone of /a/ (see Section 

5). This led to difficulties in early analysis and the problem was 

only solved when additional data provided the free variation with the 

basic allophones of each phoneme.

7.1 Allophonic variation

In the following data, the allophone [as] varies with [e] but 

not with [a]. In at least 75% of the data, the variation occurs 

when the following consonant is /r/.

7.1.1 within a syllable with an initial laminal or dental

When the syllable-initial consonant is a laminal or dental,

[as] varies freely with [e] . The initial consonant of the following 

syllable is /?/ or, to a lesser extent, a labial.
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(i) Within the morpheme

laminal labial

/awinyempa/ [awiny (e/ce)mpa] 'angry'

laminal alveolar /!?/

/miqiny tyerikwa/ [miqinyty (e/ae)rukwa] 

/qa?itye?ikwa/ [qarity (e/ae) ?ukwa] 

/atiyeriwa/ [atiy (e/ae) ruwa] 

/qarikwiye?pa/ [qa£ukwiy (e/ae) ?pa]

'top shell' 

'to finish' 

'young'

'to miss'

dental alveolar /)?/

/mamaleripi^a/ [mamal(e/a)ripira] 

/akaleriqkwifa/ [akal(e/s)?ugkwu?a] 

/alerinmwintira/ [al (e/ae) r9nmwontora]v # * A • •
/alerikawariya/ [al (e/ae) ?ikawa?iya] 

/yilerpa/ [y il (e/ae) ?pa]

'fighting spear' 

'orange stone'

'well looked after' 

'untidy'

'palm tree'

7.1.2 When the following syllable begins with a dental

When a dental occurs initially in the following syllable, [e] 

and [ae] vary freely.

(i) Within the morpheme

Only one example has been recorded to date:

/tiwetiSa/ [tuw (e/ae) tefa] 'white cockatoo'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

applies at the morpheme boundary, together with the allophonic rule.
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There is only one root, to date, that begins with the vowel /e/ 

followed by a syllable beginning with a dental.

/-etifa/ [(e/a)te?a] 'hole: A class'

/m-etifa/ [m(e/a)ta?a] 'cave: M class'

The first word (above) shows a minimal difference with [ (a/ae) tara], 

the shortened form of /atifapa/ ' some'. Note the overlap of the 

allophone [a] which is assigned to the phoneme /e/ where it varies 

with [e] and to /a/ where it varies with [a] .

7.1.3 In closed syllables

The allophones [a] and [e] vary freely in a closed syllable 

when the consonant closure is a labial, flap /r/ (see Section 6.1.1 

for examples), or an alveolar /n/.

/qarapwiliwenta/ [qarapwuluw(e/a)nta] 'to stoop'

/mentepa/ [m(e/a)ntepa] 'roots of rushes'

7.1.4 When the following syllable has a front vowel

Variation between [a] and [e] occurs when the following syllable 

has a front vowel. The intervening consonant is a labial or /?/.

The CV syllables which are not primary-stressed (i.e. not penultimate) 

tend to have the allophone [a] in conversational speech.

This is the environment where most difficulties in the analysis 

of /a/ and /e/ have occurred. All words recorded with [e~a] in this 

environment are listed.

The allophone [a] of the phoneme /e/ occurs in an open syllable 

preceding /mi/, whereas [a] occurs as an allophone of /a/ in a 

closed syllable preceding the sequence /mpi/ (see Section 6.1.3).
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Given that the conditioning factor for either phoneme is a following 

/Ci/, this contrast in environment is not significant. In present 

data, where the phoneme /a/ precedes /-mi/, no variation with [as] 

has been recorded. There are two examples listed below where [ae] 

as the only allophone has been assigned to the phoneme /e/ when it 

precedes /mi/. There is one controversial word, [(a/a)qaemina], 

which has been tentatively analysed as /aqamina/ 'breasts' because

[a] occurs in the word /aqamwila/ 'behind the breasts' which has the 

same root/classifying prefix.

(i) Within the morpheme 

labial labial

/memifma/ [m(e/as)mi?ma] 'nape of neck'

/memife^a/ [m(e/ae)mxre?a] 'flathead'

/memi£ikwi?a/ [m(e/as) mir9kwu?a] 'rib'

/timemerpa/ [ tram (e/as) merpa] 'bird: quail'

/nanamemikpina/ [nasn(a/as)maemikpina] 'to help'

The above words can be seen to contrast with /a/ in the 

following words where [as] as an allophone of /a/ does not occur.

/maminya/ [mamin^a] 'firefly'

/mamiiyiqara/ [mamiiyiqara] 'mangroves'

/maminytyawityawa/ [maminytyawityawa] 'bird: pardalote'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

applies at the morpheme boundary.

/qar-eripalityina/ [qar (e/as) ripalityina] 'to spread out'

/yiq-erikera/ [ym (e/as) rikera] 'to go/look backwards'

/-eriminytya/ [(e/ae)riminytya] 'to keep still'
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/y-erera/ [y (e/ae) 3re?a] 'forked*

/akiiyaqe?era/ .[aekiiysqp(e/as)?e?a] 'forked tree'

The word /gar-a?ika£ena/ 'to draw, write' contrasts with those 

above. The assignment of [a=] preceding /ri/ to either /a/ or /e/ 

has been particularly difficult because of some words recorded as 

only [ae] (see Section 6.1.4) and others where the variants [a~ae~e] 

all occur (see Section 7.2). It seems as if the phoneme /e/ is 

becoming more common than /a/ preceding /ri/ with some speakers.

The exceptions to the morphophonemic rule No.l are as follows:

with root-initial vowel

/-emepa/ [(e/ae)mepa] 'song'

/-eminta/ [ (e/ae)minta] 'nose*

The above words contrast with /-amiiyigwi¥a/ [amiiyugwura]

'yabby'.

/-epiga/ [ (e/a^piqa] 'anthill'

This word contrasts with /-apilyeSa/ [apiiye?a] 'visible'. There 

are only two other words, recorded to date, which begin with the 

sequence [api] but both have a variant form in which a retroflex 

consonant occurs, viz., /a(r)piyarpwiwa/ [a(r)piyarpwuwa] 'four'; 

/a(r)piyakarpiya/ [a(r)piyakarpiya] 'three'

The following three words are irregular morphologically. They 

are analysed as having a root-initial vowel but are exceptions to the 

morphophonemic rule for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) in that the 

second, not the first, vowel elides when a CV prefix occurs, e.g., 

ti+epina > /tipina/ 'that: D class'. If a root-initial consonant were 

posited it would allow the morphophonemic rule to apply for the CV
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prefix but lead to the necessity to have two allomorphs, /a/ and 

/e/, for Class A nouns and adjectives, e.g., a+wilyapa > /awilyapa/ 

'one: A class'; e+pina > /epina/ 'that: A class’. Rather than posit 

two allomorphs to cope with just three words, they are regarded as 

irregular and exceptions to the morphophonemic rule.

/-epa/ [ (e/de) pa] ' any?'

/-epina/ [(e/ae)pina] 'this: not here'

/-eminiqka/ [aeminiqka] 'strange'

The word /epa/ contrasts with /apa/, the shortened form of 

both /aqapa/ 'that over there' and /arakpa/ 'now'.

The Angurugu communilect contrasts /apwiniwa/ [apwanuwa/ 'those 

two men' with /epina-wa/ [epinuwa] 'that-to'. At Umbakurriba, this 

contrast has been neutralised and /epiniwa/ is used for both in 

everyday speech. The meaning of the homonyms is distinguished by 

context.

7.2 Vowel harmony

Vowel harmony occurs between the phonemes /a/ and /e/. The 

harmony is regressive to the immediately preceding syllable. It 

also occurs in a non-contiguous syllable with a high, front vowel 

intervening. Other examples where two mid vowels are in harmony with 

each other, but where no contrast with /a/ occurs, can be found in 

Section 7.1, e.g., /memerpa/ 'calf of the leg'.

In the following examples, the pressure of vowel harmony seems 

to be the primary factor in causing the phonemic variation.

(i) Within the morpheme

/miy (a/e) mpena/ [miy (a/ae/e) mpena ] ' what?'

/ay (a/e) mi y  (a/e) rma/ [ary (a/ae/e) rmiy (a/ae/e) rma] 'thin*
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(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section

1.3) applies.

/-(a/e)menita?a/ [ (a/a/e)menitaira] 'dorsal fins'

/-(a/e)mepa/ [(a/a/e)mepa] 'song'

/-(a/e)riperipa/ [(a/a/e)ripe?ipa] 'bush'

Vowel harmony occurs across morpheme boundaries in the following

word.

/akw(a/e)r-erikpa/ [akwar(e/a)3?ikpa~ 'turtle poles'

akwe£e?ikpa/

7.3 Phonemic variation

Phonemic variation between /e/ and /a/, and /e/ and /i/ occurs. 

The latter variation is infrequent and is listed in Section 8. The 

variation between /a/ and /e/ is very common.

The phonemic variation between /a/ and /e/ can be clearly

observed in the morpheme /-ana/~/-ena/ (location near speaker). This

occurs in the series of demonstratives used in both communities. The 

demonstratives are prefixed according to the set of classifiers for 

nominals.^

/yan-ana/ 'these: 1st excl. pi.'

/kan-ana/ 'these: 2nd pi.'

/wan-ana/ 'these: W class pi.'• •
/en-ena/ 'this: A class sing.'

The same variation occurs in the word, /yiniyariwena- 

yiniyariwana/ 'native cat'. At Umbakumba, /-ena/ as a tense suffix 

is used where the Angurugu communilect uses /-ana/ on verbs such as
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/niqilikena-niqilikana/ 'to go'.

The most common environment for variation is preceding /r/. 

There is only one exception. Many of the occurrences precede the 

syllable /fi/.

(i) Within the morpheme

labial alveolar /f/

/m(a/e)fitya/ [m(a/a/e)fitya] 'edible root (sp.)'

laminal alveolar /r/

/paliy(a/e)fa 

/yay(a/e)rS/

/yiwarty(a/e)fa/ 
/mamwikayara~mamwikiyera/ 

/yiniy(a/e)rma/

/miy(a/e)riya/

/miy(a/e)rawa/

'mast' (Mac: palayara) 

'tendon'

'lizard (sp.)'

'sun's rays'

'S.E. wind'

'bird's nest' 

'kurrajong'

dental alveolar /f/

/al(a/e)riqwantifa/« • •
/yil(a/e)fipenta/

'confused' 

'whistle snake'

velar alveolar /r/

/yinik(a/e)fpiyarna/ 

/aq(a/e)fipa/

'caterpillar (gen.)' 

'this way'

rounded cons. alveolar /r/

/qariw(a/e)rikampiiyama/ 

/qariw(a/e)ripikina/

'to trust'

'to think, feel'
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/gariw(a/e)£ikpi£itena/ 'to feel nauseated'

/qariw(a/e)?iwirtena/ 'to choose to work

well'

/aw(a/e)¥ikawa¥iya/ 'sad'

Phonemic variation can also be observed in roots in different 

morphological constructions. The variants [a~ae~e] have not been 

recorded in each word. It should be noted that [e] occurs without 

variation in the instances in the primary-stressed penultimate 

syllable (see Section 7).

/a-y(a/e)pityapa/ [aXy(a/e)pityapa] 'separate, different'

/qari-y(a/e)pityapa/ [gariy(a/ae)pityapa] 'to separate, divide'

/a-y(a/e)pa/ [aXyepa] 'sea shelf or cloud

shutting off the 

sunshine'

/a-y(a/e)pawiya/ [aXyepawiya] 'when the shelf ...'

/-apily(a/e)ra/ [apxiye^a] 'visible'

/qa?-apiiya?ikatyigwa/ [QarapiiyarikaItyui3wa] 'to make oneself

visible'

In the following examples, the variants [a~ae~e] in different 

morphological constructions can be observed as well as a phonemic 

variation in the laminal and dental consonants, (The sequence

/-iyeri~iya?i~leri~lari/ is a bound prefix that is a semantic 

classifier which occurs in addition to noun classification.)

/aly (a/e) 3?imwirta/ [aiy (a/ae)?amw3rta] 'darkness'• o t ̂
/al(a/e)rinmwirta/ [al (e/ae)?anmwarta] 'darkness'

/aiyafiqwaiyiiya/ [aly (a/ae) ?agwaiyiiya] 'darkness'

/aly (a/e)ritata/ [alyeritata] 'dusk'
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/al(a/e)ritata/ [a 1 (a/ae) ritata] 'dusk'
A A A A

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The morphophonemic rule No.l for vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) 

applies at the morpheme boundaries.

with a root-initial vowel

/(a/e)ripat^a/ [(a/e)?ipa*t^a] 'going from the speaker'

/(a/e)ripapa/ [(a/e)?ipapa] 'going towards the speaker'

In the following words, the variation between the phonemes /a/

and /e/ can be seen throughout the different morphological con

structions which have the same root.

/- (a/e)pira/ [(e/ae)pira]

/ay- (a/e)pira/ [aXy (a/ae/e)pira]

/akwiw-(a/e)pi?a/ [akwuw (a/ae/e) pi ?a]

/amat- (a/e)pi?a/ [amaetaspira]

/agwirt- (a/e) pira/ [aqwur t (a/ae) pi? a]

/n-(a/e) ?ikpa/ [n (e/ae) rikpa]

/yiQ- (a/e)rikpa/ [yig (a/ae) rikpina]
/akwar-erikpa/ [akwar (e/ae) rikpa]

with root-initial vowel

There is one word where [a~ae~e] vary. The occurrence of the 

allophone [e] is rare. When /a/ is the phoneme, the root begins 

with a consonant and the application of the morphophonemic rule for 

vowel deletion (see Section 1.3) is regular. If /e/ is the phonemic 

variant, its use signals a root-initial vowel and the vowel deletion 

rule does not work. Until further checking for accuracy of data,

'man-made hole: A class' 

'empty (as of a billycan)' 

'too big (as of a dress)' 

'vacant area'

'dry soak'

'to throw'

' to throw'

'pole for prodding turtles'
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the word is being spelt with only the phoneme /a/.

/a-rikawariya/ [(a/a/e)rikawariya] 'untidy'

The allophone [ae] preceding /n/ also poses a problem as to its 

emic status when it occurs in the initial syllable of a word. The 

segment is being analysed tentatively as an allophone of the phoneme 

/a/ but it may prove to be an allophone of /e/. The allophone [ae] 

usually occurs when alveolar /n/ precedes the vowel, thus causing the 

allophone to occur between two identical alveolars. The allophone

[e] freely varies with [ae] word initially but is not as common as [e].

The allophone [ae] is analysed as emically /a/ for the following 

reasons:

(a) The Aboriginal literates write /a/ in this environment. It is 

possible, however,that there is confusion with the writing of [a] as 

/a/ in English but, if so, they are relating the allophone to the 

English [a] not [e].

(b) The prefixation system for nominals has [ani] (non-feminine)

as against [(a/ae)ti] (feminine). It seems to me to be more consistent 

to analyse both of these initial allophones as /a/.

(c) The spectrographs lend weight to the possibility of the alveolar 

/n/ having been a lamino-palatal consonant which is frequently 

preceded by the allophone [a] of the phoneme /a/ (see Section 6.1.2).

A contrast can be seen between an alveolar /n/ and a backed alveolar 

/n>/ in the following spectrographs. The backed alveolar is indicated 

by the high offset of formant two.
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Spectrograph

No.63 /anatya/ [aenaetya] 'he (dative)'

64 /anikafiga/ [enikaraga] 'mother's country'

65 /anigapa/ [aenigapa] 'good'

66 /anilagwa/ [enuilagwa/ 'he (poss.)'

67 /animpinimpa/ [aenimpinimpa] 'shrub (sp.)'

68 /anipa/ [senipa] 'alive'

In spectrograph No.69, /aniwa/ [enuwa] 'he' shows an offglide 

from the nasal similar to that of a laminal. The utterance was 

recorded as [aenyuwa~aen1uwa] which correlates with the [i] offglide 

recorded also with other laminals (see Section 4.2.5).

The sound shift in the consonant has developed to the point 

where alveolar /n/ is phonemic but the emic status of the vowel is 

still in doubt.
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8. THE HIGH VOWEL /i/

The high vowel /i/ has six allophones: [i] , [i], [ui] , [u] ■,
[0], and [e] . The phonetic values are:

[1] high, close, front unrounded vowel

[i] high, open, front unrounded vowel

[ui] high, open or close, back unrounded vowel. This vowel can

also be very short and centralized in an unstressed syllable 

in longer words, i.e. closer to [i].

[u] high, open or close, back rounded vowel.

[o] mid, back rounded vowel

[a] mid, central to back, unrounded vowel.

The basic allophone of the phoneme /i/ is [ui] . The symbol /i/ 

has been used for ease in typing. Chart No.9 lists the allophones, 

with [i] representing both [i] and [i] and [a] having been omitted 

so that a clearer presentation could be made with only the crucial 

phonetic realizations entered. Generally speaking, the allophones 

[u] and [o] occur contiguous to a rounded consonant; [i] occurs 

contiguous to a laminal, labial or velar stop or non-indigenous 

alveolar; [ui] occurs elsewhere. A loss of phonetic specification in the 

allophones which normally occur in some specific environments is 

apparent in the allophone [o], details of which are listed in the 

relevant sections.

The crucial feature in the analysis of the high vowel is rounding 

or lack of it. In early transcription of the vowels, the allophone 

[ui] was written as a central, slightly rounded vowel [u] . The error 

arose because the phonetic value of the sound is very similar (though 

less rounded) to the centralised [«] of Australian English. Native 

speakers of English react to the sound according to the phonemic



CHART 9 

Allophones of /i/

following
C

C N v  
preceding

labial 
m p

dent alveolar 
t/n/ 1  r

retro lam velar
k q

rounded 
kw others

labial i I i i i — i i I -  -

dental Ul UI i/ui i/ui i/ui UI i UI UI u/i U

alveolar UI I UI i UI UI i i i/ui u/i u

retroflex UI I UI i UI UI i UI u/i u

laminal UI i/ui i/ui i i/ui i/ui i i I u/i u

velar x/ui i/ui UI i I UI i i UI -

rounded cons, 

w , kw, qw u u u/o u u/o u/o u/i u/o u u

pw, mw u/ui - u/ui - u/ui u/ui u/i u/ui u/ui u/i u
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pattern of their own language and often hear the sound as [u] without 

being aware of the non-rounding of the lips. The distribution of the 

allophones of the high vowel depends on the accurate designation of 
the feature of rounding.

In adult literacy classes, the spelling of the high vowels /i/ 

and /u/ was a constant problem throughout the two-and-a-half years. 

The first literates were given 40 hours of instruction using the 33 

books in the primer series. Later, in advanced lessons of 2-3 hours 

weekly over a period of six months, not one person could spell the 

vowels accurately according to the existing analysis. Coupled with 

this, there was the problem that literates guessed where to write 

/kw/ or /vf /f or /k/ or /q/ preceding [u]. They always watched my 

lips when I checked this area of pronunciation. The types of error 

that occurred did not show any consistency or evidence as to their 

concept of a basic emic system, e.g.

orthography

alikura

alika

arrurra

ababurna

adurrapa

nurrungka

adinupa

-murra

spelling by literates

alukura

aluka/alika

arrirra

ababirna

adirrapa

nirringka

adunupa

-mirra

'house*

'foot'

'wind'

'many'

'some'

'to see'

'now'

(by means of)

At that stage, /pw/ and /mw/ had not been taught.

An attempt was made to rectify the situation by respelling some 

of the words. This helped in common vocabulary because of the 

Aborigines' excellent visual memory but the same confusion existed
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in unseen words during creative writing sessions. At this point, I 

began detailed documentation of the phonetics of the language in 

order to find an adequate phonemic solution. The final answer came 

when Mrs. Tapinkuta Yantarrnga, who was learning to read and write, 

recorded on cassette all words with a high vowel in the stressed 

penultimate syllable preceding /?/. She neutralised the vowel, thus 

forcing my attention to be focused on the preceding consonant. This 

led to the positing of /pw/ and /mw/ as phonemic and to a solution 

to the vowel analysis.

The consonants (see Section 4) and the high vowel allophones 

divide into two major categories: rounded and unrounded. Rounded

consonants and vowels function as a whole within the syllabic unit, 

i.e. there is a prosodic feature of rounding that applies to the 

whole syllable. If the consonantal rounding is simultaneous, the 

non-native speaker usually responds to the rounding of the vowel.

Where /pw/ and /mw/ are articulated with lip rounding by compression, 

the contiguous vowel allophones are [ui]~[a]. If lip rounding by 

compression is treated as applying to the vowel also, the allophone 

[u] would replace [ui] on chart No.9 when contiguous to a rounded 

consonant. This would then show a dichotomy between the high vowel 

allophones dependent on whether the consonants are rounded or unrounded. 

It is interesting to note that the Aborigines in the above examples 

have spelt words where the allophones are [ui] or [a] with the letter 

i, e.g. /apapwina/ is ababirna (= apapina). The only word that does 

not agree with the present analysis is adunuba (see (b) below).

In the previous analysis, the phoneme /i/ had two allophones,

[i] and (r] , and the phoneme /u/ had one, [u] . The allophone, [ui] , 

was written as [i] or [u] and the variation was considered to be 

phonemic. The extent of the phonemic variation can be seen by looking
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at Chart 9 for instances where [i] and [ui] vary. This variation is 

now analysed as being allophonic, with the vowel consistently recorded 

as [m] when there was no lip-rounding.

The environment that gives the maximum difficulty in assigning 

allophones is that preceding a labial. It would appear that the 

feature of rounding has been lost in many occurrences of /pwa/ and 

/mwa/, and that the preceding vowel has become an unrounded high back 

vowel, e.g. [arrama] 'big'. Alternatively, it is possible that the 

rounding of the final labial consonant of a word (i.e. preceding /a/) 

has not been correctly recorded.

There are a few words in the data that seem to signal that 

contrast exists between /i/ and /u/ as phonemes. In each case there 

is either a loanword involved or another possible analysis.

(a) The allophone [ui] occurs preceding /m/ except, to date, in one 

English loanword. The loanword has a stressed, lengthened vowel 

whereas the indigenous words have a short vowel which is only option

ally stressed.

/arima/ [ aruima-aruima] 'big'• • •
/atalyima/ [ataiyuima-ataiyuima] 'river'

/atyikiriyima/ [artyikiri:ma] 'icecream' (Eng.)• •

(b) The Macassan word, /ta^ipa/ [taŝ ipa] 'trepang' contrasts with 

the indigenous word, /ta?pa/ [ta?pa~ta?uipa~ta?iukpa] 'stingray (sp.)'

The occurrence of [ui] preceding /Ca/ is in common usage in the language 

(see Section 8.5) even though the loanword conforms to the basic 

system as shown on Chart No.9.

The English loanwords, /tyiyipa/ [tyi:pa] 'sheep' and /tyiwipa/ 

[tyu:pa] 'soap', have contrastive long vowels. This contrast can be

maintained under the interpretation of V: as VCV (see Section 3).
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Lengthened vowels in English loans can also be seen in words of more 

than two syllables where there is a possible stress change, e.g. 

/pwiliwina/ [pwulu:na~pwuluwuna] 'balloon'; /tyipwiwina/ [tyupwu:na~ 

tyupwuwuna] 'spoon'; /miyilka-milika/ [mi:lka~miy/lka~milika] 'milk'.

The word, [atinmpa] 'now' is an indigenous word which has been 

recorded with the allophone [i] as well as [ru] in a variant morpho

logical form where a change of stress can occur, viz., [atinipawxya- 

atinmpawiya] 'in a little while'. All other data recorded in the 

penultimate stressed syllable has the allophone [i] in this environment, 

e.g. /anipa/ [aenipa] 'alive'. The allophone [m] can occur preceding 

/Ca/ in free variation with [i] (see Section 8.5). There is a strong 

possibility that this word is an example of a word-final /a/, i.e., 

/atinipa+wiya/, seeing that the expected form *atinipwiwiya does not 

occur (see Section 1). The word, /atinipa/ has also been recorded as 

[atinmpa] where [n] is a fronted alveolar with [m] then occurring in 

the normal dental environment.

The word /t(m/i)rimpa] 'tadpole', is the only one recorded to 

date where the allophone [i] occurs between /r/ and /m/.. The normal 

allophone is [ui] as shown on Chart 9. This sequence occurs in only 

one other word to date, [apwarrampa] 'blistered', thus showing [i] 

and [m] contrasting in an analogous environment. No variation in 

either word has been recorded, and the second word has not been heard 

at Angurugu.

(c) There are two words at Angurugu which show a contrast between 

/i/ and /u/, viz., [kalikwa] 'calico'; [kalukwa] 'coconut'. Both are 

loanwords as neither commodities are indigenous to the island. The 

Umbakumba Aborigines do not use these words but substitute /timpala/ 

'any cloth' and /kawikwinata/ 'coconut'. In trying to check this
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contrast at Umbakumba, it was apparent that there was confusion as 

to the pronunciation of the two words. Those who know English well 

can differentiate the minimal difference once the words are said. Non- 

phonemic variation between [i] and [u] occurs in a nuntoer of words, 

as listed in Section 8.2.

The Macassan loanword, /tyiwira/ [tyu:ra] 'book, paper' can be 

said to be contrastive with /yinityira/ [yinityira] 'rocky outcrop' 

if the lengthened vowel is not perceived.

If the words listed in (a) to (c) above are used as evidence 

for phonemic contrast between /i/ and /u/, the whole phonemic analysis 

of the high vowel rests on a few words where only one or two in each 

case are opposed to a larger, consistent body of data. Added to this,

is the fact that emic contrast depends in most of these cases on loan

words. The following analysis is based on the overall system of the

language, with ejqplanations provided as above. The system of rounded

versus unrounded vowels is clear but the distribution of unrounded 

allophones is not symmetrical. The lack of symmetry is attributed to 

the loss of the contrast between a labial or velar and its rounded 

counterpart, and to the emic development of the alveolar series, other 

than /r/. If /i/ and /u/ are said to contrast, phonemic variation 

then occurs in all places on Chart 9 where [i/i] alternates with [u] 

or [hi] .
The four conditioning factors for variation in the high vowel 

/i/ are similar to those for the low vowel /a/ (see Section 6.1).

(a) The preceding consonant determines the specific allophone.

/nigi-lamara/ [niijuilamara] 'to sleep well'

/y.i-lamara/ [yilamara] 'orchid'
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/nigwi-pwirata/ [nuqwupwarata] 'I’m a wallaby'

/yi-pwirata/ [y(i/u)pwarata] 'wallaby'

(b) The initial consonant of the following syllable determines the 
allophone.

/nigwi-mwitya/ [nugwu-inwutya] 'oyster'

/yiqwa/ [y(i/u)Qwa] 'crow'

/nii]wi-i3wila/ [nuqwui3wula] 'I'm a trepang'

/yi-Qwila/ [yugwula] 'trepang*

It also can be seen in the alternate form of the following word:

/wanikikpatika~wanikwikpatika/ 'bird (sp.)'i a » *
[wanxkikpatmka~wanukwukpatmka]

(c) In closed syllables

This conditioning factor is minor but there does appear to be 

a greater frequency of the 'allophone [m] in closed syllables.

(d) When the vowel in the following syllable is a front versus a 

non-front vowel.

The high back unrounded allophone most frequently occurs preced

ing a labial plus the non-front unrounded vowel /a/. The high front 

allophone most frequently occurs preceding a labial plus front 

allophone.

8.1 The allophones [u] , [o] , [ui] and [a]

8.1.1 The allophone [u]

When the preceding consonant is any consonant except a labial 

or a velar, the allophone [u] occurs if the following syllable begins
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with a rounded consonant. The allophone is noticeably rounded with 

extreme protrusion of the lips._

The conditioning of the vowel also occurs if the syllable is 

closed. The allophone [u] always occurs if the closure is the 

homorganic nasal preceding a rounded consonant, e.g. /qkw/. It can 

optionally occur if the consonant of a heterorganic cluster closes 

the syllable (see also Section 8.1.2).

The allophone [u] does not occur following a labial or velar
l;because the prosodic feature of rounding applies to the whole syllable, 

i.e., the consonant and vowel are either both rounded or both unrounded. 

(See Section 1.3 for the Assimilation rule across morpheme boundaries.)

(i) Within the morpheme 

rounded cons. rounded cons.

/ampampwiwa/ [ampampwuwa] 'a pair*

/arakpwipwila/ [arakpwupwala] 'a point*

/apwikwaya/ [apwukwaya] 'approaching'

/apwiqwi?a/ [apwugwu?a] 'stupid'

/amwik wa/ [amwukwa] 'live coals'

/mwilkwa/ [mwulkwa]

/y inimam Wiwa/ [ y i nuimamwuwa]

1 stomach'

'egg'

/amwiqkwitya/ [amwui]kwutya] 

/tarawirikwikwa/ [tarawurukwukwa] 

/akwiqwa/ [akwuqwa]

'too tight'

'peaceful dove'

'water'

/akwiwara/ [akwuwara] 'torn'

/apwiri qwiwa/ [apuiruijwuwa]

/yagwii3wa/ [yagwugwa]

/mamwinwinta/ [mamwunwunta] * • • •

'they'

' eel'

'knot'
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dental rounded cons.

/tikwa/ [tukwa]

/yimwintiqwa/ [yimwuintui3wa]

/tiqkwa?a/ [tuqkwara]

/anikatiwa/ [snikatuwa]
/atiwapa/ [atuwopa]

/tiqaliwa/ [tuiqaluwa]

/ayalikwa/ [ayalukwa]

/likwakwa/ [lukwakwa] 

/aliqkwaiyaiyira/ [alut]kwaiyaiya?a] 

/atimwit]kwa/ [aturawuq'kwa] 

/yiiyagmwilimwila/ [yiiyagmwuilumwuila]

alveolar rounded cons.

/meriwa/ [meruwa] "

/mamwirikwa/ [mamwuirukwa]

/me?iqwa/ [merui3wa]

/pwilikwa/ [pwulukwa]
/anipwiwakita/ [asnupwuwDkuita]

/an i qk wi r akp a/ [c5nuqkwurakpa] 

/aniqwimenta/ [snuqwumenta] 

/yinikwampa/ [yinukwt>mpa]

/mariqmwirta/ [maruqmwarta] 

retroflex rounded cons.

'perhaps'

'cypress pine*

'N.E. to E. wind'

' new'

'today'

'hawksbill turtle' 

'paperbark tree'

'en route'

'plant (sp.)'

'very big'

'stone fish'

'current'

'road'

'yellow ochre' 

'cattle'

'silly'

'old'

'harpoon barb'

'bark of a paperbark 

tree'

'black plum'

/antiwa/ [antuwa]• • * i
/yimaqpwinii3wa/ [y imaqpw3nui3wa]

'bloodwood tree' 

'blowfly'
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/aniijkwaya/ [anugkwaya]

/awirikwa/ [awurukwa]• •
/tityariwa/ [tityaruwa] 

/yipariqkwa/ [yiparuqkwa]

'tomorrow'

'swamp' 

'friar bird' 

'mullet'

laminal- -rounded cons.

/maty iwa/ [ma1tyuwa]

/atyigwa/ [atyui3wa]

/tyikwa/ [tyukwa]

/manyiqwinya/ [maInyugwinya] 

/amilyikwa/ [amiiyukwa] 

/akilyii3kwa/ [akiiyuijkwa]

/ayiwaya/ [aIyuwaIya]

/yilkwa/ [y (u/ui) lkwa]

/tyiwi?a/ [tyu :3?a~tyuwu¥a] 

/tyiwity/ [tyu:ty~tyuwuty] 

/tyipwiwina/ [tyupwuna~tyupwuwuna] 

/amakwilyimwita/ [amakwiiyumwuita]

'fern (sp.)'

1 tiredness'

'sugar'

'wild fig'

'safe'

'mortuary rites' 

'weak*

'toad fish' 

'book'

'off with you!'

'spoon'

'big'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

See Assimilation rules Nos. 2 and 3 in Section 1.3.

/i]a?i-mwitilyakpina/ [qa?umwuitiiyakpina]

/qari-mwitena/ [qarumwmtena]

/qa?i-mwitayina/ [ga?umwuitayina]

/wi¥i-i3kwaniqapa/ [wu?ui3kwaenii3apa]

/mwi-wi?akwi-pwik"'aya/ [mWuwurakwup wukwaya]

/ninwi-wutena/ [nunMuwutena]• •
/ni-walyiwina/ [nuwalyuwuna]

'to cough'

'to put on one's knee' 

'to row'

'show-off'

'those approaching1 

'to climb'

'to be cooked'
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The contrast between /k/ and /kw/ in word roots is neutralised 

when the suffix /-iwa/ is added. In the following examples the root 

ends in /mi/ and /pi/, respectively, but these change to /mwi/ and 

/Pwi/•

/ataiyimw-iwa/ [ataiyuimwuwa] 'to the river'

/awiiyapw-iwa/ [awiiyapwuwa] 'to one: A class'

8.1.2 The allophones [u]~[o]

When the preceding consonant is a rounded consonant /w, kw, gw/, 

the allophones [u] and [o] vary freely if the following syllable begins 

with a dental, /?/, retroflex or velar. Only [u] occurs when the 

following syllable begins with a labial.

The allophone [e] can also optionally occur preceding a syllable

beginning with /?/ or a retroflexed consonant.

(i) Within the morpheme

rounded cons.---- labial

/ya?kwimanta/ [yarkwumanta/• t • •
/kwimpamwira/ [kwumpamwara]

/tipwilkwima/ [tupwulkwuma]

/agwipina/ [ai3wupina]

/amagwimai3v'a/ [amagv'uraai]v'a]

rounded cons.----dental

’shell: bivalve'

'fish (sp.)'

'water goanna'

'sky'

'a girl grabbed by 

the wrist'

/yikwitikwita/ [yukw(o/u)tukw(o/u)ta] 

/amwilif 13 wa/ [amwulu?Qwa]

/yii3wila/ [yuQw(u/o) la]

'heart'

'heel'

'trepang'
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/alawitawafa/ [alawutawofa]

/ alar qkwilafkwala/ [alar i]kwul ark wala] 

/akwitagwa/ [akwutaijwa]

/kwintifa/ [kwuntafa]

rounded cons.---- alveolar

/pariwifa/ [paruw(u/o/a)fa]

/tiwifiwil^a/ [tuwufuwxiya]

/mawitafa/ [mawutafa]

/yaqkwifa/ [yagkw (u/o)fa] 

/timwiqkwifa/ [tumv'ut3kw (u/o/a) fa] 

/akwifafa/ [akw (u/a)fafa]

/kwiliija/ [kwulii3a]

/agwifa/ [agw (u/o/a)fa]

/apwigwifa/ [apwuqw(u/o/a)fa]

rounded cons.----retroflex

/yimawira/ [yimaw (u/o)ra]• •
/agwira/ [agw(u/o/a)ra]

/yikwira/ [yukw(u/o)ra]

/kwiraya/ [kw(u/a)raerya] 

/amwigkwirta/ [amwui]kw(u/o) rta] 

/mawirtafa/ [maw(u/o)rtafa]

/aqwinta/ [ag1* (u/a) nta]• * • t
/kwinkwina/ [kwunkw(u/o)na] ̂ • «
/mawinagkaya/ [maw(u/o)naqkarya]

/akwitikwita/ [akw(u/o)tukw(u/o)ta]• • » •
/alikwira/ [aluik^mra]^ •

1s t o r y  *

'sharp1 

'near'

'snake (sp.)'

'plant (sp.)' 

'rainbow'

'berry (sp.)' 

'house fly' 

'kookaburra' 

'prickle (sp.)' 

'rudder' (Mac.)

'smoke'

'stupid'

'moon'

'fire•

'grey hair'

'it's a trick' 

'clean'

'woolly butt tree* 

'ankle'

'trevally'

'stone axe’ 

'sacred'

'house'
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rounded cons. velar

/yikwi23pa/ [yukw (u/o) gpa] 'opossum'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/malamikwi-manyt^a/ [malamwukwumany tya] 

/nii3kwi-lai3wa/ [nuQkwulai3wa]

/gawi-ta/ [gawuta]

'in the canoe'

'yours (sing.)'

'that's enough

(emphatic)'

8.1.3 The allophones [u]~[ui]~[a]

When the preceding consonant is a rounded consonant /pw , mw/, 

the allophones [u] and [ui] vary freely if the initial consonant of 

the following syllable is a labial, dental, alveolar /r/, or retroflex. 

When the initial consonant of the following syllable is a velar or 

retroflex, usually the allophone [ui] occurs.

The allophone [a] occurs in free variation with [u] or [ui] when 

the initial consonant of the following syllable is a dental, /r/ or 

retroflex.

The rounding of the consonant is usually simultaneous in these 

environments and, with a following unrounded vowel, is lip rounding 

by compression. Many non-aboriginals identify the /C*V/ by the u-ish 

quality of the vowel.

(i) Within the morpheme 

rounded cons. labial

/ampwima/ [ampw (u/m)ma] 'not sweet'
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rounded cons. dental

/a?ipwita/ [a¥upw (u/a)ta]

/anyakpwita/ [anyakpw (u/ui/a) ta] 

/ga£ipwitina/ [Qa^upw(u/a)txna] 

/miiyaqpwilifa/ [mi lyaqp^le^a]

/mapwilala/ [mapw(ui/a) lala]

/timakpwila/ [tmmakpw (m/a)la] 

/agkwiiyimwita/ [agkwilyuinw (ui/a) ta]

/qafimwitayina/ [qafumw (u/ra)tayina] 

/amwitilya/ [amw(u/ui) tilya]

/amwina/ [amw(ui/a) na]

/yiiyaqmwilimwila/ [ilyai3mw3lumw (u/ui/a) la] 

/mwila?ii3kwa/ [mw (u/ui) larut3kwa] 

/mwilawiranka/ [mw(u/ui) lawuranka]i o «
/mwilira/ [mwuilara]
*

rounded cons.---- alveolar

/apwiratya/ [apw(ut/e) raXtya]

/akapwira/ [akapw(u/a) ra]

/tamapwimwira/ [tamapwumw(ui/a)ra]

/ ampakwimwir a/ t ampakwumw (ui/e) ra] 

/amwirityuqwa/ [amw(u/ui)rityugwa]

rounded cons. retroflex

/apwirampal_pa/ tapw(«i/a)r$mpalpa] 

/alapwira/ [alapw(ui/a) ra]

/apapwina/ [apapw(ui/a)na]

/apwita/ [apw(ta/3) ta]

1 strong'

'brave'

'to swell' 

'burrawong' 

'shallow sea’ 

'pelican*

'all'

'to paddle, row' 

'cough'

'urine'

'stone fish* 

'white berry' 

'pandanus nut' 

'reef'

'they’

’who?'

'olive python' 

'later on’

'dull'

'flat'

'bark'

'many'

'dangerous sea 

creatures'
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/ ti 1  ̂apw int a/ [ti ly apw (ui/e) nta]/•> *■ t • A *■ • •
/nakwimwina/ [nakw (u/a)mw (ra/a)na]

/mamwira/ [mamw (ui/a) ra]• •
/mamwirikwa/ [mamw (ux/a) rukwa]• •
/mwiri?pa/ [mw (u/m)rifpa]• •
/yimwinta/ [yimM (ui/a) nta]• • • •
/amwirta/ [amw (m/a)rta]» A * A*
/amwinta/ [amw (ui/a) nta]

• A I A

/mwirinwena/ [mw (u/rn) rugwena]• •
/tiqwira/ [tunj (w/a) ra]

'frog*

'to put*

'cormorant'

'road'

'upper back*

'louse' 

'black'

'shoulder' 

'rain forest' 

'white clay'

rounded cons.- -velar

/yinimwikalila/ fy inuimwcikalala] 

/mwikayiwa/ [mwuikaIyuwa] 

/amwikwirita/ [amwmkuinata]« A | A
/amwikayara/ [amwuikaryara]

/mamwika/ [mamwraka] 

/mamwikiyaliya/ [mamwuikiyasliya] 

/mwii]awa/ [mwuiqawa]

/amwiqpa/ [amwvaqpa]

/amwiqmwira/ [amwuiqmwaf a] 

/mwiqarikwa/ [mwuii3arukwa]

'cypress pine needles' 

'dillybag'

'hermit crab'

1 spreading roots' 

'bandicoot's nest*

'crab (sp.) '

'shell: margarite' 

'bush shelter*

'crayfish’

'fishing line*

8.2 The allophones [i]~[i]~[u]

(a) When the preceding consonant is a rounded consonant /pw, mw, 

kw, qw/ ( the allophones [i~i] and [u~ui] freely vary when the initial 

consonant of the following syllable is any laminal. At Umbakumba, [i] 

is the most frequent allophone while at Angurugu [u] is the most 

commonly used. (See Section 8.1 for allophonic rules.)
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(i) Within the morpheme

/apwityapwira/ [apw (u/ui/i) tyapwara) 'muscular ache'

/tatiyapwityarka/ [tatiyapw (u/i)t^arka] 

/amwityiwi?a/ [amw (u/ui/i) t^uwu^a]

'my son’s daughter'

'money'

A witya/ [kw (u/i) t^a] 'hey, look!'

/amwiQkwitya/ [amwui3kw (u/i) t^a] 

/ayikMityiya/ [aIyukw (u/i)t^iya]

'too tight'

'small (sing.)'

/akwiiyipena/ [akw (u/i) l^uipena] 'bright'

/kwinya£a/ [kw (u/i)nyaSa] 'wild fig'

/aqwinya/ [agw (u/i)n^a]

/manyiqwinya/ [maInyugw (u/i)nya]

'pus'

'wild fig'

/tigwiyarka/ [tuqw (i/u)yarka] 'my father's sister'

The same type of variation also occurs in the Nunggubuyu cognate 

/t>vaqawila/ [tyai3aw(i/ u) la] 'maple tree (Nung: tyagawili).

(b) When the preceding consonant is any consonant except a velar or 

rounded consonant, the allophones [i~i] and [u] freely vary when the 

following syllable begins with the rounded consonant /kw/.

All known examples are listed. The variation seems to occur 

because an unrounded vowel would normally follow the preceding consonant, 

whereas the rounded vowel normally occurs preceding a rounded consonant 

(see Section 8.1).

(i) Within the morpheme 

labial---- rounded cons.

/yampwirkwa/ [yeempirkwa~yampwurkwa] 'parrot fish'

dental---- rounded cons.

/anintirkwa/ [aenint (x/u/a) rkwa] 'banksia tree'
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alveolar- -rounded cons.

/ameniijkwa/ [aemen {u/i) gkwa) 

/anii]kwa/ [am (u/i) gkwa] 

/tityinii3kwa/ [tityin (u/x) qkwa] 

/merikwi?a/ [me?(u/i)kwu?a] 

/takwerikwera/ [takwer(u/i)kwe?a)

'young stringbark tree' 

'fishing spear (gen.)' 

'echidna'

'fish: long tom'

'bird: shining fly

catcher ’

retroflex rounded cons.

/arikwa/ [ar(u/i)kwa]• •
/mamwirikwa/ [mam'iur (u/i) kwa]

'raw'

'road1

laminal rounded cons.

/atyi?kwitarpa/ [aty (u/i)rkwutarpa] 'fresh water pool'

8.3 The allophones [i] , [1], [ui] and ta)

8.3.1 The allophones [i], [1] and [a]

(a) When the preceding consonant is any consonant except a rounded 

consonant /pw, mw, kw, gw// the allophones [i] and [1 ] vary freely 

when the initial consonant of the following syllable is a laminal. 

(See Section 8.5.)

Only the allophone [i] occurs preceding /y/. It is also the 

most common allophone occurring between two identical laminals.

The allophone ta) has not been recorded preceding a laminal.

(i) Within the morpheme 

rounded cons. laminal

/awitya/ [awitya] 'mist*
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/tiwiriwilya/ [tuwuruw(i/i) lya]

/wiya/ [wiya]

/awinyempa/ [awinysmpa]

labial laminal

/wanikafaqpitya/ [wamkaraai3pitya]

/awapily a/ [awDpily a)

/yampiya/ [yampiya]

/yipilyipilya/ [yipilyipilya]

/tatiyampinya/ [tatiyampinya]

/amapinytyif if a/ [amapinytyofera] 

/taganytyaminy tyarka] [tai3any tyaminy ty arka]

/atamiya/ [atamiya]

/maminya/ [maminya]

/aminyifa/ [ammy3fa]

/milyalya/ [milyaelya]

/amilyiQafa/ [amilyiqafa]

dental laminal

/amwitiiya/ [amwuitilya]

/tinyinya/ [trny (i/i)nya]

/atiyeriwa/ [atiyeruwa]

/mamwikiyaliya/ [mam'iiikiyasliya]

alveolar laminal

/wifapalitya/ [wufapalit^a]

/tititya/ [tstitya]

/anitya/ [anitya]

/meritya/ [meritya]

'rainbow'

’here you are' 

'fighting'

'brother’s children' 

'warm'

'throat'

'thunder'

'son's daughter'

’long'

'my MF's sister'

'shell: turban'

'firefly *

'smooth and flat' 

'amulet'

'remnant'

’phlegm'

'corneal ulcer'

'young'

'crab (sp.)'

'owner'

'metal'

' liquor'

'soap tree'
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/yininya/ [yininya]

/mamwiriny iny a/ [mamwuir iny inya] 

/wita?iya/ [wutariya]

retroflex--- laminal

/apatityena/ [apatityena]

/aqwintitya/ [aqwuntitya]
•  •  * •

/mai3wininya/ [mai3wuninya]

/timwii3aniyanta/ [tuimwui3aniyanta]

/mwii3aniyanta/ [mwuiQaniyanta]

/agariya/ [aqariya]

/maritya/ [maritya]
•  •

laminal----laininal

/wiratyitya/ [wu?atyitya] 

/ayikwityiya/ [aryukwutyiya] 

/maxnatyiyii3a/ [mamatyiyii3a]

/tinyinya/ [tinyinya]

/yalyilya/ [yaely (i/i) lya] 

/wi?imilyitya/ [wu?uimilyitya] 

/amilyimilyinytya/ [amilyuimily inytya] 

/yiya/ [yiya]

velar laminal

/yiwankitya/ [yuwankitya]

A i n ytyaya/ [kinytyaya]

/alyakilya/ [alyakrlya]

/yiqakiya/ [yigakiya]

/yiniijilya/ [yinii3ilya]

'bristleworm'

'fruit: paper berry*

'morning'

'cruel'

'crumpled'

'crab'

'dragonfly'

'shell: horse conch' 

'baby'

'root (sp.)'

'bird (gen.)'

'small'

'sorcery'

'corneal ulcer'

'flying fox'

'butterfly'

'soil'

'and (in a list)'

'baby wallaby* 

(expression of empathy) 

'mackerel'

'magpie goose'

'sandbar'
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/yinipariqinytya/ [yirmipargmytya] 

/mwiQinytya?ikwa/ [mwuiginytyarukwa] 

/amargiiya^a/ [amarqxiyara]

'gum tree'

'shell: great top' 

'unkind'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary 

/mi-ty irkwitarpa/ [mityurkwutarpa]

/ti-nya?iqwa/ [tinyarugwa]

/gari-iy agpatyaga/ [ga£ilyagpa1 tyaga] 

/ni-yikwityiya/ [niyukwutyiya]

'shallow pool of 

salt water* 

'tame: D class' 

'to crush' 

'small: N class'

(b) When the preceding consonant is a laminal /ty , y/, the allophones 

[i] and [i] vary freely when the initial consonant of the following 

syllable is an alveolar or velar. The allophone [a] can optionally 

occur preceding flap /?/.

(i) Within the morpheme 

laminal alveolar

/akwila£mpityina/ [akwularmpity rna] 'beside'
/tityinigkwa/ [tityinugkwa] 'echidna'
/tyinapa/ [tyinapa] 'gun*
/yakwityina/ [yakwutyina] 'there'
/yina/ [y (i/i)na] 'knee'
/tyawiyina/ [tyawiyina] 'friends (pi.)'
/pinytyila/ [pinytyila] 'pencil'
/wi?ityilikwa/ [wurityrlukwa] 'fish (sp.)'
/wiyita/ [wiyita] ’straight'
Aalayiifa/ [kalaIy (i/a)£a] 'sea perch'
/yirma/ [yirma] 'white gum’
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/ayirpiyirpa/ [a yirpiyirpa] 

/aganytyiqanytyira/ [aqany ty ii]anyty (i/a)ra]
'continuous' 
'shell (sp.)'

laminal- -velar

/patyikala/ [patyikala]

/atyikama/ [atyikama]

/alyikaripwita/ [alyikarpwata]

/alyikilyigpa?ga/ [alyikilyigparga] 

/akpilkwirakayiga/ [aekpi lkwurakaXy i qa] 

/mamatyiyiga/ [mamatyiyiga]

/takwilyiqatyaqa/ [takwily r qatyaga] 

/mamilyiga?a/ [mamily iqara]

/aly iqpilyiqpi:?a/ [aly i gpily i gpi£a] 

/lyalyiga/ [lyajlyrga]

'billycan'

'hawk moth'

'inedible'

'lungs'

'smooth sand dune' 

'sorcery'

'stars'

'mangroves'

'plant (sp.)' 

'knife'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/yi-karpa/ [yikarpa]• ♦

(c) When the preceding consonant is a labial, the allophones [i] and 

[i] vary freely when the following syllable begins with a labial, 

dental, alveolar or velar consonant. The allophone [a] can optionally 

occur preceding flap /?/ but this is not common.

(i) Within the morpheme

labial labial

/napipa/ [naepipa] 

/akwipipayika/ [akwupipaeIka] 

/gafimimpatina/ [qa?imimpatina]

'mother's brother' 

'drinkable fluid'

'to shut one's eyes'
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labial- -̂ dental

/minta/ [rainta]

/akpilkiyalkwa/ [aekpi lkiyalkwa]

'tree (sp.)' 

'receding tide'

labial- -alveolar

/yinipi^a/ [yxnipi?a] 

/yimaripi^a/ [yimaripi^a] 

/qa^iiyipina/ [garil^ipina]

/aqwipina/ [agwup(i/i)na] 

/pitita/ [pitita]

/pinata/ [pinata]

/pifita/ [pxiri:ta]

/eminta/ [jeminta]

/aqkaqmina/ (sgksqmina] 

/napi^iminama/ [napi&rnninama] 

/timifimara/ [tuimir (ui/a) mara] 

/memixfe^a/ [masmî exfa]

/memirma/ [majnirma]

/timi?a/ [tim(i/e)£a]

/aqmi^a/ [aeqmCi/e) ra] 

/timi^agmifa/ [tuxmi?32i]m(i/a) ?a] 

/yinigkwe?imira/ [yxnugkwerimi?a]

'bird (sp.)' 

'stingray (sp.)'

'to take a stick out 
of the foot'

'sky, clouds'

'potato'

'peanut'

'rice'

'nose'

'thieving'

'to rumble'

'sandfly'

'flathead'

'nape'

'dove'

'wide, fat'

'sea snake'

'sea snake'

(Note: The occurrence of ja] is unusual. It occurred when checking

a set of [m^V] and [mV] where the vowel was neutralised to highlight 

the phonetic quality of the consonant.)
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labial- -velar

/akwir ipiripika/ [akwuripiripika]
• • • •

/epiga/ [aepiga]

/gafikpikpafigina/ [gafikpikpafagina]

/pikaga/ [pikaga]

/gafiwe?ipikina/ [garuwe?ipikina]

/akwiwifimika/ [akwuwi?imika]

/wanimikifa/ [wanimikifa]
• •

/amikpilyiJra/ [amikpxiy (i/a) ¥a] 

/mikifa/ [mikifa]

/mikpilyifa/ [mikpxiyuifa]

'cannibalistic' 

’anthill'

'too heavy to lift' 

'fish hook'

'to think'

'whistle'

'their names' 

'peaceful'

'swamp nuts'

'bark strips'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/mi-pina/ [mipina] 'not here'

(d) When the preceding consonant is an alveolar or a retroflex, only 

the allophone [i] occurs when the following consonant is a labial.

(i) Within the morpheme

alveolar labial

/anipa/ [aenipa]

/yinipa/ [yinipa] 

/lipaga/ [lipaga]

'living' 

'red ochre 

'bait'

/arampefipifa/ [araempe?ipifa] • •
/ya?ipe¥a/ [yae£ipe£a] 

/agaifipa/ [aga?ipa]

/afipatya/ [ae^ipa^ya] 

/kaifipa/ [kafipa]

'flat'

'fish (sp.)'

'(go) that way'

'(go) the other way' 

'turtle shell’
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/lipalipa/ [lipalipa]

/minimpatya/ [minimpaItya] 

/animpinimpa/ [asn (i/i) mpin (i/i) mpa]

'canoe' (Mac.) 

'seaweed'

'shrub (sp.)'

retroflex- -labial

/aripa/ [aripa]

/kwiripa/ [kwuripa]• •
/yimaripi?a/ [yimaripxra]

'dry ground' 

'passionfruit' (Eng.) 

'stingray (sp.)'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/yini-pi?a/ [yinipi?a] 

/yini-pa?a/ [yinipa?a]

'seagull' 

'honey'

(e) When the preceding consonant is an alveolar or velar, the 

allophones [i] and [i] vary freely when the following consonant is a 

velar.

(i) Within the morpheme

alveolar- -velar

/pe?ika/ [pe?ika] 

/ale?ikawa?iya/ [ale?ikawa?iya] 

/akwararikpa/ [akw$raer ikpa] 

/ya?ikaliwa/ [yaeSikaluwa] 

/yila?iki?a/ [yila?iki?a] 

/eminigk3/ [ceminiqka]
/yilike?a/ [yilike?a] 

/papilikena/ [papilikena]

'gate' (Eng.) 

'untidy'

'turtle poles'

1 shell: coquinas' 

'fern (sp.) ' 

'strange'

'fruit'

'galvanised iron' 

(Mac.)
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velar--- velar

'testicles'

'bird (sp.)'

'to cook in ashes'

'to put the fire out' 

'not to know how to 

learn'

(f) When the preceding consonant is a velar, the allophones [i],

[i] and [a] vary freely when the initial consonant of the following 

syllable is an alveolar.

velar--- alveolar

/amarqki^a/ [amargki?a] 'kind'

/akina/ [ak(i/e)na] 'that'

/miki^a/ [mik(i/a)?a] 'swamp nut'

/mantakiSiye^a/ [mantakiHye?a] 'yam'• » • •
/mwiginara/ [mwuiginara] 'yam'

/anytyiqi^a/ [anytyiq(i/a)£a] 'shell: Natica'

/atikina/ [atuik (i/a) na] 'that end'

8.3.2 The allophones [i] , [ui] and [a]

(a) When the preceding consonant is a laminal, the allophones [i] 

and [ui] vary freely when the initial consonant of the following 

syllable is a labial, dental, alveolar /?/ or a retroflex.

The allophone [a] freely varies with [i] and [ui] when the 

preceding consonant is a laminal other than /y/.

/yakika/ [yakika]

/wanikikpatika/ [wan (i/ui) kikpatuika]

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/ni-ka?aqa/ [nika^aqa] 

/qari-kampama/ [qa?ik(a/aa)mpama] 

/niqi-kikama?a/ [niqikikama?a]
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(i) Within the morpheme

laminal labial

/yipilyipiiya/ [yipiiy (i/ui)piiya] 

/qafaiyimparinama/ [qaraiy(i/m)parxnama] 

/akwiiyipena/ [akwuiy (i/ui)pena]

'thunder *

'to eat'

'brightly coloured'

laminal- -dental

/yilpa/ [y ( i / u i) lpa]
i/ayilpiyilpa/ [a y (r/ui) Ipiy (r/ui) lpa] 

/yirikwityilaqwa/ [yirukwuty (i/ui/a) laqwa]

'edible root (sp.)' 

'bush'

'bandicoot'

laminal- -alveolar

/maiyi^imilya/ [maly(i/w)famiiya] 

/lyi^ilyira/ [ly ( i / u i) ?ilymfa]

/amalyi?a/ [amaly ( i / u i) fa]

/anyifa/ [any (i/ui/a)fa]

/timantyimantyifa/ [tuimantyuimanty (i/m/a) fa]* « o i •
/afikwanytyi?a/ [afukwa1nyty(i/a/ui)fa] 

/aliqatyirara/ [aluiqaty (i/a) if afa] 

/akatyififa/ [akaty(i/a)fafa]

'red-collared lorikeet' 

'tasselled*

'juice'

'mucus'

'cricket'

'quick'

'long'

'cleared*

(Note: There are two exceptions to the above rules where the allo- 

phones are [i~i] and where [ui~a] has not been recorded, viz., 

/yinityifa/ [yinity(i/i)fa] 'rocky outcrop'; /yintyifa/ [y ( i / u i ) ntyira] 

'fish (sp.)'.

laminal retroflex

/yirimpa/ [y ( i / u i) rmpa] 

/yita/ [y { i / u i ) ta]

'seagull' 

'lawyer vine'
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/atyirigka/ [at^ (i/ui/a)ruiqka] 'ground'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/patyi-laQwa/ [pa1 ty (i/ui) lagwa] 

/yi-nana/ [yinana]

/yi-raka/ [yiraka]

'about a nail' 

'fingernail' 

'didjeridu'

(b) When the preceding consonant is a dental, the allophones [i], 

[ui] and [a] vary freely when the initial consonant of the following 

syllable is a dental or alveolar. The allophone [a] does not seem 

to occur preceding /n/.

When the preceding consonant is a dental /t/ and the following 

consonant is also a dental, the most frequent allophone is [i]. In 

some of the examples, only [i] has been recorded in the stressed 

penultimate syllable in this environment.

dental- -dental

/tinina/ [t(i/ui)n(i/m/a)na]

/alila/ [al(ui/a)la]

/alita/ [al(i/ui/a) ta]

/tilanta/ [t ( i / u i) lanta]' O A A A AA
v 7/makatitamwira/ [makat ( i / u i) tamwara ]  

/wifantinta/ [wrraentinta]

/wi^atitiy arka/ [wurati tityarka] 
/akalilarQkwira/ [akal ( i / u i) la?i3kwu?a] 

/mamalila/ [mamal(i/a)la]

’mosquito'

'sponge'

'paint'

'rock wallaby'

'string necklace' 

'mouse'

'avoidance relatives' 

'orange stone' 

'casuarina needles'

dental- -alveolar

/tiwetira/ [tuwaet (ui/a) ra] 'white cockatoo'
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/etifa/ [set (i/ui/a)fa] 

/yimwitirii3wa/ [yimwuit (ui/a) fugwa] 

/atifigwana/ [at (ui/a) fui]wana] 

/tirapata/ [t (i/m/a)rapata]
/tinta/ [tinta]

/tiniQkv'ilai3wa/ [ t (i/ra) nuqkwulai]wa] 

/ atinakpa/ [at (i /ui) nakpa] 

/tatinigkwifa/ [tat ( i/ui) nugkwufa] 

/titit^a/ [t (ui/a) tit^a] 

/aliratapira/ [aluiraetapira] 

/agpwilira/ [sqpwal (ui/a) fa]

' h o l e '

'catfish'

'big'

'pronged spear' (Nung.) 
'bamboo'

'dugong'

'(to go) ahead'

'shell: olive'

'metal'

'empty'

'blunt'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/ti-tariqka/ [t (i/m) taruiqka] 

/ti-ligena/ [t (i/m) luiqena]

/ti-rakpwilira/ [trnrakpwuil (ui/e) fa]

'woman'

'salt'

'blunt'

(c) When the preceding consonant is an alveolar, the allophones 

[ i ]  ,  [ h i] and [a] vary freely when the initial consonant of the 

following syllable is an alveolar. Only the allophones [ui] and [a] 

have been recorded between two flap /f/. The allophone [a] does not 

seem to occur preceding /t/ or /l/.

(i) Within the morpheme

alveo lar----alveo lar

/yaliniyalina/ [yal(i / a )niyal(i/a)na] 

/kalifa/ [kal(i/a)fa]

/tifimala/ [t (r/a/ui) fuimala]

'upright sides' 

'plant (sp.)' 

'north wind'
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/pirita/ [pi?i:ta] 'rice'

/tyigkwilili/ [tyugkwulili] 'plant (sp.)'

/arira/ [af(ui/a)ra] 'wind'

/tirira/ [t (m/a)? (w/a)fa] 'batfish'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/ni-?iqka/ [n(ui/a)ruiqka] 'to see'

8.3.3 The allophones [ui] and [a]

The examples listed below illustrate the distribution of the 

basic allophone [m] and its reduced form [a].

(a) When the preceding consonant is any consonant except a rounded 

consonant or velar, the allophone [ui] occurs when the following 

syllable begins with a labial. In all but one example, the following 

labial is /m/. (See also Section 8 .6 for variation caused by vowel 

harmony.)

(i) Within the morpheme

dental labial

/aijalipa/ [agaluipa]

/alimilya/ [almmilya]

/qa£aiyilyatima/ [qa^aiy iiyatuima]

/an ima/ [ anuima ]

alveolar -labial

/ya^imiiya/ [yaiframriya]

/awi?imaiya/ [awuruimalya]

/atiye^imanytya/ [atiyefuimanytya]

'over there' 

'bloodwood tree' 

'to hang down' 

'mangrove'

'coral'

'pretending'

'sibling'
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/napwiriminama/ [napwufuiminama]

/ awilimar a/ [ awuluimara]

/palimana/ [paluimana]

/naf imalkatyika/ [naruimalkatyika]

'to rumble* 

'boomerang' 

'hat'

'to fly'

retroflex labial

/arima/ [arutma]
•  •

/narakakwirimatina/ [nar akak wuruimat ina] 

/qarap arima/ [ qaraparuima]

/qariwarimatyina/ [ qaruwaruimaty ina] 

/apwirimpa/ [apweruimpa]

'big'

'to learn'

'feel for something 

unseen'

'to lift up' 

'blistered'

laminal labial

/ataiyima/ [ataiyuima]

/ at y imar a/ [ atyuimara]• •
/qa?ilyimatikina/ [qar iiyuimatuikina]

'oyster stick' 

'to lose'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/wani-mataqkwa/ [wanuimataqkwa]

/wani-metira/ [wan (ra/1) mset (i/a) ?a]• o i «
/ni-mantapira/ [nuimsntaspira] 

/yini-mamwiwa/ [yinmmamwuwa]

'their bodies' 

'their mouths' 

'empty-handed'

'egg'

(b) When a dental is contiguous to the vowel, allophones [ui] and

[a] freely vary. The other consonant is an alveolar or velar.

(i) Within the morpheme 

dental velar
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/atika/ [ a t (m/a) ka]

/wanikikpatika/ [wanikikpatmka] 

/alika/ [al(m/a)ka]

/mwigalika/ [mwmgalmka] 

/yilikarinytya/ [yilmkarinytya]A | A |

/wanigwanimpalikpa/ [wanugwanmmpalmkpa] 

/tatikakwakwa/ [tatuikakwokwa] 

/amwitikpaiya/ [amwmtmkpaiya] 

/agantiga/ [agant (m/a) ga] 

/agatigatira/ [agatragatara]

/mwiniga/ [mwmnmga]

/aniga/ [an(m/a)ga]

/aligatyi?ira/ [alragatyarara] 

/aligakwirepa/ [almgakwurapa] 

/aligayikpira/ [almgaeIkpi?a]

alveolar dental

/wiriliyiwa/ [wurmliyuwa] 

/wirilikwiiyiiya/ [wurmlukwuiyiiya] 

/yikwiritagwa/ [yukwur(m/a)tagwa]

velar • dental

/tarigila/ [taring (m/a) la] 

/alarginta?gena/ [alarg(m/a)ntargena]
A | | A A

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/ti-galiwa/ [tmgaluwa]

/ti-gaya/ [tmgaIya]

'fish: neon tetra' 

'bird (sp.)’

1 foot1

'pandanus fruit' 

'shell: green razor 

clam'

'dingo'

'cone shell'

'dew'

'sharp'

'sloping'

'burrawong palm' 

'food'

'long'

'milkwood tree'

'broad'

'bird (sp.)'

'white ants'

'swordfish'

'mother-in-law' 
'shell: triton'

'hawksbill turtle' 

'widowed'
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(c) When the preceding consonant is any consonant except a labial, 

laminal or rounded consonant, the allophones [ui] and [a] vary freely 

when the initial consonant of the following syllable is a retroflex. 

(No occurrences of a high vowel between a labial and a retroflex have 

been recorded to date.)

(i) Within the morpheme

dental retroflex

/ 1 iwan t i r a/ [ tuwan t (ui/ a) r a ] 

/tintirka/ [t (ui/a) nt (ui/a) ?ka]o it i «
/tiranka/ [ t (ra/a)r anka]• «"> i

’bird: rufous fantail’ 

’my mother*

’lizard (sp.)’

alveolar retroflex

/yimwirira/ [y im'iur (ui/a) fa]

/amarira/ [amar (ui/a) ra]
• •

/agwiSita/ [agwu? (ui/a) ta] 

/tilirinta/ [tuiluir (ui/a) nta]rs • • • •
/tiraka/ [tuiraka]

’twigs’

’crab’s eye seed’ 

’magpie’

1 tree python’

’ tru ck ’

velar retroflex

/aqinta/ [aganta]

/tigira/ [tuig (ra/a) ra] 

/tagintera/ [ tag (m/a) ntera]r\ » i • •

’chin

’white clay’ 

’black cockatoo’

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/ti-ntifka/ [t (ra/a) nt (m/a) rka] ’my mother’

(d) When the preceding consonant is a retroflex, [ui] and [a] vary
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freely when the initial consonant of the following syllable is any 
consonant except a labial, laminal or rounded consonant.

(i) Within the morpheme

retroflex dental

/amanina/ [aman (m/a) na]
• O  * A

/amwikwirita/ [amwuikwar (m/a) ta]I A » A

'charcoal' 

•hermit crab'

retroflex alveolar

/tintirka/ [t (m/a)nt (m/a)rka]
A | « A • •

/kantifa/ [kant (m/a) fa]
• • • •

/yantifena/ [yantmfena] 

/mawirifa/ [mawur (m/a)fa]

'my mother'

'horns, antennae' 

'shell (sp.)' 

'seaweed'

(Note: There is one exception in the word, /watiri~watira/ [watif(i/a)]• • •
'Borroloola Aborigines'. The occurrence of a final /i/ signals that 

it is probably a loanword.)

retroflex--- retroflex

/anwityirira/ [anwuty (m/a)r (m/a)ra] • • • •
/yimwinina/ [yimwan(m/a)na*]

/antinta/ [ant(m/a)nta]• ••• •• ••
/kwiyarita/ [kwiyar (ra/a)ta]

/titila/ [t(m/a)tmla]i • • •
/atitifa/ [atatafa]

'hollow'

'stingray (sp.)' 

'heart'

'cyclone, storm' 

'bell'

■hot'

retroflex velar nasal

/ariqka/ [ar(m/a)qka] 

/mwiriqa/ [mwarmqa]

'head'

'backbone'
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/akpirigka/ [askpar (m/a) gka] 

/amarigka/ [amarmgka] 

/arigmara/ [ar (ui/a) gmara]

'dry*

'liitping'

'edible roots (gen.)'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/amati-lagwiya/ [amatuilagwiya]t a * 'through the grass'

8.4 In closed syllables

In the following words, the vowel in the closed syllable is 

conditioned by the same factors as pertain in the preceding sections 

8.1-3. The following consonant that closes the syllable is the 

conditioning factor.

Other examples are listed in the previous sections. See Section

8.5 for examples where the conditioning factor is the initial consonant 

and vowel in the following syllable.

(i) Within the morpheme

/amwitikpalya/ [amw (ui/a) t (ui/a) kpalya] ' dew'

/tiiapala/ [tuimpala] 'cloth' (Mac.)

/gariwirikpina/ [garuwurikpina] 'to scold'

/wirilyimpilyimpiya/ [wuf ily (i/ui)mpily (i/ui)mpiya] 'night heron' 

/tilyimpa/ [tily (i/ui)mpa] 'cuttlefish'

/yilpa/ [y( i / u i) lpa] 'root vegetable'

/gariwilyikpilya/ [garuwilyikpilya] 'to obey'

/titafiqka/ [tuita?(ui/a) gka] 'woman'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

The only consonants which occur initially in a CC cluster root 

initially appear to be velars. See Section 4: palatalised consonants.
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8.5 When the following vowel is a front vowel

When the following syllable begins with a labial, the allophones

[i] t [i] and [ui] are conditioned by the vowel in the following 

syllable. The allophones [i~i] usually occur preceding [i/ae/e], 

and the allophones [ i ~ u i ] preceding [a].

The variation between [i] and [m] in this environment is most 

frequent in unstressed syllables, particularly in the last unstressed 

syllable of a CVCV prefix. The variation has not been recorded in 

every instance (see Section 5 for strong versus weak consonants).

The distribution of the allophones can be seen in the following

examples:

/yimaripifa/ [yxmaripiSa] 'stingray (sp.)'
• •

/alyikafiparipara/ [aly ikarmparvupara] 'light'

/ti-pina/ [tipina] 'not here'

/wifi-palanta/ [wu¥(i/m)palanta] 'non-aboriginal'

/panimpifa/ [panimpi?a] 'Venus'.(Mac.)• •
/tirimpa/ [t (i/m) r (i/ui)mpa] 'tadpole'

(i) Within the morpheme

Two environmental factors occur in some of the following 

examples: a following vowel and closure of the syllable.

/qafiriperikina/ [qafriir ( i/ui) perk ina] 'to go ashore'

/amwi?ikpaiya/ [amwui?uikpaiya] 'soft'

/ti¥ikpa/ [tui&ukpa] 'bird: masked plover'

/atif iqayikpwina/ [ate? ( i / u i) t]aeIkpw3na] ' appropriate'

/yikpa/ [y(i/ui)kpa] 'pheasant'
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/ a l ^ a i y i k p a /  [ a i y $ i y  ( i / u i ) k p a ] 'lips'
/maiyikpityina/ [maiy (i/ui)kpity ina] 'sailing boat'
/al^igpa/ [aly ( i / u i ) gpa] 'clap sticks'
/agkipargwargwa/ [aegk ( i / u i) pargwargwa] 'heavy'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/nigi-menta/ [m g (ui/i )menta] 'I'm a turtle'

/yini-manipa/ [yin(ui/i)maenipa] 'wild honey'
/nani-miya/ [nasnuimiya] . 'to pick up'

/wi¥ani-miyatya/ [wurjenimiyaetya]

/wani-marirpa/ [wanuimari :?pa]• • • •

'wings'

'their backs'

8 .6  Vowel harmony

Regressive vowel harmony occurs within the morpheme and across 

the morpheme boundary. The harmony sometimes causes an unexpected 

allophone in a certain environment,which may or may not be in free 

variation with the normal allophone. (See Chart 9, Section 8: 

Introduction for allophonic norms.)

Vowel harmony can be seen in the following examples, but can 

also be observed in examples in the preceding sections where a 

succession of vowels harmonise within expected environments: 

/akwirigkwiwi?a/ [akwurugkwuwura] 'anchor'; /ayagwirikwiriwira/ 

[aTyagkwurukwuruwura] 'corner'; /aminytyiminytyiri?a/

[amxnytyiminytyi?sra] 'longest'.

(i) Within the morpheme

In the following examples, vowel harmony regresses to one or two 

preceding syllables.
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/mawily ilyikwa/ [mawuiyuly ukwa~mawilyiiyukwa] 

/mamikiyaliya/ . [mam(i/ui)kiyaaliya] 

/akwititityiqwa/ [akwutitityugwa] 

/yinigkwe¥-imi£a/ [yinuqkwe? (ui/i)mira] 

/aiyagi?iyata/ [alyaq(i/a)£iyata]

/akWiwe?igmiiy a/ [akwuwer x gmily a] 

/akwilikiya?ama/ [akwul ( i / u i) kiya^ama] 

/ga?iwi£imika/ [qa?uwi?imika]

/atatipina/ [atatipina]- 

/gafilikpina/ [ga£uil (i/ui) (k)pxna] 

/qa^iiyipina/ [qa^iiyipxna]

'berry (sp.)'
' crab (sp.) '

'gate'

'seasnake'

'sulky'

'cloudy sky'

'to dribble'

'to whistle'

'this side'

'to hunt'

'to take a stick out 

of the foot'

(ii) At the morpheme boundary

/ti-ginytyapena/ [t ( i / u i) ginytyapena] 

/ti-pina/ [tipina]

/ti-mi?imara/ [timiJuimara]» I A •
/ti-milfa/ [t(i/ui)mi?a]A A

/kini-£igka/ [kuirmiruigka]

'dolphin' 

'not here' 

'sandfly'

'dove'

'to see'

Vowel harmony can be seen in the following words where redupli

cation occurs. The root-final allophone in the first root is in 

harmony with that of the second root. The usual allophonic rules for 

rounded allophones apply (see Section 8.1.1).

/yi-maki-maki-na/ [yimaekimskina] 

/a-miiyi-milyi-nytya/ [amiiy ( i / u i) miiy inytya] 

/a-kwiri-kwiri-pika/ [akwurikwuripika]

'mud wasp'

'soil'

'cannibalistic'

/a-gwifipwi-gwi¥ipi-fa/ [ag'̂ ui? (u/i)pwugwu?ipi¥a] 'fish (sp.)'

/manki-manki/ [mank(i/m)manki] 'pointing bone' (Nung)
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8.7 Phonemic variation

The vowel /i/ varies freely with the phoneme /a/ in certain 

words. The phonemic variation has only been found to occur in the 

words listed below. Most of the variation is contiguous to a laminal 

or dental.

/y(a/i)nytye?ikina/ 'in the opposite

direction'

/kwiyar(a/i)ta/ 'cyclone'

/y(a/i)lakwa/ 'here'

/t(a/i)tyiniqkwa/ 'bandicoot'

/ty(a/i)ya/ 'go away!'

/garaniQm(a/i)kina/ 'to mention'

/yiniparig(a/i)nytya/ 'gum tree'

/yitya?akama~yityirakama/ 'Olive Ridley turtle'

/nakwim(a/i)na/ 'to put'

The vowel /i/ also varies with /e/ in a few words. Macassan 

and English words with [e] appear to have an indigenised form where 

[i~i] occurs, e.g. the Javanese word lepak-lepak 'small container' 

is probably the cognate form of the indigenised /lipalipa-lyipaiyipa/ 

'canoe'; /tyi?i/ 'Jerry' (Eng.). Both the English and the indigenised 

forms now co-occur resulting in phonemic variation.

/maiy(i/e)?imiiya/ 'red collared lorikeet'

/m(i/e)nimpatya/ 'seaweed'

/p(i/e)nytyila/ 'pencil*

/amemperkwa~aminperkwa/ 'ten'
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9. CONCLUSION

"The speech of monolingual natives of some languages is comprised 

of more than one phonemic system: the simultaneously existing systems

operate partly in harmony and partly in conflict. No rigidly descriptive 

statements of the facts about such a language accounts for all the 

pertinent structural data without leading to apparent contradictions." 

(Kenneth L. Pike and Charles C. Fries: "Co-existent Phonemic Systems"
in Brend 1972: 51) .

Conflict between two or more phonemic systems is seen in the 

phonemic analysis of Anindilyakwa. Data of indigenous origin has been 

used as the basis of analysis in order to present what is believed to 

be the predominant phonemic system. Loanwords from English and 

Macassan, and Nunggubuyu cognates have been identified wherever possible 

because of the conflict that arises from these sources.

It would seem possible that, with the very long words, Anindil

yakwa originally had two emic vowels and a consonantal system that 

differentiated five points of articulation. The phoneme /e/ still has 

a limited distribution and frequently varies with /a/. It may have 

been an allophone of /a/ contiguous to laminals and /?/. The alveolar 

series (except the very common /r/) has developed from contact with 

Macassan and English to the extent where alveolar /m/ is common and 

dental /n/ and laminal / n V  now carry a very low functional load. The 

rounded consonants /pw/ and /mw/ appear to be almost lost preceding /a/.

The sound shifts in the consonants have resulted in problems 

in determining the emic status of the vowels. It would appear that, 

while the consonants have gained emic status, the vowels have not to 

date. The consonantal changes, however, make it difficult to make 

clear, non-contradictory statements about vowel allophones, e.g.,
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[ae] preceding alveolar /n/ is probably still in its form as conditioned 

by a following laminal /ny/ or possibly dental /n/; the occurrence 

of [i] versus [ui] preceding /ma/ is possibly conditioned by an earlier 

contrast between /ma/ and /m a/. The literate Aborigines of Umbakuniba 

have experienced great difficulty in.spelling the high vowel when 

written and taught as /i/ and /u/, and in writing /e/ in some environ

ments .

It seems, therefore, that the vowel changes have not yet acquired

emic status for the native speakers, though some can hear the etic

differences because of their contact with English phonics during their

schooling. Their facility in writing English, however, will probably

necessitate the use of i and u in the orthography, the latter being*
used when the lips are rounded by protrusion.

The occurrence of a series of rounded consonants is unusual for 

Aboriginal languages but is known to occur in Tiwi (see Godfrey and 

Leeding 1974). An analysis similar to this one is that of Mr. Gavan 

Breen who, by interpretation, has posited a series of rounded 

consonants as counterparts of the full series of unrounded consonants, 

together with a two-vowel system, for the Arandic languages of central
1 'Australia. His analysis also incorporates pre-palatalised consonants. 

The major difference between his analysis and mine is that Arandic 

rounded consonants are analysed by interpretation, whereas those in 

Anindilyakwa have an actual phonetic realisation.

Continuing research is necessary in order to resolve some issues 

raised in the paper. Further analysis should consider:

(a) the positing of a series of palatalised velar stops and the 

subsequent effect on the analysis of the emic glide [a1]

(b) the possibility of long versus short vowels, dependent on a
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contrast in the length of the low vowel

(c) their possible classification of homorganic nasal plus stop as 

a single versus a complex unit (necessary for the teaching of 
literacy).

An analysis of the suprasegmental features of stress/rhythm/timing 

also remains to be done as a major research project.
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FOOTNOTES

Because the high vowel has rounded and unrounded allophones, the 

phonetic script has been added for clarity whenever the rounded 

allophones occur.

In the present taped stories, only the older people seem to use 

the final [u:] for words other than verbs.

The English meaning of verbs is shown only as an infinitive 

because affixation often involves lengthy translations which are 

irrelevant in this paper.

There are verbal prefixes which are CV(C)CVCV also, viz., 

/-mwintaki/ and /wiraki/. These conform to the formula given in 

its most expanded form but have an additional CV(C) syllable 

preceding the given formula.

In other cases where the Aborigines have not accepted the elision, 

the phonetic forms are excluded in the analysis.

Differences in the pronunciation of some phonemes in the process of 

language acquisition are not discussed in this paper.

Both phonemic and phonetic representations are used in this section 

because of difficulties arising because [u] is an allophone of /i/ 

following a rounded consonant.

Two Aborigines, in literacy classes, brought to my attention the 

sequence written as ku. They told me this was like kwa, kwi and
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kwe and should be spelt with a kwu. The emic feature of the rounded 

consonant was thus recognised preceding the rounded vowel [u].

9 xOne literate wrote [ae ka] 'tree (gen.)' as ayika and other literates

frequently spelt the word as aka.

^  Some examples of [ae] where the allophone [a] has not also been 

recorded are listed. These occur in the same environment as the 

two allophones of /a/. No contrast has been observed between the 

two vowels either because all other occurrences in the same 

environment vary freely, or because only [ae] occurs in the environ

ment in one or two words. The occurrence of [ae] as an allophone 

of /e/ does not occur in these particular environments.

^  There are two sets of classifying prefixes for nouns and adjectives. 

I have, therefore, set up a third class of words, tentatively 

called "nominals", which function as nouns or adjectives but are 

morphologically distinct in that they take the second set of class- 

markers, viz., wani, yani, etc. as opposed to wiri, yiri, etc.

12 English loanwords with a rounded vowel are indigenised by rounding 

the consonant following the vowel, e.g. /tyikwa/ [tyukwa] 'sugar'; 

/tyawikwa/ [tyaU :kwa] 'chalk'; /tyiwipa/ [tyuwupa] 'soap'. Where 

English loanwords have an unrounded vowel, only the word-final /a/ 

is added, e.g., /tyaka/ [tyaka] 'jug'; /tyiyipa/ [tyi:pa] 'sheep'. 

The relationship between a rounded consonant and a preceding rounded 

vowel is thus readily apparent.

The information concerning the Arandic analysis is taken from 

orthographical materials supplied by Mr. Breen to the Institute of

1 3
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Aboriginal Development, Alice Springs. It has not been possible 

to ascertain whether the analysis has been published.
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